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Abstract  

This thesis reports on the electronic structure of water adsorption on transition metal oxide 

(TMO) nanoparticle (NP) surfaces using liquid jet photoelectron spectroscopy. My focus is to 

determine the nature of water adsorption (associative/dissociative) on TMO surfaces from NPs fully 

immersed in liquid water. Probing the electronic structure of this solid — liquid interface is crucial for 

a variety of scientific and technological fields, such as material science, corrosion, electrochemistry, 

and photocatalytic water splitting. Especially the latter is receiving ample interest due to the current 

environmental pollution and energy shortage problems. In this context, I have studied the molecular 

species forming at the NP — water interface for the arguably most efficient photocatalytic systems: 

hematite iron oxide (α-Fe2O3) and anatase titanium dioxide (TiO2). Using soft X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (PES) from liquid microjets, I have detected valence and core-level photoelectrons, as 

well as Auger electrons, from liquid water, NP – water interface, and the interior of the aqueous-phase 

NPs. Such methods are shown to be highly sensitive to the adsorbed interfacial species on the NP 

surfaces.  

In the α-Fe2O3 NP aqueous solution, water has been found to be dissociatively adsorbed on the 

surface, proven by the water-dissociation product hydroxide, detected by resonant and non-resonant 

photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), as well as partial-electron-yield X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(PEY-XAS) at the oxygen K-edge. The iron L3-edge PEY-XAS measurements have proven to be 

sensitive to the chemical environment of the Fe3+ ions at the NP surface. By comparing the pre-edge 

peak intensities of local versus non-local autoionization signals, the ultrafast charge-transfer time from 

interfacial Fe3+ into the aqueous environment can be estimated.  

The TiO2 NP — water interface study has revealed that the nature of water interaction with a 

defect-free TiO2 surface depends on the surrounding chemical environment. Water has been found to 

be molecularly adsorbed at the surface in an acidic environment and dissociatively adsorbed at a pH 

above neutral (slightly basic, pH 7.8). This is inferred from resonant and non-resonant PES and PEY-

XA spectra at the O K-edge, taken from the adsorbed oxygen interfacial species. Based on these 

findings, combined with the previously reported ambient pressure photoelectron spectroscopic results 

of similar systems at neutral pH, I have proposed a TiO2—water interaction mechanism which depends 

on the aqueous solution pH and hence on the proton mobility in these environments. This mechanism 

solves a long-standing question about the nature of water adsorption on TiO2 surfaces.  

Furthermore, soft X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and PEY-XAS were carried out at 

the nitrogen K-edge for TiO2 NPs dispersed in 0.3 M NH4OH aqueous solution (pH 7.8) to identify 

the composition and thickness of the so-called Stern layer surrounding the TiO2 NPs. It was found to 

be composed of NH4
+ ions, with an approximately 0.35 nm thickness. Also, I observed a significant 

amount of OH- molecules created upon water dissociation on the TiO2 surface and subsequently 

trapped around the Stern layer, forming a diffuse layer, by comparing the XP spectra of hydroxide 

signals from the NP aqueous solution with the reference samples (0.5 M NH4OH and 5 M NaOH 

solutions). Complementary information is obtained from the bulk sensitive photon-emission 

spectroscopic study (photon yield detection) at the oxygen K-edge which allows to quantify the total 

amount of OH- in the TiO2 aqueous solution to be 0.6 M. Such a large OH- concentration can only be 

explained when taking a source of OH- generation into account, which is water dissociation at the TiO2 

NP surface. I also provide experimental evidence that almost all OH- ions in the TiO2 NP aqueous 

solution coordinate with three water molecules, forming a tetrahedral hydration configuration, and 

constitute > 0.44-nm-thick diffuse layers around TiO2 NPs. This diffuse layer, together with the NH4
+ 

Stern layer, form a > 0.8-nm-thick electric double layer (EDL) around the dispersed TiO2 NPs. Lastly, 

I proposed two models of charged-ion distributions in the EDL around TiO2 NPs, where the proton is 

either anchored at the TiO2 surface or quickly diffusing away into the bulk solution. Both models are 

preventing the unwanted H+ — OH- recombination, although the second model is more realistic as the 

efficient H+ dynamics provides  continuous freeing surface sites for further water dissociation.   
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Zusammenfassung 

Diese Arbeit berichtet über die Aufklärung und Erforschung der elektronischen Struktur der Wasser-

Grenzschicht an Übergangsmetalloxid (TMO) Nanopartikel (NP) Oberflächen unter Verwendung der 

Flüssigstrahl-Photoelektronen Spektroskopie. Mein Fokus liegt auf der Bestimmung der Art 

(assoziativ/dissoziativ) der Wasseradsorption an TMO-Oberflächen aus vollständig eingetauchten 

Nanopartikeln in flüssigem Wasser. Die Erforschung der elektronischen Struktur dieser Fest-Flüssig-

Grenzfläche ist entscheidend für eine Vielzahl von wissenschaftlichen und technologischen Bereichen in der 

Materialwissenschaft, bei der  Korrosion, in der Elektrochemie und bei der photokatalytischen Wasserspaltung. 

Vor allem Letzteres stößt aufgrund der aktuellen Umweltverschmutzung und Energieknappheit auf großes 

Interesse. In diesem Zusammenhang habe ich die Bildung molekularer Spezies an der NP-Wasser-Schnittstelle 

für die effizientesten photokatalytischen Systeme untersucht: Hämatit-Eisenoxid (α-Fe2O3) und Anatase-

Titandioxid (TiO2). Mit Hilfe der Photoelektronen Spektroskopie (PES) im weichen Röntgenbereich an einem 

Mikroflüssigkeitsstrahl habe ich Valenz- und Rumpf-Niveau-Photoelektronen sowie Auger-Elektronen von 

flüssigem Wasser, aus der Nanopartikel-Wasser-Grenzfläche und aus dem Inneren der Nanopartikel in der 

wässrigen Phase erfasst. Solche Verfahren erwiesen sich als sehr empfindlich gegenüber  Änderungen in der 

Zusammensetzung der Spezien an der NP-Oberfläche.  

Für die Grenzfläche zwischen den α-Fe2O3 Nanopartikeln und Wasser wurde festgestellt, dass Wasser an 

der Oberfläche dissoziativ adsorbiert wird. Dies wurde aus den Hydroxyl-Signalen geschlossen, die mit Hilfe 

der resonanten, nicht-resonanten und den sogenannten partiellen Elektronen-Ausbeute-

Röntgenabsorptionsspektren (PEY-XA) an der Sauerstoff K-Kante gewonnen wurden. Entsprechend haben sich 

die Eisen L3-Kanten PEY-XAS-Messungen als empfindlich gegenüber der chemischen Umgebung der Fe3+-

Ionen an der NP-Oberfläche erwiesen. Durch den Vergleich des Anteils der vor der Kante liegenden Peak-

Intensitäten an lokalen und nicht-lokalen Autoionisationssignalen wird eine sehr schnelle 

Ladungsübertragungszeit von ~ 1fs von den Fe3+-Ionen in der Grenzfläche in die wässrige Umgebung 

abgeschätzt.  

Die TiO2-Nanopartikel-Wassergrenzflächenstudie hat gezeigt, dass die Art der Wasserwechselwirkung 

mit einer defektfreien TiO2-Oberfläche von der chemischen Umgebung abhängt. Es wurde festgestellt, dass im 

sauren pH-Bereich Wasser molekular an der Oberfläche adsorbiert und im neutralen bis leicht-basischem pH-

Bereich (pH 7,8) dissoziativ adsorbiert wird. Dies konnte anhand von Signalen der adsorbierten Sauerstoff-

Grenzflächenspezies, die von resonanten, nicht-resonanten und den PEY-XA-Spektren an der O-K-Kante 

gewonnen wurden, geschlossen werden. Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen und aus den zuvor berichteten 

Photoelektronen-spektroskopischen Ergebnissen eines ähnlichen Systems bei neutralem pH-Wert schlage ich 

einen TiO2-Wasser-Interaktionsmechanismus vor, der von dem pH-Wert der wässrigen Lösung und damit von 

der Protonenmobilität in diesen Umgebungen abhängt. Dieses Modell beantwortet eine seit langem bestehende 

Frage nach der Art der Wasseraufnahme auf der TiO2-Oberfläche. Darüber hinaus wurden 

Photoelektronenspektroskopie-Messungen im weichen Röntgenbereich und PEY-XAS Messungen an der 

Stickstoff-K-Kante für TiO2-Nanopartikel durchgeführt, die in einer 0,3 M NH4OH-Wasserlösung (bei pH 7,8) 

dispergiert sind, um die Zusammensetzung und Dicke der so genannten Stern-Schicht, die die TiO2-Nanopartikel 

umgibt, zu identifizieren. Es wurde festgestellt, dass die Stern-Schicht aus NH4
+-Ionen besteht und einer Dicke 

von etwa 0,35 nm hat. Außerdem beobachtete ich eine signifikante Menge an OH- Molekülen, die bei der 

Wasserdissoziation auf der TiO2-Oberfläche entstanden sind und anschließend ausserhalb der Stern-Schicht sich 

ansammeln und eine diffuse Schicht bilden. Dies wurde anhand von Vergleichen der Hydroxidsignalen in den 

Photoelektronen-Spektren aus der Nanopartikel-Wasserlösung mit den Referenzproben (0,5 M NH4OH- und 5 

M NaOH-Lösungen) ermittelt. Weitere Erkenntnisse wurden aus den bulk-sensitiven 

Röntgenemissionsspektroskopischen Studien (durch Photonenausbeutedetektion) an der Sauerstoff-K-Kante 

gewonnen, die es ermöglichte, die Gesamtmenge an OH- in der wässrigen TiO2-Lösung auf 0,6 M zu 

quantifizieren. Eine solch große OH- Konzentration kann nur unter Berücksichtigung einer Quelle der OH- 

Erzeugung erklärt werden – diese kann nur die Wasserdissoziation an der TiO2-Nanopartikel-Oberfläche sein. 

Ich stelle auch experimentelle Beweise zur Verfügung, dass fast alle OH- Ionen in der wässrigen TiO2 

Nanopartikel-Lösung mit drei Wassermolekülen tetraedisch koordinieren, die damit eine ca. > 0,44 nm dicke 

diffuse Schicht um die TiO2 Nanopartikel bilden. Diese diffuse Schicht bildet zusammen mit der NH4
+ Stern-

Schicht eine > 0,8 nm dicke elektrische Doppelschicht (EDL) um die dispergierten TiO2 Nanopartikel. 

Schließlich habe ich zwei Modelle der Verteilung geladener Ionen in der EDL um den TiO2 Nanopartikeln herum 

vorgeschlagen, bei denen das Proton entweder an der TiO2-Oberfläche verankert ist oder schnell in den Bulk 

diffundiert. Beide Modelle verhindern die unerwünschte H+ - OH- Rekombination, obwohl das zweite Modell 

realistischer ist, da die effiziente H+ Dynamik eine kontinuierliche Freisetzung von Oberflächenstellen für die 

weitere Wasserdissoziation ermöglicht.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Motivation   

 

The energy crisis, global warming, and environmental pollution are the most crucial problems 

facing humankind.1 The fact that our societies are based on fossil fuel is feeding those problems. Also, 

the continuous increase in human population, the expansion of the global economy and fast 

development of industrial society have required a commensurate increase in energy sources to fulfill 

the needs of the rapidly changing world civilization. Here, fossil fuels represent the consumable energy 

source most heavily relied on.2 They cannot continue to play this role for long, as it fails to fulfill the 

increasingly sophisticated needs of our worldwide civilization. Fossil fuels are essentially the product 

of a natural hyper-slow carbon cycle3 that took millions of years. This makes it quantitatively limited, 

and it will be consumed at a certain point in the future. On the other side, fossil fuel consumption is 

accompanied by the emission of so-called “greenhouse gases” such as carbon dioxide, sulfur and 

nitrogen oxides. These greenhouse gases are the main causes of environmental pollution, climate 

change and global warming.4   

Hence, an alternative energy source is urgently needed. However, it is also important to 

maintain the beneficial factors of using fossil fuels such as their high energy density, ease of 

transportation and convenience in energy release.5 This high energy density actually comes from the 

sunlight which implies that another conversion method of this energy into chemical potential would 

be the best candidate for clean and renewable energy in the future. Sunlight is an extremely high-

energy source: Half an hour of sunshine on Earth provides sufficient energy to cover all user needs 

worldwide for a full year.6-7 Accordingly, research is dedicated to developing effective strategies for 

conversion and harvesting the solar energy as well as storing it via solar cells, photovoltaic cells and 

H2 fuel generation.5 The latter is the technology most-expected to replace fossil fuel due to its unique 

advantages i.e. (i) its high energy density of 120-142 kJ/kg, (ii) the fact that it is extracted by splitting 

liquid water molecules (the most abundant molecule on Earth) and (iii) its combustion product (H2O)g, 

an environment-friendly gas.  

The natural biological water splitting process is photosynthesis where the solar energy is 

absorbed by plants and converted to split the water molecules, producing H2 and so-called biological 

O2 molecules. This natural photosynthesis has inspired scientists for long time. In 1971 Fujishima and 

Honda8 showed that water can decompose at the titanium dioxide surface under applied voltage 

(photoelectrochemical (PEC) conditions), which has widely become known as artificial 

photosynthesis8:  
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2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2(𝑔) (HER: H2 evolution reaction) Eq. (1.1) 

2𝐻2𝑂 →  𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− (OER: O2 evolution reaction) Eq. (1.2) 

Overall: 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑂2 + 2𝐻2 (light condition)  Δ𝐸0 =  −1.23 𝑉 Eq. (1.3) 

   

This equation is thermodynamically unfavorable, and an amount of 1.23 eV energy is needed for water 

splitting to occur. This is where solar energy comes into play in photoelectrochemical cells as an 

energy conversion tool.  

A photoelectrochemical cell (PEC) is composed of two electrodes (cathode and photoanode) 

and an electrolyte solution, as shown in Figure 1-1 (A). The photoanode is a semi-conductor which is 

also called working electrode. It is responsible for absorbing solar energy and converting it into 

electron-hole pairs. Electrons are transmitted into the conduction band while positive holes are in the 

valence band, separated by the energy gap (Eg) (see Figure 1-1 (B)). These electrons and holes are 

spatially separated by the band bending at semiconductor surfaces. Electrons are transported into the 

metal counter electrode (cathode) via an external connector. These electrons reduce H+ to H2 at the 

counter electrode surface while the holes created in the anode valence band move to the surface and 

oxidize water to O2.5, 9-10 The energy diagram of the process is shown in Figure 1-1 (B).   

 

 

Figure 1- 1 

(A) Illustration of a photoelectrochemical cell that consists of a semiconducting photoanode and a 

metal cathode. (B) Corresponding energy diagram. This Figure is adopted and modified  from 

reference 9. 
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There are continuous efforts towards enhancing the water-splitting efficiency, finding novel 

catalyzer and increasing the reaction kinetics on the surfaces of both the photoanode and the cathode 

to match the rates of charge generation and separation.5 However, some considerations should be taken 

into account when choosing semiconductor materials as photoanode for an efficient solar water 

splitting: 

(i) Potential requirement: From the water splitting energetics, equation (1.3), it follows 

that the band gap of the photoanode material should exceed 1.23 eV. Nonetheless, other 

energy losses in the PEC are happening during operation (e.g. the overpotential loss at 

the electrodes and the ionic loss in the electrolyte), and they should be considered. An 

actual cell requires a potential difference between the two halves of the reactions of at 

least 1.6 V.5    

(ii) Band structure: The energy positions of band-edges of the conduction and valence band 

(and not only the bandgap, i.e. the energy difference between them) need to be carefully 

taken into consideration as they affect the reduction and oxidation reactions of water. 

Also, these band-edge positions are affected by the adsorbed aqueous molecular species 

(OH
-
, H+, H2O) on the electrode surface11. Such information on the band-edge positions 

as well as the nature of the water adsorption (associative/ dissociative) on the surface, are 

most directly revealed from photoelectron (PE) spectroscopic measurements for which 

ultra-high vacuum is needed. Meanwhile, it is challenging to perform PE measurements 

from solid surfaces in contact with an aqueous environment (due to the vapor pressure 

equilibrium of the liquid water in vacuum, detailed in Section 3.3). I address this lack of 

electronic structure information of the liquid—solid interface which is the central aspect 

of this study. Also, I review the pervious technical efforts to overcome this apparent 

incongruity of measuring PE (in ultra-high vacuum) from solid surface in contact with 

liquid water. Finally, I explain my approach to enhance our capability to collect electrons 

emitted from solid surfaces covered by bulk aqueous solution.       

(iii) High crystallization and surface area: Both the oxidation and reduction reactions 

happen at the electrode surfaces. For efficiency enhancement of these reactions, a highly 

crystalline surface area is obviously favorable as it provides better charge transport and 

higher surface activities for both the OER and the HER.5 Significant efforts have been 

dedicated to design and study the efficiency of PEC equipped with nanoparticle (NP) 

coated electrodes12-13 as their structures offer a larger surface area.  

(iv) Stability: The electrode materials are desired to have long lifetimes as well as high 

stability in both acidic and basic solutions to avoid degradation14 which would reduce the 

efficiency of the solar water splitting. 
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(v) Low-cost material: For an economically competitive technology, the cost is a big issue. 

The selected material should be highly abundant in the Earth’s crust and its exploitation 

should be relatively cheap.   

Within the context of these requirements, the transition-metal oxides (TMO) are the very fitting 

candidates. Surprisingly, our knowledge about their electronic structure interactions with liquid water 

is relatively poor. Only with a molecular-level understanding of the water adsorption nature 

(molecularly or dissociatively) on the different transition metal oxide surfaces, it would be possible to 

develop efficient and competitive photoelectrochemical cells for water splitting. This is the main 

motivation of this thesis, which addresses two main aspects: (i) Demonstrate the applicability of PES 

for measuring the electronic structure of the transition metal oxide in contact with bulk water 

(mimicking the PEC conditions). (ii) Characterize the nature of water interaction with the hematite 

iron oxide (Fe2O3) and with the anatase titanium dioxide (TiO2); The choice of these two TMOs is 

elaborated next. 

The following brief overview of the technical methodologies that have been applied, including 

the one I used in this study, is meant to place my work into the context of existing studies:  

(i) There is a large number of single-crystal solid surface studies in ultra-high vacuum 

condition. The solid surfaces are exposed to liquid water for hours/days before 

transferring them into the ultra-high vacuum chamber where the measurements take 

place.15-17 Scientists using this ex-situ methodology were relying on the solid surface 

being able to “remember” having been exposed to water and ultra-fines traces of the 

aqueous adsorbed species remaining bonded on the surface. Although useful, this method 

does not represent solids in contact with the liquid water.  

(ii) The interactions of well-defined TMO surfaces with few water molecules were studied 

under ultra-high vacuum condition. In this method, the H2O molecules are introduced 

into the vacuum chamber as gas through a leak valve.18 This method enabled formation 

of water “bilayer” at the TMO surfaces.19-21 Although the bilayer gives an indication of 

the water adsorption nature, it is still dealing with single to few adsorbed water molecules.     

(iii) The so-called “fast-frozen technique” examines TMO—water interaction by freezing 

water layers on top of a single crystal surface.22-26 It is very likely that freezing the liquid 

is reflected in the measured photoelectron spectra, especially that aqueous ion dynamics 

and reactivities are reduced.   

(iv) With the continuous development of the photoelectron spectroscopic technique, the so-

called ambient pressure measurements became possible. This refers to photoelectrons 

measured from solid surfaces covered by few water layers stabilized by relative 
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humidity.27-29 These are yet model systems, barely representing the solid surface in 

contact with bulk water.  

(v) In addition, liquid cells are used to collect photoelectron signals across an ultra-thin 

graphene membrane (the cell window).30-31 Both the membrane interaction with the water 

molecules and its effect of strongly attenuating the photoelectron signal due to the small 

inelastic mean free path of the emitted electron (as discussed in Section 2.4)  need to be 

carefully taken into account.  

(vi) The liquid-microjet technique which I use in my studies, allows the introduction of a 

laminar water surface of (5-50) μm diameter into the measurement chamber, while 

maintaining the vacuum conditions for the detection of photoelectrons from the liquid 

(described in detail in Section 3.3). This enables the detection of the electronic structure 

of liquid water by coupling the liquid jet technique to photoelectron spectroscopy using 

a suitable light source.32-33 In this study, I use synchrotron‐radiation‐based soft X‐ray 

electron spectroscopy from a liquid microjet to characterize the electronic structure of the 

transition metal oxides—water interface for nanoparticles (NP) dispersed in aqueous 

solutions. These nanoparticles represent the solid surface interacting with bulk liquid 

water. This approach not only allows the study of the TMO—water interfaces, it also 

enables the desirable variation of pH. The results are presented in this thesis (Chapters 5, 

6 and 7) for two selected transition metal oxides. It is important to mention that the 

stability of the TMO nanoparticles in liquid water is not trivial. NPs tend to reduce their 

surface energy by aggregation which leads to precipitation and sedimentation. Only by 

adding stabilizer ions into the solution, these ions would be adsorbed at the NPs surface. 

This charges the NP surfaces, and NPs repel each other and can thus be stabilized in 

solutions without aggregation. On the other side the stabilizer ions would prevent water 

molecules from interacting with the NP surface. To overcome this problem specific 

procedures have been applied for each sample in order to reduce the number of stabilizer 

ions relative to the NP available surface sites. These free NP surface sites can interact 

with the surrounding water molecules. Details of the procedure adopted for each sample 

are presented in the Section “Methods and Materials” in the corresponding Chapters 5, 6 

and 7. 

In this thesis, hematite iron oxide (α-Fe2O3) and anatase titanium dioxide (TiO2) interacting with 

liquid water (in aqueous solution) are studied with a main focus on characterizing the 

associative/dissociative nature of water adsorption. The choice of these systems is based on the 

aforementioned requirements for selecting water splitting material. Hematite iron oxide has a band 

gap of 2.2 eV while the band gap of anatase TiO2  is 3.2 eV. Accordingly, both materials absorb a 

significant amount of the solar spectrum. Furthermore both are highly abundant in the Earth’s crust 
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and are easily extracted which translates in low costs of the PEC. In both cases the efficiency for solar 

water splitting compared to other transition metal oxides is relatively high.5    

The liquid-jet electronic structure measurements of the (hematite Fe2O3 , anatase TiO2) 

nanoparticle—water interface are reported in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. For the α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticle, water is found to be dissociatively adsorbed at the surface in acidic solutions, while for 

the TiO2 nanoparticle, water is molecularly adsorbed in the acidic chemical environment and it 

interacts dissociatively with the surface at slightly basic pH. In latter case, a complementary study 

using photon-emission spectroscopy (here we detect emitted X-ray photons) is performed and reported 

in Chapter 7. Due to the large penetration depth of X-rays, this method is highly bulk sensitive and 

assists in quantifying the water dissociation on the TiO2 surface. The results are combined with those 

of the photoelectron to determine the composition of the Stern layer and of the diffuse layer around 

the TiO2 nanoparticle in aqueous solution. In addition, I estimate the Debye length for this specific 

sample.      

 

1.1 Thesis Outline 

This thesis consists of eight chapters: 

Chapter 1:  Introduction and Motivation: The problems of the energy crisis, environmental 

pollution and global warming are caused by the reliance on fossil fuels as the essential 

energy sources. We need to switch from this fuel to a clean and renewable energy source 

based on sunlight. The promises and challenges of converting solar energy into H2 fuel 

via photoelectrochemical cells are explained. One of those challenges is the lack of 

knowledge about the transition metal oxide—water interface, which is the main 

motivation of this study. Finally, I elaborate on the specific selection of the hematite iron 

oxide and the anatase titanium dioxide, the materials examined in this thesis. 

Chapter 2:  X-ray Spectroscopy: In this chapter, I focus on describing the basic theories of 

photoelectron spectroscopy which is the main technique used in this study. I differentiate 

between the initiated X-ray photoionization and the photoexcitation processes and I 

discuss the different non-radiative relaxation processes via Auger-electron emission. 

After that, I comment on the inelastic mean free path of the electrons in aqueous solution 

and its effect on the (limited) probing depth of the photoelectron spectroscopy 

measurements. I also briefly introduce the photon-emission (photon-out) spectroscopy by 

giving an overview on the different radiative relaxation processes upon 

photoionization/photoexcitation by X-ray radiation. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Techniques: This section focuses on the technical description of the 

experimental techniques used in this thesis. I start by describing the SOL3 PES setup 

which is used to collect the photoemission spectra shown in this study. Complementary 

photon-emission measurements are conducted using the LiXEdrom experimental setup 

which is briefly explained as well. Also, the liquid micro-jet technique, by which the 

liquid samples are introduced into the vacuum chamber of the SOL3 PES and the 

LiXEdrom, is discussed. Lastly, the benefit of using a tunable X-ray source from a 

synchrotron radiation facility, like BESSY II, is elaborated. I specifically highlight the 

technical parameters of the soft X-ray beam provided by the U49-2/PGM-1 beamline that 

was used in this study. 

Chapter 4: Photoemission and Photon-emission Spectroscopies from Liquid Water: This 

chapter presents the photoemission and photon-emission measurements of liquid water. 

These respective spectra serve as references for discussing the results presented in the 

subsequent chapters. 

N.B.: The term “photoemission” is used here to cover all the electron-out processes by 

direct photoelectron emission as well as the secondary electron emission (i.e.: electron 

emission by autoionization, such as Auger decay, and secondary electrons) resulting from 

electronic relaxation. It should not be confused with the term “photon-emission”, which 

is a photon-out process.   

Chapter 5: Electronic Structure of the Hematite Fe2O3 Nanoparticle—Aqueous Solution 

Interface: This chapter starts with an introduction reviewing the importance of hematite 

Fe2O3 as a photocatalytic material, the challenges of investigating the Fe2O3  — water 

interfacial electronic structure, the related reported literature and our approach to 

measuring it. In the Methods and Materials section, the specific experimental parameters 

used to collect the results shown are described and a detailed description of the 

investigated samples is provided. The Results and Discussion section is divided into four 

parts: (i) valence photoelectron spectra, (ii) O 1s resonant photoemission and partial-

electron-yield XA spectra, (iii) O 1s core-level photoelectron spectra, and (iv) Fe 2p 

photoemission and PEY-XA spectra. In each part, the corresponding results are presented 

and discussed. That is followed by the Conclusion section. The chapter closes with an 

Appendix section. 

Chapter 6: Electronic Structure of the Anatase TiO2 Nanoparticle—Aqueous Solution 

Interface: Analogous to the pervious chapter, the introduction reviews the titanium 

dioxide’s promising role as photocatalytic material, the debate about the nature of water 

(molecular/dissociative) adsorption on this surface, the difficulties and attempts to probe 
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the TiO2—water interface by photoelectron spectroscopy, and our approach to measuring 

this interfacial electronic structure using TiO2 nanoparticle colloidal aqueous solutions. 

Also, the specific experimental parameters used, and a detailed description of the 

investigated samples are mentioned in the Methods and Materials section. This is 

followed by the results and discussion of the (i) Ti L-edge PEY-XA spectra, (ii) O 1s off-

resonant photoemission spectra, and (iii) O K-edge photoemission and PEY-XA spectra. 

This chapter ends with the Conclusion section and an Appendix. 

Chapter 7: X-ray Spectroscopic Characterization of the Electric Double Layer (EDL) around 

TiO2 Nanoparticles Stabilized in NH4OH Aqueous Solution: This chapter is an 

extension of the TiO2 –water interface study. Here I focus only on the dissociative water 

interaction, described in Chapter 6, occurring for the above neutral pH ~ 7.8. The 

introduction section motivates the importance of enhancing the water dissociation 

efficiency by separating the produced (OH
-
) and (H+) species from each other through 

diffusion into the surrounding aqueous environment. This section also explains the 

possible parities of the composed electric double layer around a charged surface (TiO2 

nanoparticle) in aqueous solution and its effect on the aqueous ion distribution. The 

Methods and Materials section states the experimental parameters used during the 

photoemission and the photon-emission measurements using the SOL3PES and the 

LiXedrom, respectively, and provides a detailed description of the investigated samples. 

In the Results and Discussion section, the measurements are presented and discussed, 

divided into three parts: (i) N 1s Off-resonant Photoemission and PEY-XA Spectra, (ii) 

O 1s Off-resonant Photoemission Spectra, and (iii) O K-edge PFY-XA Spectra. This 

chapter ends with a Conclusion Section and an Appendix Section. 

Chapter 8: Summary and Outlook: After summarizing the findings of this study, I propose a means 

of harvesting the H+ generated from the water dissociative interaction with the TiO2 

surface as a way to future applications. Then, I present selected completed side-projects 

that I participated in during my PhD which are relevant to this study. Next, I present 

selected results from my currently conducted studies of similar NP(aq) systems 

(magnetite iron oxide—aqueous interface and cerium dioxide—aqueous interface) based 

on the findings reported so far. Lastly, I give an outlook on future studies of the NP(aq) 

systems using tender X-rays (1.5-12 KeV).  
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   Chapter 2 

X-ray Spectroscopy   

 

In this chapter, I explain the main theoretical concepts that form the basis for the experimental 

measurements presented in this thesis. Starting from the soft X-ray interaction with matter, I 

differentiate between the photoionization and the photoexcitation of the sample upon interacting with 

X-ray photons. I also discuss the different radiative and non-radiative relaxation processes. Firstly, I 

focus on explaining the non-radiative relaxation processes via Auger-electron emission (the second 

order photoemission), distinguishing between the normal, participator and spectator Auger decay 

channels. Thereafter, I describe electron scattering and its effect on the photoemission spectroscopy 

probing depth. Lastly, I briefly comment on the radiative relaxation processes in photoionized and 

photoexcited matter.  

 

2.1 X-ray Radiation 

X-ray radiation, also known as Röntgen radiation, is a part of the electromagnetic spectrum that 

was discovered in 1895 by Conrad Röntgen.34 It has a wavelength range of �̇�ngstroms up to 

nanometers, shorter than UV photons and longer than gamma rays. Because of their short wavelengths 

X-ray beams are ideally suited for the investigation of the structure of matter. The photon energy is 

described by the Planck-Einstein relation.  

𝐸 = ℎ𝜈 =
ℎ𝑐

𝜆𝑝ℎ
     Eq. (2.1) 

where 𝐸 is the photon energy, ℎ is Planck’s constant, 𝜈 is the frequency of the X-ray wave, 𝜆𝑝ℎ is the 

wavelength and 𝑐 is the speed of light. X-ray photons can interact with matter either by absorption, or 

scattering. I focus in the following section only on the absorption process, in which an X-ray photon 

is absorbed and an electron is ejected from the atom or molecule of the material. In order to ionize the 

molecule this X-ray photon must have an energy exceeding the binding energy of the electron in its 

molecular orbital. The whole process is called photoelectric absorption or photoionization. 

 

2.2 Photoionization 

Photoionization is again a photon-in – electron-out process, where a sample is irradiated with 

X-ray photons (ℎ𝜈), and electrons are ejected from the system. By measuring the kinetic energy (𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑛) 

of the emitted electrons, one obtains the binding energy (𝐸𝐵) of the initial electronic state from the 

following equation: 
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𝐸𝐵 = 𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝜈      Eq.(2.2) 

In this presentation, 𝐸𝐵 is relative to the vacuum level which is defined as the reference zero.  𝐸𝐵 and 

𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑛 are represented in Figure 2-1. Low-energy photons are capable to eject electrons from the valence 

levels having binding energies below 40 eV. In contrast, a high energy X-ray photon can probe both, 

valence and core electronic orbitals.  

 

Figure 2- 1 

Schematic energy diagram showing the photoionization process of an atom. The occupied energy 

levels are shown in light blue color, the unoccupied energy levels are shown in red, and the 

electrons are represented by dark blue balls. The binding energy and the kinetic energy are 

presented on the right-hand side. A low energy photon can eject only valence electrons while a 

high energy X-ray photon can ionize both core or valence electrons. This Figure is adapted and 

modified from reference 35. 

 

The photoionization process of a condensed material is typically described via a three-step 

model. Here, the X-ray photon absorption and electron excitation into a final state inside the matter 

are considered the first step. Then, in the second step, this electron is travelling through the sample. 

Finally, it escapes from the surface into vacuum (third step). A more realistic approach is the one-step 

model where the excited electron travels into a damped energy state. This damping state is taking into 

account the limited inelastic mean free path of the electron.36 The latter is described in detail in Section 

2.4.   
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For the theoretical interpretation of the photoelectron process several factors must be 

considered: (1) the interaction of the incident photon with the emitted photoelectron, (2) the interaction 

of the ejected photoelectron with the remaining electrons in the system and how they are reorganized 

due to the creation of an electron vacancy, and (3) the continuous nuclear motion effect37-38. However, 

such detailed treatment of the photoionization process is not subject of this thesis and it is sufficient 

to explain the measurements presented in Chapters (5, 6 and 7) based on the following assumptions:  

• The independent particle model: The photoelectron interaction with its surrounding 

electrons in the system is completely neglected. The photoelectron is assumed to travel near 

the electrons and nuclei in an electrostatic potential.39 This is accurate enough in a weakly 

correlated system where no electron-electron interaction occurs, as in aqueous solutions.  

 

• The sudden approximation: This approximation assumes that the photoelectron is fast 

enough to leave the system without being affected by the valence shell reorganization. This 

is true only for high kinetic-energy electrons which can escape within the core-hole lifetime 

(few femtosecond time scale). This assumption is valid for photoelectrons with high kinetic 

energies of hundreds of eV, i.e., for large photon energies40 used in this study. 

 

• The Born-Oppenheimer approximation: Based on the Born-Oppenheimer approach, 

atomic nuclei motion can be separated from the electron dynamics. As a direct photoelectron 

emission process happens within attoseconds,41 which is at least two orders of magnitude 

faster than the atomic movement,42 the whole process is happening in the ground-state 

geometry.  

 

Based on those assumptions, the electron—electron interaction and the effects of nuclear motion 

on the photoionization process are completely neglected. Only the photon absorption and the emission 

of one electron should be considered in the Hamiltonian (H0) of the process. We can therefore describe 

the perturbated Hamiltonian (H’) as follows:  

𝐻′ =  
𝑒

𝑚𝑐
 𝐴 .  �⃑�     Eq.(2.3)  

where 𝐴 is the vector potential of the photon, 𝑝 is the electron movement momentum operator (𝑝 =

𝔦ħ∇), c is the speed of light, e and m are the charge and mass of the electron, respectively.43-44 Another 

expression of Eq.(2.3) would be:  

𝐻′ =  
𝔦ħ𝑒

𝑚𝑐
 𝐴 .  ∇   Eq.(2.4) 
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The intensity of the photoemission signal collected upon the photoionization process is directly 

dependent on the transition probability of one electron in an (N) electrons system from an initial state 

(𝔦 ) with wave function (Ψ𝔦  ) to a final state (f) with wavefunction (Ψf ). This transition probability is 

given by Fermi’s Golden Rule: 

W𝑡 =
2π 

ħ
 |⟨𝛹𝑓 |𝐻′|𝛹𝔦 ⟩|

2
. 𝜕(𝐸𝑓 − 𝐸𝑖 − ħ𝜔)   Eq.(2.5) 

ħ is the reduced Planck constant and  ħ𝝎  is the photon energy.43-44  

Equations 2.3 – 2.5 are the essential basics of the photoionization process and they are sufficient 

to interpret the direct valence band and core level photoelectron spectra presented in this thesis.  

 

2.3 Relaxation Processes via Electron Emission 

In case of an ionization process as well as in an excitation process (see Section 2.3.1), the 

emission/excitation of a core-level electron is accompanied by the creation of a hole in the initial 

energy state. This electronically highly excited system will relax back into its electronic ground state, 

either via radiative or non-radiative decay channels. In the Section 2.3.1, I describe the non-radiative 

relaxation process, while the radiative relaxation channels are briefly introduced in Section 2.5. I 

distinguish here between the normal Auger electron emission (following an ionization process) and 

the resonant Auger electron emission (following an excitation process). I focus on the so-called 

resonance photoelectron spectroscopy and explain the resulting photoemission relaxation processes 

via participator and spectator Auger decays. There are other so-called non-local autoionization 

processes, like Intermolecular Coulombic Decay (ICD) or Electron Transfer Mediated Decay 

(ETMD), where neighboring atoms are involved (see Figure 2-2, F and G). However, these processes 

are not relevant to this study.  

Figure 2-2 illustrates the different relaxation channels. In (A), the photoionization process for 

an electron from the core level in a single molecule or atom is sketched. The lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) is located below the vacuum level and energetically above the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). In this photoionization process, the X-ray photon is absorbed by 

a core/inner-valence level electron. The electron is then ejected above the vacuum level into the 

continuum, and a normal Auger-electron emission would be subsequently emitted, as will be explained 

in the next Section 2.3.1.      
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Figure 2- 2 

Schematic representation of the photoionization, the photoexcitation and the non-radiative 

relaxation processes. The photoionization of a single atom (presented in A) could relax via Auger 

process (B), however an photoionized atom in a medium could relax via intermolecular 

coulombic decay (F) or electron transfer mediated decay (G) channels. On the other side, a 

photoexcited atom like (C), would relax via participator (D) or spectator (E) Auger decay. 

Detailed explanation of these processes is described in the text. 
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2.3.1 Auger-Electron Spectroscopy and Resonant Photoelectron Spectroscopy  

Auger spectroscopy is named after Pierre Auger, who explained this second order 

photoelectron emission in 1926.45 In Figure 2-2 (B), a normal Auger electron emission process is 

sketched. After an electron from a core level is ejected from the system, an electron from a higher 

energy level refills the core hole, and transfers its energy to a third electron, which is ejected to the 

continuum, leaving the atom behind with two holes. The kinetic energy of the emitted Auger electron 

is determined by the energy difference between the electronic states involved in the process and is 

completely independent from the excitation photon energy. i.e. an Auger emission line is very element 

specific.   

The whole Auger process is mediated by the Coulomb interaction between the primary core 

hole and the valence shell electrons46-47 that makes it the most probably decay channel for light atoms, 

where the Coulomb interaction is larger than the electrostatic potential of the atomic core.48 For a 

heavy element, an X-ray emission relaxation process is more dominating as the electrostatic potential 

exceeds the hole-electron Coulomb interaction.48  

Likewise, in the photoionization process, the intensity of an Auger line is depending on the 

Auger transition probability and it is given by equation 2.6:  

W𝐴 =
2π 

ħ
 |∬ 𝑋𝑓

∗(𝒓𝟏) 𝛹𝑓
∗(𝒓𝟐) 

𝑒2

 |𝒓𝟏−𝒓𝟐|
  𝑋𝑖(𝒓𝟏) 𝛹𝑖(𝒓𝟐) 𝑑𝒓𝟏 𝑑𝒓𝟐 |

2

    Eq.(2.6) 

The two electrons involved in the Auger process have initial (i) and final (f) energy state wavefunctions 

𝑋𝑖(𝒓𝟏) ,𝛹𝑖(𝒓𝟐), 𝑋𝑓
∗(𝒓𝟏) and 𝛹𝑓

∗(𝒓𝟐). Please note that 𝑋𝑓
∗(𝒓𝟏)  is the formal hole energy state while  

𝛹𝑓
∗(𝒓𝟐) is a continuum energy state.49 

The creation of a core hole is not necessarily the result of an electron ejection, it also could be 

generated due to an excitation of core electron into a valence orbital, which is either unoccupied or 

partially occupied as shown in Figure 2-2(C). This case is called “resonant excitation”, here the 

excitation photon energy is matching the energy difference between the core level and a valence level 

within the atom. At this resonance photon energy, the atom becomes excited, but not ionized and will 

relax via radiative or non-radiative processes. The latter is of greater interest for interpreting the results 

in this study and it has two types: participator and spectator Auger processes. For both cases, two holes 

are created in the atom and one electron is emitted. In the participator process, (Figure 2-2 (D)) the 

promoted electron relaxes back to its initial energy state (participate in the relaxation process) while 

transferring its energy to a second electron, which escapes the system. For the spectator process shown 

in Figure 2-2 (E), the promoted electron only spectates the relaxation of a second electron, transferring 

its energy to a third electron, which is leaving the system. The spectator and the participator Auger 

electrons are distinct from each other by their kinetic energy as shown experimentally in Section (4.2) 
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for liquid water. Note that the final states of participator resonant Auger-electrons are indistinguishable 

from that of photoionization emission i.e., coherent superposition of outgoing electron waves of the 

participator Auger emission and the photoionization emission; In the light of this, the process can also 

be called a resonantly enhanced photoionization channel. The resonant photoemission spectroscopy 

has proven to be a powerful tool for probing the ultrafast charge delocalization50 and in this thesis, it 

is successful in highly enhancing the signal from the nanoparticle surface fully immersed in liquid 

water and from the solid–liquid interface species, as will be presented in the result chapters 4 and 5. 

There are also other important relaxation channels like the intermolecular Coulombic decay 

(ICD) and the electron transfer medicated decay (ETMD),51 however, those processes are not studied 

in this thesis. As the photoionized atom is not isolated, neighboring molecules can contribute in the 

relaxation processes. For the ICD process shown in Figure 2-2 (F), after the photoionization of the 

molecule, a second electron fills the core hole and its energy is transferred to a neighboring molecule, 

followed by an electron ejection. In the final state every molecular site has one hole. In the ETMD 

process presented in Figure 2-2 (G), an electron from a neighboring molecule fills the core hole. A 

second electron is then emitted with the respective excess energy. In this process, both holes are on 

the neighboring molecular site.      

2.4 Electron Scattering 

As described throughout in Chapter 2, soft X-ray photoemission is a very powerful technique 

for material characterization, as it is highly element-specific with tunable surface sensitivity. In this 

section, I explain how electron scattering affects the photoemission spectrum, and what information 

we can obtain from solid surfaces covered by many layers of water as in the case of NPs dispersed in 

aqueous solution.  

A soft X-ray beam (e.g., from a synchrotron radiation source like BESSY II) has an attenuation 

length of 1-10 μm when penetrating into the sample.52-53 However, the emitted electrons can only 

escape from the most upper few nm below the sample surface. In general, electrons travelling in a 

medium have a rather short inelastic mean free path (IMFP), which is highly dependent on their kinetic 

energies. The IMFP is defined as the distance between two inelastic scattering events. The 

experimentally accessible parameter is the electron effective attenuation length (EAL), which is the 

distance after which the number of electrons with a certain kinetic energy drops to 1/e due to (in)elastic 

scattering.54-55 This EAL quantity is representing a lower bound for the IMFP.35 IMFP and EAL are 

related by the following equation (when ignoring the emission angle dependence): 

EAL =  (1 − 0.028√𝑧)[0.501 + 0.068 ln 𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑛] IMFP,   Eq.(2.7) 

Where Z is the atomic number and 𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑛 is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron in eV.56 

These quantities are almost identical in the case of weak elastic scattering. However, it is 
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experimentally difficult to distinguish between the elastic and inelastic scattering contributions in the 

total photoelectron signal. Theoretically, the EAL was reported 30% lower than the IMFP using 

statistical path length simulation models 54, 56. For this study as well as for many other experiments, 

determination of the EAL is fully sufficient.55 

The left-hand side of Figure 2-3, schematically illustrates how electrons emitted in bulk water 

and near the water–vacuum interface are affected by inelastic and elastic scattering for two different 

kinetic energy regimes. Low-kinetic energy electrons (shown in green color) can only be detected if 

they are emitted close to the liquid–vacuum boundary, the electrons generated in the bulk will scatter 

away and will likely not reach the photoelectron detector. In red color, the high-kinetic energy 

electrons can escape from the interface as well as from the bulk. The right-hand side of Figure 2-3 

illustrates the steeper exponential decrease of the low-kinetic energy electrons (green curve) compared 

to the high-kinetic energy electrons (red curve) as a function of the liquid water depth. As a result, the 

ratio of the surface vs the bulk contribution is for low kinetic energies larger than for high kinetic 

energies. 

 

 

Figure 2- 3 

Schematic illustration of the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) and the electron effective 

attenuation length (EAL) of emitted photoelectrons in liquid water. Electrons are deflected by 

elastic scattering and lose their kinetic energy via inelastic collisions. The PE signal gets 

exponentially attenuated with depth as presented by the green and red curves for low and high 

kinetic energy electrons, respectively. The area under the curves is shown on the right-hand side 

as function of surface and bulk PE signal. This Figure is taken from reference57. 
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Several efforts have been made to spectroscopically estimate IMFP. Even though, it was 

expected to be dependent on the sample nature, Seah and Dench in 1979 reported a “universal curve” 

based on an extensive database measured for selected metals56, 58 (qualitatively similar to the grey 

curve in Figure 2-4). However, the photoemission probing depth for liquid water is still unresolved. 

Figure 2-4 is presenting different results for EAL and IMFP as a function of electron kinetic energy 

for liquid water. The blue and green EAL curves used experimental measurement of the O 1s core 

orbital photoelectron signal intensities of pure water, which were derived independently, all by liquid 

PES, to estimate the probing depth for photoemission55, 59-60. The grey IMFP1 curve was  obtained by 

constructing a Bethe surface from liquid water inelastic X-ray scattering data (see reference60 for a 

more detailed description), which reproduced the shape of the universal curve for solid samples. The 

red dashed IMFP curve is estimated by comparing PE measurements from aqueous electrolyte and 

molecular dynamics simulations of the depth profile of the solute ions.59 Despite this uncertainty of 

the IMFP, it is sufficient for the present study to have a rough estimation of photoemission probing 

depth in liquid water.   

      

 

Figure 2- 4 

Experimentally derived effective attenuation length (EAL) and simulated inelastic mean free path 

(IMFP) curves for liquid water. Details are described in the main text. This Figure is taken from 

reference35. 
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In this thesis, the main interest is in the (resonant) Auger decay channels when sweeping through 

the oxygen K-edge, which results in roughly 500 eV kinetic energy electrons. This translates into an 

inelastic mean free path of the electrons on the order of a few nanometer (3-5 nm) depending on which 

reference curve in Figure 2-4 is considered. Such small IMFPs make it difficult to get reasonable signal 

from nanoparticles fully immersed in liquid water: electrons now need to escape through the solution-

vacuum interface and through or from the NPs-solution interface. 

However, for small enough size of the NPs (< 30 nm diameter), a relatively high density profile 

of nanoparticles at the water—vapor boundary can be established, enabling the detection of emitted 

photoelectrons from the nanoparticle surface. Currently, there is no other way to investigate the 

nanoparticle–(bulk) water interface other than using the liquid jet technique.      

 

2.5 Relaxation Processes via Photon-Emission 

In this section, I briefly summarize the radiative relaxation process upon photoionization or 

photoexcitation of an atom or molecule. Besides the normal Auger electron emission, the system can 

also emit a photon via X-ray fluorescence while refilling the core-hole (see Figure 2-5 (B)). As 

explained in Section 2.3, the resonant photoexcitation will also produce a core-hole (see Figure 2-

5(C)). It is followed by one of two probable radiative decay processes. The first is called resonant 

elastic X-ray scattering and is characterized by the fallback of the initially promoted electron to the 

core-orbital emitting the same amount of energy as it has received from the absorption (see Figure 2-

5(D)). The second case is called resonant inelastic X-ray scattering and describes the case that any 

other electron refills the core hole, resulting in the emission of an X-ray photon with less energy than 

the absorbed one (see figure 2-5 (E)). 

In general, the quantum yield for fluorescence is much lower than for Auger emission for light 

elements (i.e. low atomic numbers).61 On the other hand, the probing depth of photon-emission 

spectroscopic techniques is much larger compared to photoelectron-based techniques. Accordingly, 

photon-emission spectroscopy provides bulk sensitive measurements with reasonable signal intensity. 

It is complementary to photoelectron spectroscopy and useful for the study of the nanoparticle–bulk 

aqueous solution systems as shown in Chapter 7.  
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Figure 2- 5 

Schematic representation of the photoionization, photoexcitation, and radiative relaxation 

processes. The photoionized single atom (presented in A) can relax via a non-resonant X-ray 

emission process (B). A photoexcited single atom (C) can either relax via resonant elastic X-ray 

scattering (D), or via resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (E). See text for more details. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Techniques  

 

This thesis reports measurements that have been done with two different experimental setups 

(SOL3 PES and LiXEdrom ) both at the beamline U49-PGM1 of the synchrotron radiation facility 

BESSY II Berlin, Germany. The photoemission studies were performed with the SOL3 PES while the 

photon-emission spectra were detected with the LiXEdrom setup.  In this chapter, both experimental 

setups are described, as well as the liquid sample introduction system (liquid micro-jet). I also provide 

a short introduction into synchrotron radiation, which is used as an X-ray excitation and ionization 

source in this study, with a special focus on the U49-PGM1 beamline parameters.  

 

3.1 SOL3 PES Experimental Setup  

SOL3 setup is an abbreviation of Solid, Solution, and Solar. This reflects our main research 

goals, i.e., exploring the solid—solution interface using photons; optionally in the solar spectrum. My 

very first measurements from the TiO2 nanoparticle—aqueous interface, performed during the 

commissioning beamtime of the SOL3 setup in April 2016, are published as proof of concept 

accompanied with the experimental setup description in ref.62 In brief, the SOL3 PES setup consists of 

three main parts: (1) The interaction chamber, (2) the electron analyzer, and (3) the differential 

pumping unit.  

 

3.1.1 Interaction Chamber     

Figure 3-1 represents schematically the interaction chamber (IC) of the SOL3 PES setup. It is 

made of non-magnetic stainless-steel material with a dimension of 27x27x42 cm3. The hemispherical 

electron analyzer is mounted perpendicularly to both the X-ray beam and the liquid jet axis. The IC is 

equipped with a gate valve towards the entrance of the X-ray beam from the differential pumping unit, 

while the liquid jet is housed on an X,Y,Z manipulator. The latter makes the alignment of the sample 

easier under the electron analyzer pinhole and along the X-ray beam axis to achieve higher PE signals 

during the measurements.      

 In addition, a three-pair Helmholtz coil assembly is surrounding the IC along the three main 

axis (illustrated in left bottom of Figure 3-1), to compensate the earth magnetic field at the interaction 

point (highlighted by a blue circle in Figure 3-1). The X-ray beam focal point meets the laminar liquid 

jet in front of the electron analyzer orifice.  
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Figure 3- 1 

Schematic view of the interaction chamber of the SOL3 PES experimental setup. The Liquid jet is 

mounted on an XYZ manipulator to proper align its position at the intersection point under the 

hemispherical electron analyzer pinhole. The vacuum is in the 10-4 mbar regime using a 

turbomolecular pump in combination with cold trap. 

  

In order to maintain suitable vacuum conditions (pressure ~10-6 mbar), a 1600 l/s 

turbomolecular pump is used. Under liquid jet condition, the IC is coupled with a sample catcher 

chamber that has a narrow inlet for the liquid beam. A cold trap (cylindrical metallic tube with ~1000 

cm2 surface area) is filled with liquid nitrogen to collect the frozen samples and is located inside the 

sample catcher chamber. The sample catcher chamber is easy to disassemble, facilitating the required 

frequent cleaning. The IC also provides a port for an additional cold trap in front of the turbomolecular 

pump. Under such conditions, the pressure is usually kept at ~ 10-4 mbar when the liquid jet is running. 

It is also important to mention that experiments could be executed at the SOL3 PES setup at up to 20 

mbar (near ambient pressure regime). Typical scenarios for experiments at elevated pressures are: (1) 

highly volatile samples from a normal liquid microjet, (2) large surface area or mixed liquid samples 

using a flat  jet design,63 (3) liquid − gas interaction studies using a liquid jet coupled with a gas dosing 
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system,64 (4) or investigations at the liquid − solid crystalline interface as function of relative H2O 

humidity.29  

The whole IC can be rotated from 90° to zero° relative to the floor plane. This enables us to 

detect electrons emitted at different angles with respect to the X-ray beam polarization plane to study 

the electron angular distribution of different molecular orbitals. In this thesis photoelectron angular 

distribution experiments were not performed.  

 

3.1.2 Electron Analyzer  

A hemispherical electron analyzer (EA) consists of three main parts: (1) an electrostatic lens 

unit (the drift stage) that refocuses the electrons entering the analyzer; this unit also provides efficient 

differential pumping, (2) two concentric outer and inner hemispheres with approximately 200 mm 

radius (for the outer hemisphere)62 and an changeable inlet slit with widths ranging from 0.2 mm to 4 

mm (controlling the energy resolution).62, 65 (3) Behind the exit slit, the detector unit is mounted. This 

2-dimensional detector consists of a micro-channel plate (MCP) and a 40 mm-diameter phosphor 

screen coupled to a charged coupled device (CCD) camera.62 

SOL3 PES is equipped with a “ScientaOmicron R4000 HiPP-2” high-resolution hemispherical 

electron energy analyzer designed to detect electron energies in the approximately 5 to 6000 eV range, 

and capable to perform near-ambient-pressure measurements, up to tens of millibars. 

The emitted electrons at the interaction point pass the skimmer orifice (entrance into the 

analyzer), which acts as a first pinhole for the drift stage (see Figure 3-2 (A)). Inside the drift stage the 

electrostatic lenses accelerate or retard the electrons before reaching the inlet slit of the hemispherical 

analyzer, where the electrons are forced to follow a circular trajectory by the electrostatic field between 

the two concentric hemispherical lenses. Only electrons with a specific kinetic energy (the so-called 

pass energy, 𝐸𝑃) reach the exit slit and are counted by the electron detector. The pass energy in the 

Scienta R4000 HiPP-2 electron analyzer can be chosen between the following values: 5, 10, 20, 50, 

100, 200, and 500 eV. This pass energy is fixed during the measurements. A larger pass energy allows 

a higher transmission, resulting in higher signal intensity in shorter time, however at the expense of 

energy resolution. In contrast, a small pass energy allows measurement of high-energy resolution 

spectra, but signal intensity is smaller. There are additional restrictions, e.g. pass energies must be 

smaller than 1/3 of the kinetic energy of the electrons detected. In order to scan over a range of kinetic 

energies, the drift stage de-/accelerate the electrons to reach the entrance aperture (AE) of the 

hemispherical analyzer with a matching energy to the pass energy (±8% distribution66).  
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Figure 3- 2 

Schematic of the electron analyzer of the SOL3 PES experimental setup. In A, the main parts of 

the electron analyzer are illustrated as well as some of the electron trajectories. In B, the 

differential vacuum pumping zones are shown. B is modified from reference 66. 

 

All the high voltage elements in the hemispherical analyzer have to be kept in ultra-high vacuum 

during operation, which is incompatible with the nature of liquid jet measurements (in ~10-4 mbar 

regime) or even near-ambient pressure measurements. To account for this pressure difference, the drift 

stage also acts as a three-stage differential pumping unit (see Figure 3-2 (B)). The pressure in the 1st 

pumping stage is typically ~ 10-5 to 10-6 mbar, in the 2nd pumping stage it is one order of magnitude 

better (~ 10-6 to 10-7 mbar), and finally in the 3rd pumping stage it reaches values between ~ 10-7 to 10-

9 mbar. There are two 250 l/s turbo molecular pumps (Pfeiffer Vacuum, HiPace 300) attached at every 

stage, in addition to one HiPace 300 pump at the hemispherical analyzer. Every stage is backed up by 

an oil-free 10 l/s scroll pump (Edwards XDS 35i).62 

The Scienta Omicron R4000 HiPP-2 offers two data acquisition modes: transmission mode and 

angular mode. The transmission mode is used for spatial mapping across homogeneous surfaces. This 

mode provides an overall transmission magnification factor of 5 with a spatial resolution of 300 μm. 

In contrast, the angular mode maps the angular distribution of the photoelectrons. A refocusing design 

of the pre-lens unit enables a simultaneous detection over 22 degrees. The angular resolution is 
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dependent on the emission spot size, with smaller spot sizes giving the highest resolution. A 0.1 mm 

spot yields better than 0.3° angular resolution.    

The electron analyzer energy resolution (∆𝐸) of the Scienta Omicron R4000 HiPP-2,66 in a first 

approximation, can be described by the following equation:  

∆𝐸 =
𝑆∗𝐸𝑃

2𝑟0
   Eq.(3.1) 

𝐸𝑃 is the pass energy (eV), 𝑟0 is the radius of the hemispherical analyzer (200 mm), and 𝑆 is the 

entrance slit in mm in the energy dispersion direction.66 Equation 3.1 assumes a perfect analyzer and 

does not take mechanical imperfection, surface potentials etc. into account. For this analyzer, 𝑆 can be 

changed between nine different sizes, ranging from 0.2 to 4 mm.62 Usually, the slit is kept to 1.5 mm, 

which provides a good compromise between energy resolution and electron transmission.  

 

3.1.3 Differential Pumping Unit 

The differential pumping unit (DPU) is located between the interaction chamber and the 

refocusing chamber of the beamline (see Figure 3-3). Its function is to keep the vacuum at the beamline 

side in good condition (10-9 mbar)  during XPS experiments in the interaction chamber even at elevated 

pressures of up to 20 mbar. It consists of three sections, which are pumped individually by one 250 l/s 

turbo molecular pump in the first section and two 80 l/s turbo pumps in the other two sections. The 

first section is also equipped with a liquid nitrogen cold trap. The sections are separated by 1, 2, and 

3 mm concentric pinholes (from the IC to the beamline). To guide the X-ray beam through these 

pinholes and at the same time hit the sample at the required imaging distance of 0.5 mm in front of the 

analyzer aperture cone, the DP is adjustable in all three translation axes and also rotatable by +/-5° 

with respect to the synchrotron-light axis. Passing the synchrotron light through the DP is assisted by 

a fluorescence film, covering the areas around the pinholes, that gets illuminated when hit by X-ray.  

The DP unit is separated from the IC by a gate valve, which is open during the measurements 

and manually locked when breaking the vacuum in the IC is necessary. This is usually the case for 

disassembling the sample catcher chamber and cleaning the IC (after liquid jet measurements), 

inserting a sample holder (e.g., liquid jet manipulator, solid sample holder, electrochemical flow cell, 

etc.), and also for rotating the IC relative to the X-ray beam polarization plane.  
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Figure 3- 3 

The differential pumping unit is divided into three regions, which are connected with each other by 

1-3 mm pinholes. It keeps the pressure at the beamline side in the 10-9 mbar regime – even at near-

ambient pressures conditions in the interaction chamber. 

 

3.2 LiXEdrom Experimental Setup 

The LiXEdrom experimental setup was used for the photon-emission measurements presented 

in Chapter 7. A schematic of this experimental station is shown in Figure 3-4. It consists of three  parts: 

(i) The interaction chamber: A liquid jet is mounted on an XYZ manipulator normal to the X-ray 

beam. The liquid shoots vertically down into an ISO-K 100 tube that resides in a liquid nitrogen bath. 

Here, the liquid-jet freezes out when hitting the inner wall. The pressure inside the interaction chamber 

is kept at 10-5 mbar using a 1500 l/s turbo-molecular pump and an additional cold trap. (ii) The 

differential pumping section: This section is located behind the interaction chamber (not shown in 

the figure). Analogous to the SOL3 PES differential pumping section, it serves to differentiate the 

pressure between the interaction chamber and the first part of the beamline. A typical pressure in the 

differential pumping section during experiments is 10-9 mbar. A gate valve between the interaction 

chamber and the differential pumping section is kept open during the measurements and closed when 

breaking the vacuum in the interaction chamber is needed (for insertion/removal of the sample holder 

or clean-up of the sample cold trap). (iii) The detector: The LiXEdrom detector section is divided 

into two parts: the dispersion element and the photon detector. It is separated from the interaction 

chamber by a gate valve that can be closed during the insertion of the sample to preserve the vacuum 

inside the detector section and opened during the measurements (in the 10-7 mbar regime for the 
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dispersion element and 10-9 mbar regime at the photon detector). The LiXEdrom is supplied by two 

diffraction gratings, acting as light dispersion elements. They are spherical gratings with variable line 

spacing (VLS) with line densities of 1200 l/mm and 2400 l/mm, respectively, mounted on a holder 

inside a vacuum chamber, covering the photon energy ranges between 200-500 eV and 400-1200 eV. 

In this study, I used the 2400 l/mm grating to record the photon emission from the oxygen K-edge (~ 

530 eV photon energy). The LiXEdrom photon detector consists of a micro-channel plate (MCP), 

phosphor screen and a charge coupled device (CCD) camera as shown in Figure 3-5. Once the photons 

hit the MCP surface, electrons are generated due to the photoelectric effect. The high electrical voltage 

applied throughout the MCP tubes leads to an electron avalanche, i.e. every single generated electron 

is accelerated and releases further electrons from the MCP walls, leading to a gain of 104 (see Figure 

3-5 right hand side). By impinging on the phosphor screen, a fluorescence image is created that is 

captured by the CCD camera.  

 

 

Figure 3- 4 

A schematic diagram of the LiXEdrom experimental station. The X-ray beam interacts with the 

liquid sample in a point, which acts like an emission source for the grating, that disperse the light. 

This dispersed light beam is then detected by a photon detector, which is placed in a Rowland 

geometry with respect to the grating and the sample-beam interaction point. 

 

The LiXEdrom components are arranged in a Roland circle geometry. Thus, the interaction 

point between the X-ray beam and the liquid jet acts like a light source to the grating; and the photon 
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detector is mounted on a motorized manipulator that provides an X,Y and rotational motion. It is 

connected to the grating via a metal bellow.           

 

 

Figure 3- 5  

A schematic diagram of the LiXEdrom photon detector. The zoom-in on the right side shows schematically the 

photoelectron multiplication inside an MCP channel. This figure is adapted from reference 67. 

 

3.3 Liquid Microjet Sample Introduction System 

For a long time, detection of photoemission spectra from highly volatile liquids was hardly 

possible due to the difficulty of transferring the emitted photoelectron from the liquid surface through 

the vapor phase to the electron analyzer32, 68 (see Section 2.4). Also, the typical large evaporation rate 

of liquids had prevented to obtain the required vacuum without consuming the investigated sample 

itself.69 A breakthrough came with the demonstration of the first valence level photoemission spectra 

of liquid water and aqueous ions from a microjet setup using He I line radiation for excitation, in 1997 

by Faubel et al.69 He developed a technique to introduce a liquid to the vacuum forming a truly laminar 

aqueous-phase surface. This microjet setup provides a very thin, fast flowing liquid jet filament while 

maintaining a 10-5 mbar pressure.69 Here, the thin liquid filament is injected into the vacuum chamber, 

gets ionized by soft X-ray radiation and the outgoing photoelectrons are then detected by, e.g., a 

hemispherical electron analyzer (see Section 3.1.2). Alternatively, photon-emission spectra can be 

measured from a jet by using a diode or a photon detector unit (see Section 3.2). 

The liquid microjet introduction system used for my studies is illustrated in Figure 3-6. The jet 

is produced by pressurizing the sample solution through a fused silica nozzle (A) which has a typical 

inner diameter between 5 and 50 μm. Several factors are crucial for a stable flow rate and a smooth 

laminar surface region of the jet:  (1) A steady flow rate is achieved by a variable backing pressure, 

applied by a High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC; Techlab Model Economy) pump (B) 

connected to the (pure) water reservoir (C). (2) A degassed solution is used to avoid air and gas 
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bubbles, which could lead to flow interruptions of the jet and ultimately to a freezing tip of the nozzle 

inside the vacuum chamber. (3) A very clear solution without any micro-suspended particles/ 

impurities will prevent nozzle clogging. This is done by filtrating the sample before reaching the 

nozzle through an inline filter with 2 µm pore size. (D) An external filtration process should be applied 

before inserting the liquid sample in the reservoir (C). 

 

Figure 3- 6 

Schematic of the liquid jet introduction system. The figure is adapted from reference 70. 

 

In order to measure highly acidic, basic or salty samples without interaction with the stainless 

steel parts of the HPLC pump, we implement a loop system (E) between the HPLC pump (B) and the 

nozzle (A). The plastic tubes in the loop system, which are in direct contact with the solution being 

investigated, are made of the chemically inert materials Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP) and 
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Poly-Ether Ether Ketone (PEEK). By switching a four-way switch (F), the loop capillary is loaded 

from the sample reservoir (C) with the aid of an external peristaltic pump (not shown in Figure 3-6).  

After loading and switching again the four-way switch  (F) the water from the reservoir C, running 

through the HPLC pump, goes to the loop system and pushes the sample solution to the nozzle (A). 

An additional loop system can be connected to the switch (F) to reduce the measurement deadtime 

during sample filling. Typically, the sample solution is cooled to (5 - 15°C) by a cooling device (Julabo 

F12 ED chillor) (G). This leads to a reduced evaporation rate of the liquid sample and increases the 

electron inelastic mean free path around the liquid jet at the interaction point.          

    

3.4 Synchrotron Radiation 

Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic radiation that is emitted tangentially along the 

trajectory of charged particles travelling near the speed of light, when deflected from their straight 

path, typically by (strong) magnetic fields. Synchrotron radiation can occur naturally, e.g. in 

supernovae remnants like the Crab Nebula, or it can be generated artificially, e.g. in electron storage 

rings. The first of its kind was a “betatron” built in the 1940th, for electron acceleration.71-72 Nowadays, 

storage rings in the 3rd generation are world-wide in place, capable of producing ultra-high brilliance 

synchrotron radiation thanks to the development of insertion devices like undulators and wigglers. A 

schematic of an undulator is shown in Figure 3-7. It consists of an array of dipole magnets with 

alternating polarity, where the electron beam travels along a sinusoidal trajectory.73 Electrons lose 

energy by emitting radiation every time they change their direction.74-75 Due to relativistic effects and 

the constructive interference of this radiation a highly collimated photon beam with a few energetic 

narrow peaks, the so-called harmonics (see the inset of Figure 3-7) is generated. The distance between 

the north and south poles of a magnet inside the undulator is called the undulator gap. By changing 

the gap of the undulator, one can control the photon energy of the harmonic peaks. The odd harmonic 

peaks are the ones used in the experiments.75 A quality parameter for an X-ray photon beam generated 

from an undulator is the brilliance. This term reflects the number of photons per area of radiation, per 

solid angle of the radiation cone, and per unit time.   

BESSY II (Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung) is one of 

the 3rd generation synchrotron radiation facilities and it was used to carry out the experiments 

presented in this thesis. It offers ultra-bright photon beams in the wavelength range of infrared up to 

hard X-rays with the highest brilliance in the soft X-ray regime. Experiments at up to 46 beamlines 

can be performed independently, and at 26 stations at the same time. There are two beamlines at 

BESSY II (UE52-SGM-1, and U49/2-PGM-1) that provide the required high photon flux in the soft 

X-ray regime and a small focal spot size for the liquid jet experiments (see 3.4.1). In Figure 3-8, the 

electron trajectory inside the BESSY II accelerator and the storage ring is illustrated. Free electrons 
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are generated by heating a cathode (electron gun) and then accelerated to 100 keV in an electric field. 

Before 2014, electrons were further accelerated by a microtron and after 2014 by a high frequency 

linear accelerator to 50 MeV. These 50 MeV electrons are then ‘kicked’ into a  synchrotron ring with 

a 96 m circumference, the so-called booster, where the magnetic field, generated from 16 dipole 

magnets, is synchronously increased until the electrons energy reach 1.7 GeV. The electrons – now 

bunched at packages – are further injected into the larger storage ring, which has a circumference of 

240 m. Here, the electrons are forced on a circular path by bending magnets, quadrupole and hexapole 

magnets, with the insertion devices (undulators and wigglers) sitting in the straight sections between 

the magnets.  

 

 

Figure 3-7 

Schematic description of the creation of synchrotron radiation within an undulator, taken from 

reference 76. In the inset the various harmonic lines are shown, adapted from reference77. 
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Figure 3- 8 

A schematic diagram of the BESSY II synchrotron facility. Electrons are generated by an electron 

gun and accelerated to reach 99.9% of the speed of light before being injected in the storage ring. 

Figure is taken from reference78. 

  

3.4.1 U49-2/PGM-1 Beamline 

Liquid jet photoelectron measurements require specific X-ray beam parameters like a small 

focal size, high photon flux, and variable soft X-ray energy. The U49-2/PGM-1 beamline meets those 

requirements. Figure 3-9 presents a schematic side and top view of all optical elements of the beamline, 

which are in an ultra-high vacuum environment. A brilliant, coherent, and pulsed X-ray beam with 

possible energies between 80 and 1600 eV is generated inside the U49/2 undulator – an insertion 

device consisting of multiple strong permanent magnets each 24.5 mm wide with periodic polarity. 

From there the synchrotron light is guided towards the U49/2-PGM-1 beamline, where it passes a 

series of collimating optical elements. The beam is then monochromatized by the pre-mirror M2 

coupled to an exchangeable plane grating of 600 l/mm and 1200 l/mm before reaching the focusing 

cylindrical mirror M3. The exit slit is adjustable from 5 μm up to 2 mm. As the energy resolution of 

the beamline directly correlates with the exit slit size a good compromise between resolution and 

photon flux is 50-100 µm. The mirror M4 refocuses the X-ray beam. The final focal size is under 

optimal conditions ‘beamline exit slit’(vertical) times 100 µm (horizontal), with a lower value of 22 

µm in the vertical direction.79 The technical parameters of the U49-2/PGM-1 beamline are summarized 

in table 3-1. 
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Figure 3- 9 

Optical layout of the U49-2/PGM-1 beamline, adapted from reference 79. 

 

Energy range 85 - 1600 eV 

Energy resolution 25,000 (85 - 500 eV) 

15,000 (500 - 1,500 eV) 

Flux 1013 ph/s (85 – 500 eV) 

1012 ph/s (500- 1500 eV) 

Polarization Horizontal 

Divergence 2 mrad horizontal 

2 mrad vertical 

Focus size 100 μm x 22 μm 

Focus distance 959 mm from the last valve 

Focus height 1417 mm from the floor level 

Fixed end station NO 

Table 3- 1 

The technical parameters of the U49-2/PGM-1 beamline. 
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Chapter 4 

Photoemission and Photon-Emission Spectra from Liquid Water  

 

Liquid water is the main solvent for all the samples measured in this thesis, and its spectral 

features are used as energy references for all the measured spectra in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. This chapter 

reviews photoemission and photon-emission spectra obtained from liquid water using the microjet 

technique. First, I present and discuss the valence and O 1s core-level photoelectron spectra from 

liquid and gas-phase water. Then, I show that these liquid water spectral features serve as an accurate 

reference for binding energy determination. This requires reviewing the result from a recent study (to 

which I contributed) on the effect of ion concentration in aqueous solution on the electronic structure 

of the liquid water. Afterwards, I present a series of resonant valence PE spectra measured around the 

O 1s resonance photon energies of H2O(l). In these spectra, I differentiate the photoemission resonance 

signals (spectator, participator and normal Auger electrons) based on the earlier explained Auger 

emissions in Section 2.3. Next, I introduce the so-called partial electron yield X-ray absorption (PEY-

XA) spectrum generated by integrating the aforementioned series of valence band spectra. Analogous 

to the PEY-XA spectrum, I present the O K-edge partial fluorescence yield X-ray absorption (PFY-

XA) spectrum. This spectrum is generated by integrating the intensity of the photon-emission yield 

upon the water electron’s relaxation from the valence to the O 1s core orbital. Using a contour-map 

representation of the intensity of the emitted photons as the function of emitted photon energy and 

excitation photon energy, I assign the observed spectral features to their corresponding radiative 

relaxation channels explained in Section 2.5. 

 

4.1 Valence Band and O 1s Core-Level Photoelectron Spectra 

In this section, I present the valence  and core-level PES spectra from liquid and gas-phase 

water, assign the spectral peaks to their corresponding electronic states, and I discuss why the water 

1b1 peak position is an accurate energy reference.  

Figure 4-1, bottom, displays the valence and O 1s core-level photoelectron spectra from 0.05 M 

NaI aqueous solution measured at 150 and 575 eV photon energy, respectively. The latter photon 

energy is high enough to ionize the O 1s core-level. This low-concentration salt solution is needed to 

avoid sample charging upon interacting with the X-ray photons which can produce peak shifts and 

broadenings and to compensate for electronic charging80. Such a procedure is typically adopted in 

liquid jet photoelectron measurements when solutions are non- or poorly conductive.   
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Figure 4- 1 

Top: Energy-level diagram and molecular orbital scheme of the H2O molecule. The valence 

molecular orbitals of water are reprinted from ref.81. All atomic and molecular levels are 

positioned according to their binding energies (taken from Ref 82 for the atoms and from Refs 83-

84 for H2O) on the energy scale. Bottom left hand side: Liquid-jet O1s core-level PE spectrum 

from liquid water (probed with 575 eV photon energy) exhibiting two peaks at 538.1 eV form 

H2O(l) and at 539.9 eV form H2O(g). Bottom right hand side: Liquid-jet PE spectrum from liquid 

water in the valence band regions (measured using 150 eV photon energy). Here, the gas-phase 

valence spectrum (recorded using 175 eV photon energy) of water is shown by dotted curve. 

Dashed lines assign all gas peaks to their respective molecular orbital. The 4a1 and 2b2 orbitals 

are unoccupied orbitals and therefore not visible in the PE spectrum. This Figure is adapted 

from reference 85. 
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Photoelectron spectra from a liquid water jet inevitably exhibit signal from both liquid and gas-

phase water. The relative intensity of the latter depends on focal size of the photon beam and can be 

kept as low as 5% when the focal size is on the order of the jet diameter. In order to isolate the gas 

contribution from liquid water, the jet position is typically moved away from the X-ray beam focus 

(the interaction point, see Section 3.1.1). The resulting valence spectrum, obtained for 175 eV photon 

energy is shown by a dotted line below the liquid water valence spectrum in Figure 4-1. For both liquid 

and gas-phase valence spectra, peaks at the low binding energies are produced from the ionization of 

the molecular valence orbitals of the H2O, 1b1, 3a1, 1b2, and 2a1. The respective peaks for the liquid 

phase are shifted by approximately 1.4 eV toward lower energy and exhibit larger widths in 

comparison to the gas-phase peaks due to water’s dielectric screening and a large distribution of 

hydration configuration, respectively. A full energy-level diagram of gas-phase H2O is presented in 

the middle of Figure 4-1, and at the top, the shapes and characters of the four occupied valence 

molecular orbitals of an isolated water molecule are illustrated. Peaks at the high-binding energy side 

in Figure 4-1 identify the O 1s core-level spectrum from the liquid water. It exhibits peaks at 538.1 

eV form H2O(l) and at 539.9 eV form H2O(g). The liquid-phase peak is used for energy calibration 

for all the O 1s core-level measurements of different samples in this thesis. 

Our typical energy reference for all measured valence PES spectra using aqueous solution 

microjets is the 1b1 liquid water peak. It is well separated from the corresponding gas-phase peak and 

it has been reported at 11.16 eV binding energy.86 This value was taken from a spectrum recorded for 

neat liquid water. This procedure is only valid if the solute has no effect on the water valence energies. 

Recently, our group has combined liquid jet measurements with molecular dynamical and quantum 

chemical calculations to answer these questions.80 Figure 4-2 shows valence PE spectra measured for 

0.5 and 8 M NaI aqueous solutions to assess the electronic structure changes when going from liquid 

water to the viscous, almost crystalline-like liquid phase.80 It is found that the solute peaks Na+ 2p, I- 

4d and I- 5p and also the water 1b1 peak position stay aligned.80 The absence of any shift then implies 

that the 1b1 peak of liquid water is a robust energy reference for photoemission measurements from 

aqueous solution using microjet.80  
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Figure 4- 2 

Valence photoelectron spectra of 0.5 M (black) and 8.0 M (red) NaI (aq) measured at 198.0 eV 

photon energy. A linear background was subtracted from both spectra in order to account for the 

contributions of the inelastically scattered electrons. Both spectra appear to be closely 

energetically aligned at the Na+ 2p and I- 4d peaks (as indicated by dashed lines) after shifting 

the peak of the liquid water1b1 peaks to 11.16 eV. This Figure is adapted from ref.80 

 

4.2 O K-edge Partial Electron Yield X-ray Absorption Spectra   

Figure 4-3,(left), shows a series of valence PES spectra measured from liquid water for photon 

energies below and at the ionization threshold of the O 1s core-level. The excitation energy is indicated 

on the right side. At 524 eV excitation energy, which is well below the ionization energy, the valence 

spectrum reproduces the typical water electronic structure of Figure 4-1, except for some relative 

intensity change due to different ionization cross sections. When the excitation photon energy matches 

the resonance (535 eV), corresponding to the photoexcitation of a core electron from the O 1s into the 

4a1 molecular orbital (LUMO)87, one also observes electrons created by Auger decay in the spectrum. 

Valence spectra measured at a core-level resonance photon energy are referred as resonant 

photoemission (RPE) spectra. Two types of Auger-electron processes can be distinguished in the 

spectra, spectator and participator Auger photoemission (indicated with arrows in Figure 4-3); these 

two Auger processes have been introduced in Section 2.3.1. The participator Auger electron has the 

identical kinetic energy as the photoelectron emitted from the HOMO orbital involved in the Auger 
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decay (a resonantly enhanced photoionization channel). In contrast, spectator Auger electrons have 

lower kinetic energy (appearing at higher binding energy) than the emitted direct photoelectron. 

 

Figure 4- 3 

A Series of valence photoelectron spectra of 0.05 M NaCl aqueous solution measured below and 

on resonance photon energies for the O 1s core orbital. All orbitals are labeled. The produced 

partial electron yield-X-ray Absorption (PEY-XA) spectrum is shown on the right-hand side. At 

resonant photon energy (535 eV), examples of the participator and spectator Auger electron 

signals are indicated. These signals give rise to the pre-edge peak (red-shaded area) in the PEY-

XA spectrum. Above the ionization photon energy (537 eV) normal Auger electron signals are 

producing the main edge peak (yellow-shaded area). 

 

By further increasing the excitation photon energy above the water O 1s ionization threshold, 

the system will relax via normal Auger emission (discussed in Section 2.3.1). This channel gives rise 

to the large signal, indicated by the arrow labeled normal Auger. 

XA measurements can be achieved by observing the second-order relaxation processes 

(radiative or non-radiative) via photoemission or photon-emission over specific binding energy/ 

kinetic energy or photon energy window (partial yield) or over the whole energy range (total yield). 

In the following, I discuss the partial electron yield XA spectrum obtained by recording the second-
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order photoemission signal intensity (appearing in the valence-spectrum window) as a function of the 

photon energy across the O K-edge. In the subsequent section, the spectrum recorded using the photon-

emission is presented and discussed.  

The so-called partial electron yield X-ray absorption (PEY-XA) over the O K-edge is presented 

on the right hand side of Figure 4-3. This spectrum is generated by integrating the signal intensity for 

each RPE spectrum shown on the left as a function of its photon energy. It consists of two spectral 

features which are called the pre-edge (red-shaded area) and the main edge (yellow-shaded area). The 

identical valence spectra which have only direct photoelectron signals, produce a constant background; 

while the various spectra exhibiting second order photoemission signals from the resonant Auger 

emission generate the pre-edge at 535 eV photon energy (red-shaded area). Also, the main edge 

(yellow-shaded area) is the result of the normal Auger electrons in the valence band region. As 

aforementioned, this PEY-XA spectrum is observing the relaxation processes happening over the 

valence band window. Other Auger relaxation channels could also be detected and would reproduce 

the XA spectrum as well, which is adopted later in Chapter 5 for the Fe L-edge XA spectra where the 

electron emission over the valence band region and the 3p core-orbital region are integrated separately 

(Section 5.3.4). The comparison of these two differently-integrated XA spectra can reveal information 

about the valence electron delocalization of the hematite iron oxide into the aqueous environment.  

 Analogous to the valence band spectrum in Figure 4.1, the vapor phase has a contribution in 

all RPE spectra presented in Figure 4.3, including the PEY-XA spectrum. In the latter spectrum, the 

vapor phase peaks appears at roughly 534.4 and 536.2 eV photon energy just below the water pre-

edge and main edge. A detailed explanation of the gas phase influence on the O K-edge PEY-XA 

spectrum is shown later in Section 5.3.2. There, we compare the vapor phase and liquid phase spectra 

with the hematite NP solution measurement and we also comment on the effect of the beamline focus 

size. Our main interest for all the O K-edge PEY-XA spectra of the NP samples focuses on the 528-

533 eV photon energy range where we observe oxygen species of NP Lattice oxides, OH
-
, NO3

-
 and 

this range is free from water signals.  

 

4.3 O K-edge Partial Fluorescence Yield X-ray Absorption Spectra   

Similar to the PEY-XA spectrum, I present and discuss here the partial fluorescence yield X-

ray absorption (PFY-XA) spectrum. This is obtained by observing the second order radiative 

relaxation process (photon intensity) over the valence band energy region upon tuning the excitation 

energy across the O 1s resonance. These radiative relaxation decay channels are also called resonant 

inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) spectroscopy. Figure 4-4 left hand side shows a 2D contour map 

where the emitted photon energy (on the X axis) and its intensity (following the color code shown in 

the inset) are given as a function of the excitation photon energy (on the Y axis). Below 532 eV photon 
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energy, no fluorescence is emitted. At the photoexcitation energy of 535 eV, the O 1s electron is 

promoted to the 4a1 (empty) valence orbital. The system then relaxes via resonant elastic X-ray 

emission (marked by a white line on the map) and inelastic X-ray emission. Both signals are detected 

and presented in Figure 4-4. The difference between those two relaxation processes is explained in 

Section 2.5. Briefly, the elastic emission produces photons with identical energy as the excitation 

photon energy, but the inelastically emitted photon is less in energy compared to the excitation photon 

energy. By tuning the incident photon energy to the ionization threshold, the non-resonant X-ray 

emission is observed. On the right hand side of Figure 4-4, the integrated fluorescence signal of the 

emitted photon is presented as function of the excitation photon energy. Again, two main features are 

highlighted: the pre-edge (red-shaded area) and the main edge (yellow-shaded area), similar to the 

PEY-XA spectrum (Figure 4-3) except for the different peak intensity ratio that is due to the strong 

saturation effect in photon yield detections. Usually the pre-edge at 535 eV is used for energy 

calibration and intensity normalization of the spectra from different samples (as adopted in Chapter 

7).  

It is important to note that the vapor phase contribution in this PFY-XA spectrum is much 

smaller, almost invisible compared to the partial electron yield. This is due to the much higher probing 

depth of this technique and hence, the vapor signal is very minor with respect to the bulk water photon-

emission signals.   
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Figure 4- 4 

A series of photon-emission spectra of liquid water measured below and on resonance photon 

energies for the O 1s core orbital are presented as 2D contour map (the incident photon energy, 

emitted photon energy vs the intensity in color code). The produced partial fluorescence yield X-

ray Absorption (PFY-XA) spectrum is shown on the right hand side. At photoexcitation energy 

(535 eV), the resonant elastic and non-elastic X-ray emission produce the pre-edge peak (red-

shaded area). At higher photon energy, the water molecules are ionized and non-resonant photon 

emission is reflected on the PFY-XA as the main edge peak (yellow-shaded area). 
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Chapter 5 

Electronic Structure of the Hematite Fe2O3 Nanoparticle – 

Aqueous Interface  

 

This part of the thesis is taken from the following publication: 

Molecular Species Forming at the α-Fe2O3 Nanoparticle–Aqueous Solution Interface 

Hebatallah Ali, Robert Seidel, Marvin N. Pohl and Bernd Winter 

Chemical Science 2018, 9, 4511-4523, DOI: 10.1039/C7SC05156E 

This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence   

 

 

Local electronic-structure interaction, dissociative water adsorption, and 

electron-delocalization time at the α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle–aqueous solution 

interface are revealed from liquid-jet photoelectron spectroscopy at the 

oxygen-1s and iron-2p resonances.  

 

  

https://doi.org/10.1039/C7SC05156E
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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5.1  Introduction 

Iron oxides are highly abundant metal-oxide minerals on Earth15 and play a prominent role in 

many environmental and technological processes,88-92 relevant for instance in mineralogy and 

atmospheric science, including corrosion, catalysis, crystal growth and dissolution, as well as photo-

electrochemical water splitting. Particularly the latter is of large interest in current energy research, 

and a central goal is to determine the atomic / molecular and electronic structure of the interface 

between transition-metal oxide surface and liquid water. Here we focus on photoelectron (PE) 

spectroscopy to determine the electronic structure. 

Experimentally, photoelectron-spectroscopy investigations of the solution – solid interface 

remain challenging, and so are any other electron-based imaging and spectroscopy techniques 

routinely used in surface-science studies, requiring considerable adjustment for aqueous phase 

applications. In recent years several experimental developments have been demonstrated. These are 

(1) ambient pressure photoelectron (AP-PE) spectroscopy,93-97 (2) photoelectron spectroscopy from 

liquid cells consisting of a few layers thick graphene (oxide) membrane with large transmission for 

electrons in the < 500 eV kinetic energy (KE) range,31, 98-99 and (3) liquid-microjet PE spectroscopy.32-

33, 86, 100-105 AP-PE spectroscopy detects electrons ejected from the solid surface covered with a few-

layer water film, stabilized at approximately 20 mbar water atmosphere. Such near-ambient pressure 

measurements require experimental conditions that enable collision-free travel of the electrons 

escaping the solution to the electron analyzer; i.e., long enough electron mean free path must be 

ensured. The same also applies to the liquid-jet experiments, which are however typically performed 

at much lower pressure, ~10-4 mbar, and requirements for differential pumping are not as strict. 

Application of PE spectroscopy, arguably the most important electronic-structure technique, with its 

unique sensitivity to the atomic chemical environment, then enables detection of the molecular species 

at the solution – solid interface. The species are identified by their respective electron binding energies 

(BE), and in some cases by the electronic relaxation processes such as Auger decay or other 

autoionization channels, which is a central aspect of the present study. One of the main scientific 

challenges is to explore how exactly water interacts with a solid surface. This includes an 

understanding of the possible rearrangements of the solid surface structure, connected with catalyzed 

water dissociation, which would ultimately enable the control of surface properties. 

This chapter reports on hematite, α-Fe2O3, nanoparticles (NPs) in aqueous solution. Hematite is 

the thermodynamically most stable iron oxide, and its interaction with water is promising for 

photocatalytic (cheap) solar H2 production.106-113 Several experimental 114-120 and theoretical 121-124 

studies have been reported for single crystal surfaces. There are likely to exist six possible surface 

terminations of hematite 121 which can be classified into two categories, oxygen and iron terminations. 

Relative stabilities depend on temperature and oxygen pressure during the preparation process of the 
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crystalline surface.125 However, a detailed understanding of the hematite termination remains 

unresolved.126-127 There is general consensus that gaseous H2O dissociates at the hematite surface at 

both high18 and low128 vapor exposure. Note that almost all experimental studies have been performed 

for gas-phase water adsorption in ultra-high vacuum15-18, 128 or at ambient pressure.129-130 Dissociative 

water adsorption is also found in density functional theory 131-134 and molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations.135 

The electronic structure of the hematite – liquid-water interface has been investigated rather 

little. On the experimental side we are aware of one single but significant AP-PE spectroscopy 

measurement from the hematite – liquid-water interface.136 It was concluded that H2O adsorption on 

the α-Fe2O3(0001) surface at near ambient-pressure conditions leads to hydroxylation at very low 

relative humidity (RH). With increasing RH, the OH coverage increases up to one monolayer, and 

thereafter H2O adsorbs molecularly on top of the hydroxylated surface. Based on measured uptake 

curves of OH and H2O as a function of RH the authors suggest cooperative effects among water 

molecules that lead to water dissociation. The water-catalyzed dissociation is argued to result from the 

stabilization of the dissociated state due to the strong hydrogen bond between H2O and OH which 

lowers the kinetic barrier for water dissociation.136 Finally, observed small oxygen-1s binding energy 

shifts of adsorbed OH as a function of water coverage are possible indications of the occurrence of 

different OH species or α-Fe2O3(0001) surface reconstruction. We would also like to point out an MD 

simulation of hematite NPs in water.137 Smaller NPs (1.6 nm) were observed to exhibit larger disorder 

of the crystalline structure, and also the immediate two water layers are less ordered than for the larger 

(2.7 nm) particles studied. These results are in accord with a combined vibrational spectroscopy and 

MD simulations study.22 

In the present study, I perform liquid-jet PE spectroscopy measurements in conjunction with 

soft-X-rays from hematite NPs dispersed in aqueous solution. This is the all-in-solution approach to 

investigate the electronic structure of the Fe2O3 – water interface, and no such attempt has been 

reported previously. Although we expect that the actual O 1s photoelectron spectrum from dissociated 

H2O at the NP surface will not provide consequential new information with regard to the 

aforementioned AP-PE study from hematite crystal,136 there is however an interest in aqueous 

suspension of hematite NPs for potential (photo)electrochemical applications. We also like to point 

out that liquid jet studies have the advantage that photon beam damage or impurities (often carbon) 

encountered in AP studies are essentially absent in flowing samples. Yet, NP (aq) studies remain 

challenging and complicated for several reasons. One issue is the preparation of aqueous solutions in 

which the NPs are prevented from aggregation. Another concern is the small electron escape depth in 

aqueous solution 35, 59-60 which would suggest that detection of electrons with kinetic energies below 

approximately 500-700 eV (approximately covering the energies of the Auger electrons considered in 
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this work), originating from the NPs in solution, is unfeasible. Regarding the first point, preparation 

of stable NP (aq) suspension requires addition of a stabilizer, typically by pH variation. Only if the 

surfaces are charged the particles will be electrostatically repelled from each other, and do not form 

aggregates that sediment out. Inevitably, the adsorption of charged molecules at the NP surface implies 

that the neat Fe2O3 NP–water interface would be difficult to explore; this also applies to previously 

reported aqueous-phase NP studies.138-139 In the present case α-Fe2O3 NPs, 6 nm diameter, are 

stabilized in 0.05 and 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution, yielding a positive zeta potential. At this acidic 

pH the NP surface will interact with NO3
-
 anions; at these low concentrations all HNO3 molecules in 

the solution dissociate into NO3
-
 and H+(H3O+).140 It is thus crucial to explore and establish 

experimental conditions that reasonably balance the stabilizer concentration with a large enough 

number of NP surface sites for interaction with H2O molecules. With respect to the second point, we 

show here that liquid-jet PE spectroscopy is capable to detect the electronic structure of the hematite 

NP–aqueous solution interface despite the small electron mean free path in solution.35 Specifically, 

from a combination of core-level and resonant (oxygen 1s and the iron 2p edges) valence PE 

measurements, and also from analysis of the derived partial-electron-yield X-ray absorption (PEY-

XA) spectra we observe the small signal from adsorbed OH species which can be distinguished from 

the nitrate species, NO3
- (aq) and NO3

-
 (ads). Furthermore, the interfacial electron signal can be 

distinguished from the electrons emitted from the interior of the aqueous-phase NPs.  

5.2  Methods and Materials 

The photoemission measurements were conducted using the SOL3 liquid-jet PE spectroscopy 

setup62 at the U49 PGM soft-X-ray beamline of the synchrotron-radiation facility BESSY II, Berlin. 

Electrons were detected in a direction perpendicular to the polarization vector of the X-ray beam, with 

the latter intersecting the horizontal liquid jet also at 90o angle. The liquid jet was produced by pushing 

the aqueous solution at a flow rate of 1.2 ml/min and at approximately 25 bar through a 35-µm inner-

diameter quartz capillary into the vacuum chamber. This diameter is considerably larger compared to 

the typically 15-20 μm in most of our previous liquid-jet PE spectroscopy studies,33, 100 but the larger 

size was found here to deliver more stable jets in the case of NP solutions. The jet temperature at the 

position of interaction with the X-rays (approximately 0.3 mm downstream of the glass capillary) was 

approximately 2-5 °C. This is a crude estimate, accounting for the reservoir temperature of 10-15 °C 

and the varying relative amount of measured water gas-phase signal intensity when ionizing the liquid 

jet further downstream. An exact determination of the jet temperature has been reported for 10-μm 

diameter based on a measurement of the velocity distribution of evaporating water molecules, yielding 

a temperature of ∼6 °C. 141 Under liquid-jet operation conditions a pressure of 7.5x10-4 mbar was 

maintained in the interaction chamber using a molecular turbo pump (1600 l/s) and two liquid-nitrogen 

cold traps. Using an 80-µm exit slit of the beamline the energy resolution at 500 eV photon energy 
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(near the oxygen K-edge) was better than 130 meV, and at 700 eV photon energy (iron L-edge) the 

resolution was better than 200 meV. The focal size of the X-ray beam was approximately 60 x 60 μm2. 

Electrons were detected with a HiPP-2 (ScientaOmicron) hemispherical energy analyzer which is part 

of SOL3. The 500-µm-diameter detector orifice was at 0.5 mm distance from the liquid jet. With the 

analyzer pass-energy set to 100 eV the energy resolution was approximately 100 meV in our 

experiments.  

Iron oxide, α-hematite (Fe2O3), nanoparticles of 6 nm diameter dispersed in 0.05 and 0.1 M 

HNO3 aqueous solutions, were purchased from PlasmaChem [http://www.plasmachem.com]. The 

following three NP solutions were studied: 5 wt% NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solutions (pH 1.55), 

10 wt% NPs in 0.1 (pH 1.9) and 0.05 M (pH 2.0) HNO3 aqueous solutions. The 0.05 M stabilizer 

concentration was found to correspond to the smallest amount of stabilizer, NO3
-
, at which the NPs 

stay separated. 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Valence Photoelectron Spectra 

Figure 5-1(A) presents the valence PE spectra from a 6-nm hematite α-Fe2O3 NPs, 5 wt%, 

aqueous solution with added HNO3 (0.1 M), measured at photon energies 710.5 (in black) and 704.5 

(blue) eV. The former energy is resonant with the lowest-energy Fe 2p → valence excitation, and the 

latter energy corresponds to off-resonant valence ionization. Spectra shown in the Figure are displayed 

on the binding energy (BE) axis, with energies given relative to the vacuum level.33 Both spectra are 

presented as measured but a Shirley background has been subtracted to remove signal from 

inelastically scattered electrons. (Unless otherwise noted, the Shirley method is used throughout this 

thesis; It assumes that the background intensity at a given kinetic energy is proportional to a ratio of 

the integrated photoelectron signals at higher kinetic energies.142-143) Relative intensities of the two 

spectra are displayed to yield the same height of the water 2a1 peak (near 32 eV BE) as this inner-

valence peak remains unaffected by the resonant excitation. The spectral energy positions 

corresponding to ionization of water orbitals 1b1, 3a1, 1b2, and 2a1 are labeled. 

The most striking observation in Figure 5-1(A) is the absence of the low-energy emission band 

near 8.5 eV BE for the off-resonant ionization. This immediately illustrates the increased sensitivity 

of resonant PE (RPE) spectroscopy to otherwise weak photoelectron signals. As shown in previous 

studies on Fe3+ 139 and Ti3+ 144 aqueous solutions, the direct valence ionization and the (valence → 2p 

participator) Auger decay produce the same final states. This leads to the coherent superposition of 

the outgoing electron waves for the two different channels and causes the observed signal 

enhancement.50 Hence the off-resonant PE spectrum in Figure 5-1(A) is essentially the spectrum of 
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neat water, and I can analyze the 710.5-eV RPE spectrum by eliminating the water contributions. For 

that I first fit the 704.5-eV (off-resonant) spectrum with the known water photoelectron peak positions 

and widths (determined for the much lower ionization energy of 180 eV 32); intensities are kept as free 

parameters to account for unknown variations of ionization cross sections when increasing the photon 

energy.  

 

Figure 5- 1 

(A) Valence photoelectron spectra from a 5 wt% α-Fe2O3 NP aqueous solution obtained at the 

iron 2p resonant photon energy 710.5 eV (black) and at the off-resonant photon energy 704.5 eV 

(blue). A Shirley background has been subtracted. Contributions from water ionization are 

labelled. (B) Decomposition of the 710.5 eV spectrum of (A) into contributions from water (blue-

filled Gaussians) and iron (green Gaussians). The black-dotted line is the total fit. (C) The green 

spectrum represents solute-only spectral contributions; it is the sum of the green Gaussians in 

(B). The grey line is the photoelectron spectrum from solid α-Fe2O3 measured in ultrahigh 

vacuum; from ref 145. The black sticks are calculated energy positions and weights from ref 146. 

Both the grey spectrum and the calculated energies were shifted by the work function (5.4 ± 0.2 

eV) 18 as to match the liquid-jet spectra which are presented with reference to the vacuum level. 
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The respective water contributions are presented by the blue Gaussians in Figure 5-1(B). The signal 

arising from NP ionization is then accounted for by introducing five unique additional Gaussians 

(green curves); the total fit in Figure 5-1(B), shown in red, accurately reproduces the 710-eV RPE 

spectrum. In Figure 5-1(C), I present the spectrum resulting from summing up the Gaussians in Figure 

5-1(B) that represent signal from NP ionization. A detailed interpretation will be provided below with 

the help of PE spectra measured at the oxygen 1s edge. We note that the experimental NP valence 

spectrum is in an overall fair agreement with a previously reported valence PE spectrum from 

crystalline α-hematite 145 (in grey) measured in ultra-high vacuum. There are clearly distinct 

differences though. Most noticeable is the occurrence of extra PE signal near 14.5 eV BE, which is 

due to the effect of the aqueous solution on the Fe 3d – O 2p hybridization which causes a strong 

ligand-to-iron charge transfer50 in this metal oxide. 

The major conclusion from Figures 5-1(A) and 5-1(B) is that electron emission from the Fe2O3 

NPs is definitely detectable in the present liquid-jet experiments. This is not self-evident because of 

aforementioned small electron mean free paths in aqueous solutions at the present KEs;35, 59 this will 

be detailed later. The lowest-ionization energy peak in Figure 5-1(B) (due to the highest-occupied 

molecular orbital, HOMO, which is of metal 3d nature) of the solution cannot be fit by a single peak. 

I assign the two Gaussians, at 8.2 eV and 9 eV BE, to the t2g (with 3-electron occupancy) and eg (2 

electrons) levels which arise from the iron 3d5 high-spin levels in an octahedral ligand field.147 To 

support this assignment, I need to collect more electronic structure information though, for instance 

from the PEY-XA spectra which provide the 10Dq values. Moreover, I must explore whether the 

observed energies are due to electrons emitted from the NP surface or the interior. It should be noted 

that the 8.2 and 9 eV energy positions are smaller than the respective iron t2g and eg energies, 8.9 and 

10.2 eV, reported for aqueous Fe3+ cation.50 On the other hand, a single peak at 10.3 eV BE was 

observed in a later liquid-jet PE study.148 Such differences between the iron-oxide NP and the iron 

hexa-aqua complex can be attributed to the different ligand fields arising from the specific local 

environments. Previously reported valence PE spectra from the α-Fe2O3 (1012) crystalline surface in 

ultra-high vacuum also exhibit a broad unresolved HOMO peak near 8.5 eV,145 similar to the spectrum 

in Figure 5-1(A). Also, a very recent valence PE spectroscopy study from a powder of 7-nm diameter 

iron-oxide NPs exhibits a single broad Fe 3d derived peak.149 Yet, theoretical calculations146 do 

reproduce the split as shown by the sticks in Figure 5-1(C).  
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5.3.2 O 1s Resonant Photoemission and Partial-Electron-Yield XA Spectra 

I now explore the photoemission spectra measured for photon energies near the oxygen 1s core-

level ionization threshold. These (valence) RPE spectra contain contributions from direct valence 

photoionization and from non-radiative relaxation channels, associated with the oxygen 1s core-hole 

refill. Results from 5 wt% α-Fe2O3 NPs of 6 nm diameter, dispersed in 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution 

(same solution as in Figure 5-1), are presented in Figure 5-2(A). At photon energies < 528.0 eV one 

essentially measures the valence PE spectra from neat water; compare the discussion on Figure 5-

1(A). All spectral changes occurring for increasing photon energies are then associated with the 

oxygen 1s electron promotion into the partially occupied t2g, eg, and empty valence orbitals. The first 

absorption peak of neat water (O 1s → 4a1; pre-peak) occurs at 535.0 eV photon energy,150-151 with an 

absorption onset at approximately 533.0 eV. In order to accurately determine the full absorption 

spectrum, I look at the respective O 1s PEY-XA spectrum, presented in Figure 5-2(B), which was 

obtained by integrating the signal intensity of each RPE spectrum between 15 and 27 eV BE. The 

steep water absorption onset at 533.0 eV is clearly visible. All other features, at 532.2 eV (peak a), 

531.5 eV (small shoulder b), and 530 eV (peak c) must arise from oxygen-containing species other 

than bulk-phase H2O, and these are of particular interest here.  

The origin of the absorption peaks a-c can be explained by an analysis of the accompanying 

changes among the respective RPE spectra. For convenience, I project the RPE spectra in Figure 5-

2(A) onto a color-coded 2-dimensional representation. The resulting photon-energy versus electron 

BE map is shown in Figure 5-2(C). In addition, I present in Figure 5-2(D) the single RPE spectrum 

measured at resonance c, as this helps to better visualize this small feature. Absorption peak a is caused 

by an intensity increase near 17 eV BE, and also by a band of at least six overlapping peaks in the 

21.0-24.5 eV BE range, as can be seen by the changing color at 532.2 eV excitation photon energy in 

the encircled area. These energies correspond to spectator Auger electrons from aqueous-phase NO3
-
 

as has been measured previously for HNO3 aqueous solutions.62 The PE spectrum at 532.2 eV 

resonance (peak a) from a 0.5 M HNO3 aqueous solution will be shown later, when I determine the 

spectral contributions from surface-adsorbed species. 

Since the hematite-NP surface is positively charged, as inferred from the measured zeta 

potential of +30 mV, NO3
-
 molecules will inevitably bind at the surface. Evidence for that is indeed 

found in the O 1s X-ray absorption spectrum, shown in Figure 5-3, where we present results from 10 

wt% NP / 0.1 M HNO3, 0.5 M HNO3, 0.5 M NaOH aqueous solutions, and from neat liquid water; in 

addition, the O 1s XA spectrum from gas-phase H2O is shown. The liquid water spectrum (blue line), 

presented in the inset figure, is a PEY-XA spectrum which was previously measured in our laboratory 

with a smaller capillary (15 μm diameter compared to 35 μm here) to form the liquid jet. Furthermore, 

in that study a smaller (23 x 12 μm2 ) X-ray focus was available.  
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Figure 5- 2 

(A) Series of oxygen 1s resonant photoelectron (RPE) spectra from 5 wt% α-Fe2O3 NPs in 0.1 M 

HNO3 aqueous solution. (B) Resulting partial electron yield X-ray absorption (PEY-XA) 

spectrum. Peak a (532.2 eV) is the absorption of NO3
-
. Bands b (531.5 eV) and c (530.0 eV) are 

absorptions by lattice oxide of the hematite NPs. (C) Contour map of the oxygen 1s RPE spectra 

shown in (A); spectral intensities are given by the color code on the right side. Absorptions a, b, 

and c, are marked by the three black circles. (D) RPE spectrum from Figure 5- 2(A) for photon 

energy 530.0 eV (c resonance) together with the off-resonant valence PE spectrum measured at 

529.0 eV. Important to note is the slightly larger intensity in the 530-eV spectrum at 17.5 eV BE 

(bottom tier) which is the same contribution that gives rise to the weak signal enhancement, 

labeled c, in Figure 5-2(C). More details are provided in Figure A-5-1 of the Appendix section. 
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Figure 5- 3 

(A) Oxygen 1s PEY-XA spectra from 10 wt% NP / 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution (in red) and 

from neat water measured under conditions that considerably suppress the spectral contributions 

from gas-phase water; see discussion in Experimental section. Spectral intensities are adjusted 

to yield the same heights of the water pre-edge peak, at 535.0 eV. The grey-shaded peak is the 

leading absorption of gas-phase water; the full spectrum is presented in the inset figure where 

we also show an extended range of the liquid water spectrum. The latter was obtained from 

signal integration of the leading Auger peak that overlaps with the valence PE band; the 

procedure has been discussed in ref 152. (B) Oxygen 1s PEY-XA spectra from 0.5 M NaOH (light 

blue), from 0.5 M HNO3 (pink), and from 10 wt% NP / 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solutions. All 

spectra in (B) were measured using the same large-diameter glass capillary. Note that under 

these experimental conditions the absorption peak of hydroxide is not resolved (reported near 

533 eV 153-154), and furthermore the small signal from hydroxide strongly overlaps with the large 

water gas-phase absorption. 
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Both effects are the reason for a large contribution of gas-phase H2O to the aqueous solution XA 

spectra in the present study, which is clearly seen in Figure 5-3(A) displaying the spectra from the NP 

solution (in red) and from water (from inset figure), for both gas-phase (grey-shaded peak) and liquid 

water (blue line) on top of each other. The large shoulder at 534.4 eV observed in Figure 5-3(A) is 

thus the signal from gas-phase water, and from comparison with the XA spectrum from 0.5 M NaOH 

(light blue line in Figure 5-3(B)) which exhibits small signal near 533 eV, I see that contributions from 

gaseous water and OH
-
 (aq) strongly overlap. Since the hydroxide concentration in the NP solutions 

is so small, a meaningful quantification of its signal on the large water background thus seems 

unreasonable. Yet, an attempt to single out OH signal based on subtraction of gas-phase signal from 

the NP (aq) XA spectrum is presented in Figure A-5-2 of the (Appendix Section 5.5). It shows 

measurements from three different NP solutions, each representing a different fraction of surface sites 

available for H2O adsorption. The analysis indeed suggests a small signal from hydroxide at 533 eV, 

and there is also an indication that the signal intensity may increase with the available surface sites. 

More details on the data analysis are provided in the Appendix Section 5.5. Unlike the OH
-
 X-ray 

absorption, NO3
-
 absorbs at considerable lower energies than water, near 532.3 eV, as can be seen 

from the XA spectrum from 0.5 M HNO3 aqueous solution in Figure 5-3(B). Hence, NO3
-
 can be 

easily identified in the NP (aq) XA spectra. 

In order to obtain a more significant spectroscopic signature from hydroxide adsorbed at the NP 

– solution interface I next consider the RPE spectra measured at the X-ray absorption maximum, 532.2 

eV (peak a; Figure 5-3). These spectra are barely affected by gas-phase water, and I can detect 

adsorbed hydroxide and nitrate simultaneously. Results are shown in Figure 5-4 for the same solutions 

briefly mentioned in the previous paragraph where I discussed the XA spectra. As introduced along 

with Figure A-5-2 the NPs in the different solutions differ by the amount of adsorbed nitrate, and 

hence the fraction of available adsorption sites for water varies, which is controlled by the 

concentration of the NPs and the concentration of stabilizing HNO3. The nitrate-to-free surface sites 

ratios studied here are approximately 1:1 (labeled [1:1] in Figure 5-4) for 5 wt% NP in 0.1 M HNO3, 

1:2 ([1:2]) for 10 wt% NP in 0.1 M HNO3, and 1:4 ([1:4]) for 10 wt% NP in 0.05 M HNO3. For 

reference, Figure 5- 4 also includes the spectra from 0.5 M HNO3 and 0.5 M NaOH aqueous solutions, 

the latter is measured at 532.8 eV excitation energy (close to peak a). All spectra are displayed with 

the corresponding off-resonant spectra subtracted which singles out the spectral features that get 

enhanced. Note that subtraction of the large water signal is the reason for the rather poor signal 

statistics. As-measured RPE spectra are shown in Figure A-5-3 of the Appendix Section 5.5. One 

important observation from Figure 5-4 is that the RPE spectrum for highest NO3
-
 (ads) concentration 

(ratio 1:1) is almost the same as the one from bare HNO3 aqueous solution. In both cases four main 

photoemission bands are observed, at approximately 16.0, 18.0, 22.5, and 24.5 eV BE (all within the 
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red-shaded area), arising from various Auger-electron decays upon O 1s → valence excitation at 532.2 

eV photon energy.  

 

Figure 5- 4 

Photoelectron spectra at resonance a (532.2 eV) from three α-Fe2O3 NPs aqueous solutions, as 

well as from 0.5 M HNO3 and 0.5 M NaOH (measured at 532.8 eV, near a) aqueous solutions. In 

all cases the respective off-resonant photoelectron spectrum has been subtracted. Results for the 

following NP solutions are shown: Purple: 0.5 M HNO3. Black: 5 wt% NP in 0.1 M HNO3 [1:1]. 

Red: 10 wt% NP in 0.1 M HNO3 [1:2]. Green: 10 wt% NP in 0.05 M HNO3 [1:4]. The additional 

spectrum from 0.5 M NaOH is shown in blue. The shaded areas mark spectral regions which are 

dominated by contributions from a single species: Blue region: OH
-
. Grey region: lattice oxide. 

Red region: NO3
-
. In square brackets the ratios of number of adsorbed NO3

-
 to number of 

available surface sites of the hematite NPs are shown. These ratios are estimates based on the 

total surface of the NPs in a given volume, and assuming a density of adsorption sites of 5.6 nm-2 

which is the value reported for crystalline hematite;130 see also description of Figure A-5-2 

where I analyze the XA spectra from the same solutions. 

 

The fact that the spectra present close resemblance indicates that the electronic structure of NO3
-
 (aq) 

changes little upon adsorption at the NP surface. The 4-peak structure of the HNO3 (aq) spectrum can 

be qualitatively attributed to Auger processes that involve orbitals with NO3
-
 character. These have 
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energies of approximately 9.5, 16.0, 19.5 eV BE, as determined from an (off-resonant; 200 eV photon 

energy) valence PE spectrum from 1M HNO3 aqueous solution presented in Figure A-5-4 (in the 

Appendix Section 5.5). The leading peak at 15.5 eV is due to a participator Auger decay. A more 

accurate assignment of the NO3
-
 Auger-electron spectrum would require quantification of screening 

effects of the core hole, and also consideration of the nitrogen versus oxygen characters of the 

orbitals.155 

With increasing number of available H2O adsorption sites on the NP surface (ratio 1:4) the RPE 

spectrum (green in Figure 5-4) still exhibits a similar overall shape as the one from NO3
-
 (aq) but 

relative peak intensities in the 15-20 eV BE range change, and peak energies tend to shift slightly. In 

addition, peaks seem to broaden but this effect cannot be quantified due to insufficient signal statistics. 

These changes are attributed to the occurrence of signal from adsorbed OH
-
 which is concluded from 

comparison with the 0.5 M NaOH aqueous solution. The respective RPE spectrum (in blue) exhibits 

a rather similar overall shape as the one from the [1:4] NP solution (green). I particularly point out the 

appearance of a 28.5 eV BE peak (blue-shaded area) for the latter solution which is an unequivocal 

signature of OH
- (compare blue spectrum). The differences of all spectral intensities are argued to arise 

primarily from the varying relative ratios of adsorbed NO3
-
 over OH

-
. But I also expect small energy 

differences between free and adsorbed hydroxide, and I also note that in the NP spectrum the 28.5-eV 

OH
-
 peak overlaps with the electron emission from NP lattice oxygen (23-28 eV BE region; grey-

shaded), although this signal has larger intensity at the slightly lower absorption energy corresponding 

to peak b (531.5 eV) in Figure 5-2(C).  

I return to Figure 5-2 to discuss X-ray absorption peaks b and c. Both oxygen-1s excitations 

must arise from the Fe2O3 NPs (aq), and I now differentiate between the contributions from the NP – 

solution interface versus those from the NP interior (bulk). As seen from Figure 5-2(C) absorption b 

(see also Figure A-5-1) correlates with a signal increase in the RPE spectra near 23 eV BE, whereas c 

correlates with a very small increase of the 17.5-eV BE peak. In an attempt to somewhat enhance the 

visibility of absorption c, I display in Figure 5-2(D) the relevant single RPE spectrum, at 530.0 eV 

excitation energy, selected from Figure 5-2(A). This spectrum is compared with the off-resonant PE 

spectrum measured at 529.0 eV, and one notices a small signal increase at the 17.5 eV BE. In Figure 

A-5-1 of the Appendix Section 5.5 I show that this increase vanishes when the photon energy is raised 

slightly above the c resonance. 

From comparison with L-edge X-ray absorption spectra from hematite crystal measured at ~10-

4 mbar water pressure,156 I assign absorptions b and c to the O 1s → t2g (at 530.0 eV) and O 1s → eg 

(at 531.5 eV) transitions, respectively. The energy difference yields 10Dq = 1.5 eV. Previous XA 
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spectroscopy studies from α-Fe2O3 16 have reported very similar absorption energies of 530.2 and 

531.6 eV, respectively, i.e., 10Dq = 1.4 eV.17, 157-162 Another study, of supported 8- and 30-nm hematite 

NPs 163 finds absorption maxima at 530.4 (for O 2p – Fe t2g) and 531.8 eV (for O 2p – Fe eg)  photon 

energies. In the same work, also crystalline hematite has been investigated, and the authors observed 

the identical 10Dq value of 1.38 eV, concluding that there is no evidence for a size-driven effect. The 

slightly larger 10Dq (1.5 eV) in the present study is thus argued to result from the hematite NP’s 

modified electronic structure in the presence of an aqueous solution. This conclusion will be 

corroborated by  RPE measurements at the iron 2p (L) edge. With above assignments to electron 

promotion into t2g and eg states, which are separated by 1.5 eV, one would expect similar RPE spectra 

for b and c excitations. But this is not observed experimentally. Referring to the computed electronic 

states of (FeO6)9-, 16, 147 and considering solely involvement of t2g states the peak at 17.5 eV BE 

(corresponding to ~512 eV kinetic energy) could be qualitatively understood as arising from O2- 1s-

1t2g1t2g spectator Auger decay. Here, excitation from the oxygen 1s core-level into the empty 2t2g (spin 

down) level is followed by core-hole refill from the 1t2g level, and electron release from 1t2g. Similarly, 

for the O2- 1s → 4eg excitation at 531.5 eV the peak at ~22.5 eV BE (corresponding to ~509 eV kinetic 

energy) can be explained by O2- 1s-3eg3eg spectator Auger decay. I am unable though to provide a 

more quantitative explanation based on the available data. 

5.3.3 O 1s Core-Level Photoelectron Spectra 

In the previous section surface bound NO3
-
 and OH

-
 species were shown to give rise to 

characteristic signals in the O 1s RPE valence spectra. I now explore the signature of these species in 

the non-resonant O 1s PE spectra, shown in Figure 5-5(A). The spectra were obtained from the 6-nm 

diameter Fe2O3 NPs (10 wt% aqueous solutions) for the two HNO3 concentrations 0.1 M (in red) and 

0.05 M (in green). For comparison, the spectrum from 0.05 M NaCl aqueous solution containing no 

NPs, and essentially representing neat water, is presented as well (in blue). The spectra are normalized 

to their peak maxima, as shown in the inset of Figure 5-5(A). A photon energy of 1200 eV was used 

to deliberately generate O 1s photoelectrons with approximately 650 eV KE, which is similar to the 

electron energies detected in case of the Fe 2p RPE spectra shown in Figure 5-1. This assures a 

comparable probing depth into the solution for both cases. And more important, the inelastic mean 

free path of the ~700 eV photoelectrons is obviously large enough to detect electrons born at the NP 

(aq) surface and even originating inside the NPs (aq). However, the exact probing depth into the 

particles as well as the distance of the NPs from the solution surface cannot be quantified here. For 

recent estimates of electron mean free paths in liquid water and aqueous solutions we refer to 

references.59-60 
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Figure 5- 5 

(A) Oxygen 1s photoelectron spectra from the 10 wt% hematite NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous 

solution (corresponding to [1:2]; red curve), and in 0.05 M HNO3 aqueous solution 

(corresponding to [1:4]; green curve). For reference, the spectrum from 0.05 M NaCl aqueous 

solution (blue curve) is also shown. Photon energy was 1200 eV. In the main figure, the O 1s 

peak has been cut at about 25% of its intensity. The full peaks, and the intensity normalization is 

seen in the inset figure. (B), (C) Oxygen 1s photoelectron spectra in the 538-532 eV binding 

energy region which covers the O 1s photoelectron peaks from OH
-
 (536.1 eV) and lattice oxide 

(534.7 eV). (B) shows results for the 10 wt% hematite NPs / 0.05 M HNO3 aqueous solution 

(corresponding to [1:4]), and (C) for 10 wt% hematite NPs / 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution 

(corresponding to [1:2]) after subtraction of the 0.05 M NaCl aqueous solution spectrum (red 

dots). Black dots in (B) and (C) result from five-point-binning of the red dots, and the green line 

results from additional smoothing. Error bars, representing the standard deviation from five-

point-binning, are still fairly large. They are too large to reveal the expected increase in the OH-

to-lattice oxide signal ratio when going from [1:2] to [1:4] solution. See also Figure A-5-5 for 

the raw data. 

 

PE spectra from the two NP solutions (Figure 5-5(A)) are seen to be by far dominated by 

photoelectrons from liquid water, giving rise to the strong peak at 538.0 eV BE.164 A small shoulder 

at 540.0 eV BE arises from ionization of gas-phase water. The photoelectron signal contributions from 

oxygen species, primarily OH
-
 bound to the NP (aq), appear at lower BE than water, and the intensity 

is very small, slightly greater than the baseline signal. An enlarged view of the spectral region of 
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interest (with the water spectrum subtracted) is presented in Figures A-5-5(A) (NP / 0.1 M HNO3) and 

A-5-5(B) (NP / 0.05 M HNO3). These spectra exhibit very poor statistics though, and in order to 

demonstrate that the data are yet statistically significant the as-measured individual data points (of 

Figure A-5-5) were binned and the resulting error bars have been determined. Results for five-point 

binning are presented in Figures 5-5(B) and 5-5(C), where I also provide error bars and Gaussian fits 

to reproduce the observed double-peak spectrum. A more detailed description of the data handling is 

given in the caption of Figure 5-5. The higher-BE peak at 536.1eV (1.0 eV width), which is 1.9 eV 

smaller BE than liquid water, can be assigned to adsorbed OH
-
, in agreement with several reported 

surface hydroxyl species formed on the hematite crystal surface. 15, 26, 126, 165 Note that NO3
-
 can be 

ruled out because its O 1s signal contributes to the O 1s (aq) peak at 538.1 eV and cannot be 

deconvoluted due to the high concentration of bulk water.138, 166 My assignment also agrees with a 

previous liquid-jet PE measurement from 4 molar NaOH  aqueous solution, reporting a 536.0-eV O1s 

BE of OH
-
 (aq).153 As in the case of the O 1s RPE spectra (Figure 5-4), a distinction between aqueous-

phase OH
-
 and the adsorbed hydroxide is not possible on the grounds of the PE spectra of Figure 5-5. 

However, our assignment of adsorbed OH is justified by the acidic pH of the NP solutions. Perhaps 

another indication is the slight increase of OH signal for the [1:4] solution in qualitative agreement 

with the resonant O 1s photoelectron spectra of Figure 5-4. The lower-BE peak at 534.7 eV (i.e., 3.3 

eV smaller BE than liquid water) and approximately 1 eV width is attributed to the O 1s BE of the 

lattice oxygen of the hematite NPs (aq). This is in agreement with the energy difference found in an 

ambient-pressure PE study of a few-monolayer liquid water film on top crystalline α-Fe2O3 (0001).136 

A remaining and somewhat puzzling observation from Figures 5-5(B) and 5-5(C) is that the O 1s 

signal intensities from the lattice oxide and from surface OH
-
 are rather similar. Our explanation is 

that at the electron kinetic energies relevant here the electron inelastic mean free path approximately 

matches the distance between NP surface and the solution surface. This is a reasonable assumption, 

based on reported estimates of the mean free path in aqueous solutions35 which strongly encourages 

liquid-jet PE spectroscopy studies with tender X-rays to probe deeper into both the solution and into 

the NPs. 

 

5.3.4 Fe 2p Photoemission and PEY-XA Spectra  

In the following I explore the photoemission spectra for excitation energies resonant with the 

Fe 2p → valence transitions. The idea of these measurements is analogous to the oxygen 1s excitation 

discussed along with Figure 5-2. I am thus interested in the evolution of the RPE spectra when varying 

the photon energy across the Fe 2p (only 2p3/2, i.e., the L3 edge is considered here) resonance, and how 

this reflects in the Fe L3-edge PEY-XA spectra. XA spectra will be obtained for two different 
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relaxation channels, one corresponding to the refill of the 2p core-hole by a valence electron, and in 

the other case the refill is by another core-level electron. The specific Auger decay channels are 2p-

3d3d and 2p-3p3p which lead to electron emission in the 672–715 eV and 560–600 eV kinetic energy 

ranges, respectively. Hence, signal integration of the RPE spectra within these boundaries yields the 

respective PEY-XA spectra.  In (2p-3d3d) PEY the electron refilling the core hole originates from an 

iron 3d valence orbital (spectra are denoted as PVEY). The 3d orbitals carry information on the mixing 

with ligand-centered orbitals. On the other hand, in (2p-3p3p) PEY the core-hole is refilled by 

electrons from the deeper Fe 3p orbitals which only weakly interact with the ligands (spectra are 

denoted as PCEY). Here we use the same nomenclature as in our previous study from FeCl2 aqueous 

solutions.167 Illustrations of the two Auger processes will be presented in Figure 5-6. 

Figures 5-6(A) and 5-6(C) present Fe 2p RPE maps from 10 wt% α- Fe2O3 NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 

aqueous solution, covering the 2p-3p3p and 2p-3d3d Auger decay channels; individual spectra were 

recorded for photon energies between 707-717 eV. Figures 5-6(B) and 5-6(D) display the respective 

PCEY- and PVEY-XA spectra. Note that Figure 5-6(A) displays data as KEs while Figure 5-6(C) 

presents BEs in the 5-25 eV range energy, which corresponds to 682-712 eV KE. Valence spectra in 

Figure 5-6(C) are dominated by an off-resonant water-signal background, appearing as vertical bands. 

The spectra in Figure 5-6(A) have no off-resonant signal contribution, and solely exhibit resonant 

signals from 2p-3p3p and in part from 2p-3s3d Auger emissions. Therefore, in the latter case the KE 

axis is more appropriate since Auger electrons do not depend on the photon energy. Both PEY-XA 

spectra exhibit a pre-peak at 709 eV photon energy, and a main peak at 710.5 eV. These are the Fe 

2p3/2 → t2g and Fe 2p3/2 → eg resonances characteristic for Fe3+.  

Figure 5-7 presents the PVEY- and PCEY-XA spectra on top of each other, and one observes a 

considerably smaller pre-peak in the PVEY-XA spectrum; intensities are displayed such that the eg 

peaks have the same height (to be discussed later). In addition to the different intensities of the pre-

peaks, one notices a somewhat smaller intensity in the post-edge region at 709–714 eV. The pre-peak 

arises from the electronic interactions between the iron site and the local environment, i.e., with the 

solvation-shell water molecules and the lattice oxygen atoms of the hematite NP. The excited electron 

can thus engage in additional relaxation processes such as electron delocalization and energy 

transfer.167-168 As a consequence, the PVEY-XA spectrum may differ considerably from the PCEY-XA 

spectrum which is in fact a better representation of the true X-ray absorption spectrum that would be 

obtained in a transmission measurement. The delocalized excited electron has a lower probability to 

refill the Fe 2p hole within its lifetime (sub-10 fs), and hence the PEY is state-dependent, scaling with 

the extent of delocalization. The observed differences between the PVEY- and PCEY-XA spectra 

(Figure 5-7) thus correlate with the orbital extensions.168 Core-level 3p orbitals are strongly localized 

and are not or barely involved in iron–ligand orbital mixing.  
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Figure 5- 6 

Fe 2p3/2 resonant photoelectron spectra from 10 wt% α- Fe2O3 NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous 

solution, covering the 2p-3p3p (A) and 2p-3d3d (C) Auger-electron emissions after Fe 2p3/2 → 

t2g and 2p → eg excitation, respectively. Spectra were recorded for photon energies between 707-

716 eV. The respective PCEY- and PVEY-XA spectra, and illustrations of the relevant energies, 

excitations and the relaxation channels are displayed in (B) and (D). 
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In contrast, 3d orbitals are large, and there is considerable mixing with water lone-pair orbitals as well 

as with the NP lattice oxygen-2p orbitals which was already seen from Figure 5-1. Our interpretation 

is corroborated by the changes that occur in the RPE spectra measured at the eg versus the t2g resonance. 

These two RPE spectra are shown in Figure 5-8. In both cases the off-resonant valence PE spectrum, 

measured at 707 eV (bottom tier in Figure 5-8), has been subtracted. To quantify the spectral changes 

that occur for the two resonances we fit the spectra (center and top tiers in Figure 5-8) using the same 

Gaussians as in Figure 5-1(B), i.e., energy positions and peak widths are kept constant, and the only 

free fit parameter is the intensity. The most noticeable observation is the decrease of the t2g signal 

intensity relative to the eg signal which is exactly what one expects. Due to the overlap of the metal t2g 

levels with the O 2p levels of hematite (already seen in Figure 5-1(C)) the electron excited into t2g 

appears to relax by a different path, thus quenching the 2p-3d3d Auger channel. On the other hand, 

when populating the eg states, which have less overlap with the oxygen orbitals, the excited electron 

promptly refills the Fe 2p hole via the 2p-3d3d Auger channel. These qualitative considerations are in 

agreement with theoretical calculations, reporting for bulk hematite stronger hybridization between Fe 

t2g and O 2p orbitals than between eg and O 2p, 48% versus 35% oxygen character.147 

I can go a step further and quantify the observed electron delocalization to estimate the charge 

transfer, or electron delocalization rate. Fast charge transfer, which inhibits the charge recombination 

at the surface (for instance of a transition-metal-oxide electrode), is crucial for efficient device 

performance under photoelectrochemical conditions. With the Fe 2p lifetime, τcore, assuming an 

exponential Auger decay rate, and an exponential electron delocalization governed by the charge 

transfer time, τCT, the latter can be expressed as τCT = τcore·(fAuger
–1 -1).169-170 Here, fAuger is the fraction 

of normal Auger-electron signal with respect to the signal from non-local decay processes, the charge-

transfer channels of autoionization. τcore = 1.6 fs (1.8 fs) as calculated from the natural line width of 

Fe 2p, Γ = 0.41 eV 171 (0.36 eV 172). I determine the normal Auger fraction from the local and non-

local signal contributions. Disentangling these signals from Figure 5-8 is not straight-forward because 

both eg and t2g mix with ligand orbitals, and hence there is no obvious way of scaling the relative 

spectral intensities. Arguably, the more accurate procedure is to use the peak areas of the PCEY- and 

PVEY-XA spectra of Figure 5-7.  
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Figure 5- 7 

Comparison of the Fe L3-edge PCEY- and PVEY-XA spectra (in green and red) from 10 wt% α- 

Fe2O3 NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution (of Figure 5-6) with the Fe L3-edge PVEY-XA 

spectrum from 1 M FeCl3 aqueous solution (in blue), 50 and with the total-electron-yield 

spectrum from solid hematite sample (in black).16 Spectra are displayed to yield the same height 

of the most intense absorption band, at 710.5 eV photon energy. 

 

In this case, assuming that the intensity normalization at the eg peak is reasonable, the difference in 

the pre-peak intensity of the t2g absorption does scale quantitatively with the electron delocalization. 

To be more accurate, I argue that the PCEY-XA spectrum is a very good representation of an actual 

X-ray absorption spectrum.167-168 Any difference between PCEY- and PVEY-XA spectra must thus be 

due to delocalization of the 3d electrons. From the areas of the t2g XA peaks we then find fAuger = 0.6 

which yields τCT ~ 1 fs. We are not aware of a previous report of this quantity which would be very 

difficult to access by other experimental techniques, requiring sub-femtosecond laser pulses.  
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Figure 5- 8 

Fe 2p3/2 resonant photoelectron spectra from 10 wt% α-Fe2O3 NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous 

solution measured at the eg (710.5 eV) and the t2g (709.0 eV) resonances, (A) and (B), 

respectively. In both cases the off-resonant photoelectron spectrum obtained at 706.0 eV photon 

energy, shown in (C), has been subtracted. Green curves in (A) and (B) are the Gaussians that 

represent the spectral contributions from the NPs; compare Figure 5-1(B). 

 

A question that arises is how 10Dq (the eg-t2g energy difference) from NPs (aq) (see Figure 5-

7) compares with values for atomic Fe3+ in aqueous solution (blue) and bulk-solid-phase hematite 

(black) under high-vacuum conditions; the XA spectra for the latter are also presented in Figure 5-7. 

In all cases the iron charge-state is Fe3+. For nanoparticles in aqueous solution I derive from Figure 5-

7 a 10Dq value of 1.5 eV (the same is obtained for the O 1s edge XAS) which is slightly larger than 

for crystalline hematite, 10Dq = 1.38 eV,163 but it is smaller than for the Fe3+ atomic ions in aqueous 

solution, where 10Dq = 1.8 eV. A quantitative interpretation of the different values would be difficult 

but I argue that the main effect is due to the NP – solution interface. This is because aforementioned 

previous O 1s absorption studies have found an identical 10Dq value (1.38 eV) for bulk-solid hematite 

and for dry 8 and 30 nm diameter hematite NPs.163 Hence, the smaller 10Dq is a property of the surface 

of the aqueous-phase NPs. The Fe 2p PEY-XA spectra are thus sensitive to the interfacial structure, 
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and yet the quantitative characterization of the ligand field, without a good understanding of the 

surface structure and the existing molecular species, is elusive. A similar qualitative argument 

probably holds to explain the intensity variation in the 711-714 eV photon-energy region (Figure 5-7) 

– the spectral fingerprint region of excited-state charge transfer.173 Intensities follow the same trend as 

the t2g absorption intensity, although the effect is negligibly small when comparing PVEY compared 

to PCEY. The latter would be expected if I assume that the ground-state iron t2g – oxygen 2p orbital 

overlap is only little affected by the electron excited into a higher lying state. This assumption also 

justifies aforementioned normalization of the spectra at the 2p → eg absorption in Figure 5-7. The 

observed considerably larger intensity, near 712 eV absorption energy, for crystalline hematite 

compared with the NP solutions, and even more so Fe3+ (aq), suggests that ground-state charge transfer 

from the ligand to the iron cation is smaller in solution, implying less orbital overlap. Arguably, water 

or hydroxide, either absorbed at the nanoparticle surface or located within the first hydration shell in 

case of the Fe3+ (aq) monomer, have a smaller charge-transfer probability compared to O2- ligands in 

the bulk hematite. To confirm this interpretation theoretical calculations are needed to quantify charge 

transfer, including electron donation and back-donation between the different electronic ground-state 

configurations.  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

I demonstrated that liquid-jet soft-X-ray PE spectroscopy is a powerful method that enables the 

detailed investigation of the electronic-structure interaction of hematite nanoparticles with an aqueous 

solution. This is a remarkable result because of the rather short probing depth of the emitted 

(photo)electrons in aqueous solutions. An experimental challenge of the present work has been to 

stabilize hematite NPs at sufficiently large concentration with an as small as possible number of 

stabilizing molecules adsorbed at the NP surface. Using a combination of soft-X-ray photoemission 

techniques (direct and resonant ionization, and autoionization) electrons from both the surface and the 

interior of the aqueous-phase NPs can be detected. From the oxygen 1s PE spectra I obtain the electron 

binding energy from dissociated water, at 536.1 eV, which is in good agreement with the energies of 

hydroxyl species reported in an ambient-pressure PE-spectroscopy study of the Fe2O3(0001) hematite 

– liquid water interface.136 However, the new spectroscopic information from our NP study is revealed 

from resonant PE spectra at the oxygen 1s and iron 2p edges. The former spectra provide a 

complementary and very sensitive electronic structure signature of oxygen-containing molecules 

adsorbed at the NP surface. Performing photoemission measurements at the iron 2p edge we were able 

to detect the lowest ionization energy of the solution, which corresponds to the ionization of the iron 

3d-derived eg and t2g orbitals. This is an important quantity for understanding chemical reactions in 

aqueous solution. I also determined the eg-t2g energy difference (10Dq value) from the partial-electron 
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yield iron 2p XA spectra obtained from an analysis of the Auger electron signal. 10Dq is a measure of 

the Fe3+ local environment, which is found here to be uniquely sensitive to the iron interactions with 

both hematite oxygen and water / oxygen interfacial species. Unfortunately, I cannot provide a 

quantitative interpretation of the energy shifts. But I expect that this experimental findings will 

motivate theoretical modeling of the rather complex hematite – water interface, taking into account 

iron spin interactions. An aspect related to the iron 2p RPE measurements is the possibility to obtain 

(PEY) XA spectra for different autoionization channels which can be used to estimate the ultrafast 

electron delocalization times of electrons excited into metal 3d orbitals. 

One promising future experimental route is the application of tender X-rays (1.5-12 KeV) in 

liquid-jet photoemission which allows probing deeper into solution and into the NPs (aq). This will 

greatly enhance the signal intensity detected from the NP – solution interface, enabling further 

characterization of the dissociated water species and their interactions with the NPs. With regard to 

the latter point it will be also interesting to explore non-local relaxation processes upon water O 1s 

ionization with their large sensitivity to hydration structure and hydrogen-bond strength.174 The 

presented liquid-jet studies demonstrate promising applicability for the investigation of the electronic 

structure of other NPs, including transition-metal-oxide, also noble metals and other materials, 

dispersed in various electrolyte solutions over a large range of concentrations. 
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5.5 Appendix 

5.5.1 Lattice-Oxygen O 1s Absorption Spectra from α-Fe2O3 NP Aqueous Solution  

 

 

Figure A-5- 1 

Selected RPE spectra from 5 wt% NP / 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution which are taken from 

Figure 5-2(A) for photon energies 530.0 eV (c resonance) and 531.0 eV (energy between c and b 

resonances). Each spectrum is presented together with the off-resonant valence PE spectrum 

measured at 529.0 eV. Important to notice is the slightly larger intensity in the 530-eV spectrum 

at 17.5 eV BE (bottom tier), which disappears shortly above the resonance (top tier). This is the 

same contribution that gives rise to the weak signal enhancement, labeled c, in Figure 5-2(C). 

All peaks appearing in the < 10 eV BE region result from water O 1s ionization by the second-

order light (2x hν) which is not blocked at the beamline. 
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5.5.2 Nitrate and Hydroxide O 1s Absorption Spectra from Fe2O3 NP Aqueous 

Solutions  

 

Figure A-5- 2 

PEY-XA spectra from 0.5 M HNO3 aqueous solution and from three NP solutions, 5 wt% NP / 

0.1 M HNO3, 10 wt% NP / 0.1 M HNO3, and 10 wt% NP / 0.05 M HNO3. The presented photon 

energy region 531-534 eV corresponds to absorption a in Figure 5-2(B). Spectra were generated 

by integration of the respective RPE spectral intensities as a function of photon energy as 

explained for Figure 5-2 in the main text. In Figure A-5-2 the spectra from different solutions 

were energy-calibrated and intensity-normalized at the O 1s liquid water pre-peak at 535.0 eV 

photon energy, after subtraction of the water-vapor absorption spectrum; compare Figure 5-3(A) 

in the manuscript. For the 5 wt% solution the ratio of available NO3
-
 molecules to adsorption 

sites at the NP (6 nm diameter) surface is approximately 1:1. That is, the surface of the NPs is 

expected to be fully covered by adsorbed nitrate, and the concentration of aqueous-phase NO3
-
 

(aq) should be very low. Then, at 10 wt% NP concentration in 0.1 M HNO3 and in 0.05 M HNO3, 

the nitrate-to-surface site ratio decreases to 1:2 and 1:4, implying that H2O molecules can now 

interact directly with the NP surface, forming OH interfacial species. Above ratios are a coarse 

estimate based on the total surface of the NPs in a given volume, and assuming a density of 

adsorption sites of 5.6 nm-2 which is the value reported for crystalline hematite. 130 Smaller ratios 

were not investigated as to avoid agglomeration of the NPs; all measurements presented here 

were performed from freshly prepared NP solutions. 
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5.5.3 Adsorbed Nitrate and Hydroxide on the NP Surface Observed in the O 1s RPE 

Spectra from Fe2O3 NP Aqueous Solutions  

 

 

Figure A-5- 3 

Photoelectron spectra at resonance a (532.2 eV) for the same three α-Fe2O3 NPs aqueous 

solutions considered in Figure A-5-2. In addition, spectra from 0.5 M HNO3 and 0.5 M NaOH 

(measured at near a) aqueous solution, are shown. Unlike in Figure 5-4 spectra are shown as 

measured without the off-resonant photoelectron spectrum subtracted. Otherwise Figure A-5-3 

and Figure 5-4 are identical. 
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5.5.4 Valence Photoelectron Spectra from 1 M HNO3 Aqueous Solution 

 

 

Figure A-5- 4 

Valence photoelectron spectra from 1 M HNO3 and from 0.05 M NaCl (which is essentially the 

spectrum from neat liquid water) aqueous solutions measured at 200 eV photon energy. The 

green curve is the difference spectrum, HNO3 minus NaCl, and highlights the signal 

contributions from ionization of NO3
- (aq). Peaks occur at 9.5, 16.0, 19.5 eV binding energy; 

these energies are in good agreement with computed energies.155   
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5.5.5 O 1s Photoelectron Spectra from Fe2O3 NP Aqueous Solution 

 

 

Figure A-5- 5 

Oxygen 1s photoelectron spectra from the 10 wt% hematite NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution 

showing the 538-532 eV binding energy region which covers the O 1s photoelectron spectra from 

OH
-
 (536.1 eV) and lattice oxide (534.7 eV). Ionization photon energy was 1200 eV. In this 

figure we present the raw data, whereas in Figures 5-5(B) and 5-5(C) we show the same data for 

5-point binning. Each contribution is presented by a Gaussian, and the total fit is shown by the 

dotted curve. (A) shows results for the 10 wt% hematite NPs / 0.1 M HNO3 aqueous solution 

(corresponding to [1:2]), and (B) for 10 wt% hematite NPs / 0.05 M HNO3 aqueous solution 

(corresponding to [1:4]) after subtraction of the 0.05 M NaCl aqueous solution spectrum. 
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The table below presents the positions and areas of both the hydroxide and lattice-oxide O1s 

photoelectron peaks along with the respective error bars of the raw data. 

 

NPs in 0.1 M HNO3 aq. solution Peak [eV] Area [arb. u.] 

Lattice Oxide 534.8 ± 0.2 114.4 ± 32 

OH
-
 536.2 ± 0.1 91.2 ± 29 

 

NPs in 0.05M HNO3 aq. solution Peak [eV] Area [arb. u.] 

Lattice Oxide 534.7 ± 0.2 139.2 ± 31 

OH
-
 536.2 ± 0.1 140.2 ± 30 
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Chapter 6 

Electronic Structure of the Anatase TiO2 Nanoparticle— 

Aqueous Interface 

 

This part of the thesis is taken from the following publication: 

Electronic Structure of Aqueous-Phase Anatase Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles 

Probed by Liquid Jet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Hebatallah Ali, Robert Seidel, Arno Bergmann and Bernd Winter 

Journal of Materials Chemistry A 2019, 7, 6665-6675, DOI: 10.1039/C8TA09414D 

This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence   

 

This article was selected for the themed collection: 2019 Journal of Materials Chemistry A HOT Papers, 

and appears as the front cover of the Issue 12, 2019. 

 

Proposed pH-dependent mechanism of TiO2 – water interaction.    

 

 

  

https://doi.org/10.1039/C8TA09414D
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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6.1 Introduction 

Titanium dioxide, TiO2, with its three phases in nature, anatase, rutile and brookite, is one of 

the most important transition metal oxides.175 It offers wide-range properties for science and industry 

applications, and furthermore it is a chemically stable, abundant and cheap material.176 Exhibiting a 

large bandgap of 3.2 eV TiO2 absorbs light in the UV region 177-178 which explains the extensive study 

of this material in photoelectric and photochemical research.1, 179 In 1972, Fujishima and Honda 

studied the water photolysis on the TiO2 electrode surface which can be described by the reaction H2O 

+ 2hν → ½ O2 + H2.8 This photochemical reaction thus provides a clean and sustainable way for 

hydrogen fuel production from solar energy. Many subsequent works have focused on the water 

electrolysis to develop efficient photoelectrochemical cells (PEC) for solar hydrogen generation by 

immersing two electrodes (TiO2 photoanode and a cathode). 177, 180-186 The challenge in these studies is 

to minimize the unwanted back-reaction, i.e., the recombination or non-separation of hydrogen and 

oxygen atoms which reduces the PEC’s efficiency. An ideally performing device, minimally suffering 

from electric current losses, would assure that the initial charge separation is very fast (on the 

femtosecond timescale) to slow down the back-reaction.187 Despite active research the conversion 

efficiency from solar to electric power with current PECs is still low, reaching up to 17%,187-188 and 

prevents this path for solar hydrogen generation from being economically and commercially viable.189-

190 

As the TiO2 electrode is immersed in an aqueous environment it is essential to gain a detailed 

understanding of the electronic properties of the TiO2 – water interface, and this has motivated many 

investigations of the water adsorption behavior on single crystals, in rutile as well as in anatase phase. 

93, 177, 191-196 Likewise, the present study aims at determining the electronic structure of this interfacial 

layer. The novel approach here is to access the interface by soft X-ray photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy 

which has not been accomplished previously for a TiO2 surface fully contained in liquid water. The 

reason is that the detection of photoelectrons in a high-vapor pressure environment has only recently 

become possible with the introduction of the liquid microjet technique 139, 197-199 and of ambient 

pressure photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-PES). 27, 29, 93, 97, 136 Liquid jets are ideally suited to study NPs 

dispersed in aqueous solutions 139, 197-199 while the latter technique typically refers to condensation of 

few monolayers (ML) liquid water on a solid substrate at suitable relative humidity. 27, 29, 93, 97, 136 Also, 

photoelectrons have been detected from liquid cells equipped with a few-nanometer thick graphene 

membrane to separate the liquid from vacuum. 98-99, 200 

The TiO2 anatase phase has been found to exhibit higher photocatalytic activity 201 and higher 

efficiency in photo-electrochemistry applications,202-203 and is also more stable in the nanometer 

regime.204-205 However, on macroscopic size scale,  rutile is the most stable phase,175, 206 and has been 

studied more intensively, both theoretically 177, 191 and experimentally.93, 207-208 Yet, the nature of the 

water adsorption on the TiO2 surfaces remains unclear; depending on the specific study water has been 
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concluded to adsorb (1) dissociatively, (2) molecularly, or (3) mixed at the TiO2 interface.93, 177, 191-194, 

209-213 Furthermore, the adsorption mechanisms for these different cases were proposed to depend on 

whether or not the (vacuum) surface is defect-free. A defect surface site refers to a missing oxygen 

atom in the crystal structure (oxygen vacancy), and is easily created by electron bombardment, ion 

sputtering, or thermal annealing.214 In aqueous phase the situation is quite different; defects on the 

titania surface will be healed upon interaction with the water molecules. 93, 138 Oxygen vacancies are 

accompanied by a change of the titanium charge state (Ti4+ → Ti3+) and the occurrence of color centers, 

214 which are the most active surface sites for water dissociation (mechanism (1)). 214-216 Defects on 

the TiO2 surface are conveniently detected by Ti3+ signal,93, 192 a procedure also adapted here. For the 

interpretation of the results obtained in the present work it is useful to briefly review the different 

adsorption mechanisms. 

Dissociative adsorption (mechanism (1)) of TiO2 – water interaction depends entirely on the 

existence of surface defects; water molecules dissociate only at oxygen vacancy defects. The thus 

generated hydroxyl species fills the oxygen vacancies (denoted OHt), leaving the hydrogen to bond to 

a neighbor lattice oxygen atom (OHb) and forming what is termed paired hydroxyl groups.208 Ketteler 

et al.93 observed this paired OH for 0.25 ML coverage on rutile (110) using AP-PES. In addition, the 

authors detected an O 1s photoelectron signal from adsorbed molecular water at less than 1 ML 

coverage, with an approximately 0.5 eV lower binding energy (BE) as compared to bulk water. This 

PE peak could correspond to hydroxyl or to molecularly adsorbed water; also pseudo-dissociated water 

has been suggested.93 In the latter process, the paired hydroxyl groups re-form a water molecule by 

back-reaction. At higher coverage, water has been shown to adsorb molecularly, bonding to the OH 

groups that act as hydrogen-donors.93 A similar conclusion has been drawn from PE spectroscopy 

measurements from TiO2 nanoparticles (NP) exposed to water vapor; experiments were conducted 

using an aerosol generator.217 Mechanism (1) can hence be represented as H2O + Ob ↔ OHb + OHt 

.218-219 The interconversion energy of the dissociated hydroxyl pair relative to the water molecule 

(back-reaction) has been estimated as ΔE = 0.035±0.003 eV, based on a combination of supersonic 

molecular-beam experiments, scanning tunneling microscopy, and ab initio molecular dynamics.218  

Given this very small energy difference between the two states, the re-formation of adsorbed water 

molecule is slightly more likely over the paired hydroxyl configuration, but not dominating.219 In this 

mechanism, OHt was assumed to form a covalent bond with the TiO2  surface.93 This interpretation is 

based on the detected energy of the O 1s  and Ti 2p peak positions, both being different for the hydrated 

TiO2 rutile crystal surface compared to the bulk crystal.207 

In the second proposed mechanism (2) of the TiO2 / water interaction, water is molecularly 

adsorbed on the surface at very specific geometries where the water oxygen atom binds to Ti4+ sites 

and its hydrogens bind to two neighboring lattice oxygen atoms.220 This raises the question whether 

water dissociates exclusively at oxygen vacancies or whether dissociation can also occur at Ti4+ sites. 
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Here, the third mechanism (3) of TiO2 – water interaction comes into play, and is legitimated by 

experiments on defect-free surfaces of rutile210, 221 and anatase,192-193, 209 both showing a mixed 

adsorption behavior, with OH signal being small relative to the signal from molecularly adsorbed 

water. Specifically, Walle et al.192 reported that the first water layer is composed of 0.47±0.05 ML OH 

and 0.77±0.55 ML molecular water for the anatase TiO2(101) defect-free surface; the OH coverage 

stays nearly constant for higher water exposure. In a theoretical work, Zheng et al studied the stability 

of the dissociated OH species on titanium sites using density function theory (DFT) on rutile (110) 

surface edge.222 The authors report that its lifetime is highly dependent on the location of the hydrogen 

species (the second product of the water dissociation) and that the recombination/reformation of water 

molecule is possible.222 This mechanism is the most closely related one to the present study as detailed 

later in the results section. 

Here, I present PE measurements from anatase-phase TiO2 NPs dispersed in liquid water which 

I refer to as the “all-in-solution” surface-study approach. This is complicated though by the fact that 

NPs are not soluble in water due to large surface potential. They tend to aggregate and sediment out 

near the point of zero charge (PZC) which is at pH ~6.4 for the anatase surface.223 That is, when the 

surface is neutral, NPs reduce their surface energy by aggregating and thereby reducing their surface 

area. Such unwanted effects are avoided by adding stabilizers to the aqueous solutions, which 

inevitably leads to change of pH. In this study we use three different stabilizers, Cl
–
, NO3

–
, resulting 

in a positive surface zeta potential of the TiO2 NP (the potential between TiO2 surface and the 

surrounding aqueous solution), and NH4
+ yielding a negative surface zeta potential. Under these 

conditions the NPs are stable in aqueous solution, and stable liquid microjets for the photoemission 

experiments can be obtained. Evidently, I am mostly interested in conditions where the stabilizer 

concentration is low enough such that a sufficiently large fraction of free NP surface sites is available 

for water adsorption. This fraction can be estimated from the adsorbed ML density on TiO2 (110) (5.2 

nm-2 93, 192). Then, one of our major questions is whether water adsorbs molecularly or dissociatively 

on the TiO2 anatase NP defect-free surface where no Ti3+ sites are present. The other, equally important 

question is how the adsorption nature depends on pH, explored here for basic and acidic pH. This 

latter aspect has not been addressed experimentally before. We are aware of a single density functional 

theory (DFT) molecular dynamic work studying the acidity of the surface groups relevant in the water 

interaction with rutile (110) surface.224 It was predicted that the fraction of terminal water molecules 

(TiOH2) is small at neutral pH, and the surface pKa for this site has been estimated to be 9. In contrast, 

pKa of -1 was estimated for the surface hydroxide bridge groups (Ti2OH+). Most interesting for the 

present work is the TiOH2 case. Deprotonation of TiOH2 to TiOH
–
, which is coupled with the 

protonation of H2O in the liquid water, is paralleled by the reverse reaction where the solution proton 

is transferred to a TiOH
–
 surface group 224 (TiOH

–
 + H3O+ → TiOH2 + H2O). I can hence expect that 
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in a basic solution environment this reverse reaction is insignificant. Qualitatively, such a behavior is 

supported by our combined resonant and non-resonant PE spectroscopy, as well as partial-electron 

yield X-ray absorption (PEY-XA) measurements from TiO2 NP (aq) at different pHs. 

 

6.2 Methods and Materials 

Photoelectron measurements of TiO2 NP solutions (i.e., colloidal dispersions) were conducted 

using the SOL3 PES setup62 at the U49/2-PGM-1 soft X-ray beamline, at the synchrotron radiation 

facility BESSY II, Berlin. Briefly, synchrotron light, liquid jet and the photoelectron detection are 

orthogonal to each other. The X-ray light at this beamline is linearly polarized in the floor plane which 

is the plane spanned by jet propagation and light propagation. Focal size is approximately 60 x 20 

μm2. Solutions were injected into the interaction vacuum chamber through a 25 μm glass capillary. 

Liquid flow rate was 0.7 ml/min using a backing pressure of 10 bars. The liquid jet hits the X-ray 

beam at 0.5 mm distance from the capillary tip, and this interaction point is at 500 μm distance from 

the detector orifice. The pressure in this chamber was kept at approximately 3.0 x 10–4 mbar by using 

a turbo molecular pump (1600 l s-1) and two liquid nitrogen cold traps. At 500 eV photon energy, using 

80 μm beamline exit slit, the energy resolution in our measurement is higher than 130 meV. 

Four sets of anatase TiO2 NP solutions were studied. The NP sizes used in this study were given 

by the samples that were commercially available. In addition to different NP sizes, the different 

vendors also use different stabilizers as well as different stabilizer concentrations. Then, together with 

the finding that anatase-phase TiO2 NPs, for 2-200 nm diameter, have been demonstrated to exhibit 

no noticeable size effects on the electronic structure 225 it is possible to solely vary the ratio of free-to-

stabilizer covered surface sites as a single parameter. 

Dry NPs: 20 nm diameter, 99.5% anatase TiO2 NP sample purchased from Io-Li-Tec, Germany. 

This sample was used for the total electron yield measurements of the Ti L- edge XA and the O K-

edge XA spectra for examining the similarity between XA spectra the anatase-phase TiO2 NPs in dry 

environment and TiO2 single crystal reported in literature. 

TiO2 NPs in HCl aqueous solution: (acidic solutions without free surface sites) 10 nm, 99.9% 

pure anatase TiO2 NPs coated with Cl
–
, purchased from Mknano, Canada, was used to prepare the 20 

wt% TiO2 NP in 0.5 M HCl aqueous solution (yielding pH 1.2) and in 1 M HCl aqueous solution 

(yielding pH 0.7). In both samples, the NPs are fully covered by Cl- ions with NP surface sites relative 

to stabilizer ions ratio [1:1]Cl- and [1:2]Cl- respectively. In all these cases water cannot interact with the 

actual TiO2 NP. Our measurements from the HCl-stabilized NP solutions thus provide valuable 

reference O 1s non-resonant, resonant XPS and PEY-XAS spectra of the TiO2 NPs, in the absence of 

interfacial oxygen species. 
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TiO2 NPs in HNO3 aqueous solution: (acidic solutions with free / no free surface sites) 20 

wt%, 6 nm TiO2 NPs in 0.5 M HNO3 aqueous solution (yielding pH 1.2) and in 0.25 M HNO3 aqueous 

solution (pH 0.9), purchased from PlasmaChem, Germany, which have TiO2 surface sites relative to 

the stabilizer ratios of [1:1]NO3- and [2:1]NO3- , respectively. Furthermore, in order to increase the 

[x:y]NO3- ratio, a 20 wt%, 3 nm TiO2 NP in 0.6 M HNO3 aqueous solution (pH 0.7) yielding [4:1]NO3- 

was used; this ready-to-use solution was purchased from NYACOL, USA.  

TiO2 NPs in NH4OH aqueous solution: (basic solutions with free surface sites) 20 wt%, 20 

nm TiO2 NP in 0.3 M NH4OH aqueous solution (pH 7.8; slightly above the neutral water pH) was 

obtained from NYACOL, USA. In addition, we added 0.5 M NH4OH to this NPs(aq) solution to obtain 

20 wt%, 20 nm TiO2 NP in 0.8 M NH4OH aqueous solution (pH 9.8). This leads to ratios [2:1]NH4+ 

and [1:1.5]NH4+, respectively. The latter sample is used to support our proposed TiO2/water interaction 

mechanism, as discussed in the results section. It is interesting to mention that the estimated 

[2:1]NH4+ratio is in good agreement with measurements of the surface zeta potential. It is -16.9 mV for 

the [2:1]NH4+ solution (measured with “Zetasizer Nano ZS” spectrometer) and can be compared with 

a value of +30 mV 226 for fully covered anatase TiO2 NPs surface in aqueous solution. 

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Ti L-edge PEY-XA Spectra 

I start by exploring the X-ray absorption (XA) spectra from aqueous-phase TiO2 NPs measured 

at the Ti4+ 2p → valence 3d0 resonance. We note that an electron-yield absorption spectrum essentially 

captures electrons that are emitted in an electronic relaxation process, which is mostly Auger decay. 

One typically assumes that the Auger-electron yield is proportional to the actual XA. 167-168 In the 

present work I detect the partial electron yield corresponding to the refill of a Ti 2p hole by a 3p 

electron and subsequent ejection of another 3p electron (Ti LMM Auger channel); this (resonant) 

Auger signal appears in the 360-420 eV kinetic energy range. More specifically, by integrating the 

signal intensity over this energy range as a function of the excitation energy I obtain the so-called 

partial electron yield XA (PEY-XA) spectrum. For the questions addressed here, the small difference 

that may occur between PEY and total electron yield (TEY) detection 168 is irrelevant; the important 

point here is that I can experimentally track the electronic structure changes that lead to the measured 

XA spectra. Figure 6-1 shows the Ti L-edge PEY-XA spectra from several NP solutions, [1:1]Cl-, 

[1:1]NO3-, [4:1]NO3- and [2:1]NH4+. I present one sample from each set described in the experimental 

section. Only for the NO3
-
 sample set, two samples provided from different companies, are shown 

([4:1]NO3- and [1:1]NO3-). In addition, the dry NPs (shown in the bottom of Figure 6-1) XA spectrum 

was measured by detecting the drain current while sweeping the photon energies over the Ti L-edge. 
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This is one way to obtain total electron yields, and throughout the text I will refer to the TEY-XA 

spectrum, serving as reference. 

 

 

Figure 6- 1 

(top): Ti L-edge PEY-XA spectra from anatase TiO2 NPs dissolved in different aqueous solutions. 

Here [x:y]ion indicates the stabilizer ion that has been used, and inside the bracket the ratio of 

available NP surface sites to surface sites covered by the stabilizer ion is shown. Labels A-D 

refer to the most prominent absorption bands. The splitting of the L3 edge feature, 10Dq, is 

indicated. (bottom): Ti L-edge TEY-XA spectra from dry anatase TiO2 NPs. 

 

The measured L-edge XA spectra, presented in Figure 6-1, can be divided into two regions, L2 

(2p1/2) and L3 (2p3/2) edges, due to the 2p spin orbital coupling splitting. Results are shown for NP 

solutions [1:1]Cl-, [1:1]NO3-, [4:1]NO3-, and [2:1]NH4+. Here, we largely focus on the L3 region. Our first 

observation is that the spectra from all solutions are nearly identical. The first prominent absorption 

band A results from the Ti 2p3/2 → 3d t2g transition, and band B is the Ti 2p3/2 → 3d eg transition. The 

energy difference between A and B which quantifies the crystal field splitting, 10Dq, of the empty 3d 

orbital hybridized with the surrounding oxygen atoms, is indicated. Since 10Dq is sensitive to the Ti–

O distance 227 its value is an indicator of changes in the Ti local environment. Arguably more important 

is the overall shape of the L-edge XA spectrum, the details of which being characteristic for a given 

TiO2 phase (Anatase, Rutile, or Brookite). We see that the NP spectra in Figure 6-1 match the TEY-
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XA spectrum from dry 20 nm NPs which is also presented, at the bottom of Figure 6-1, rather well.  

And the latter spectrum perfectly reproduces the XA spectrum from anatase-phase TiO2 crystal.228-230 

I particularly point out that the broadening of the eg L2 (as well as the sub-splitting of the eg L3 edge), 

which is very sensitive to the crystal phase, is the same in all spectra and reproduces the shape and 

width reported in the literature.228-230 I can thus rule out any NP phase transition in the aqueous 

solutions, and also oxygen defects are not detected which would manifest in contributions from Ti3+ 

signal. 

To further confirm the non-existence of Ti3+ I have also recorded the valence spectra at the 

various resonances, A, B, C, D identified in Figure 6-1. The results are exemplarily shown for the 

[2:1]NH4+ solution in Figure A-6-1 of the Appendix Section 6.5 where I also present an off-resonant 

spectrum measured slightly below the resonance, at 457 eV photon energy. In none of the spectra I 

observe any signature of the 2p – 3d3d (LVV) Ti3+ Auger decay as judged from comparison with our 

previous study of atomic Ti3+ in TiCl3 aqueous solution.144 Our conclusion is also supported by 

reported valence spectra from pure crystalline anatase TiO2 (containing no Ti3+) and from Li+-doped 

TiO2 in which case Ti3+ forms.231 Hence, the spectra in Figure A-6-1 prove that the Ti 3d orbital is 

empty, and the aqueous-phase NPs are indeed purely anatase-phase TiO2. Adsorption mechanism (1), 

described in the Introduction Section 6.1, is thus irrelevant for the TiO2 NP – aqueous solution 

interface. One further observation from Figure 6-1 that is noteworthy to mention is that 10Dq appears 

to be slightly larger for the [2:1]NH4+ solution than for all other solutions. In Figure A-6-2 of the 

Appendix Section 6.5 I have averaged the [4:1]NO3–, [1:1]Cl–, and [1:1]NO3– solution spectra for better 

visualization of this pH-dependent effect. Arguably, this is an indication that NH4
+, unlike the other 

stabilizing ions, has some specific effect on the interfacial structure. Indeed, a distinct adsorption 

behavior of H2O occurs in the NH4
+-stabilized NP solutions as we will show below. 

 

6.3.2 O 1s Off-resonant Photoemission Spectra 

Figure 6-2 presents the (regular) oxygen 1s core-level photoelectron spectra measured at 1200 

eV photon energy for all our NPs solutions. Here I have included the reference spectrum from O 1s 

spectrum from 0.05M NaCl aqueous solution, representative of neat liquid water. I find that all PE 

spectra (Figure 6-2(A)), again with the one exception of NH4
+ (Figure 6-2(B)) are almost identical, 

exhibiting the main bulk water peak at 538.1 eV BE, 86 relative to the vacuum level, the water gas-

phase (a shoulder) at 540.0 eV, and an additional small peak at 534.9 eV BE from lattice oxygen of 

the TiO2 NPs, in agreement with the reported value for the TiO2 rutile crystal with few layers of water 

prepared at suitable relative humidity.93 Similar to our previous study of aqueous-phase hematite NPs 

stabilized with NO3
–
, 197 the PE signal from the NO3

–
 cannot be observed (at 538.1 eV binding 

energy166) at such a low concentration because of overlap with large signal intensity from bulk water. 
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138, 166 The OH
–
signal, on the other hand gives rise to a peak at 536.0 eV BE (determined in the 

aforementioned ambient-pressure PE study from rutile TiO2 single crystal93) which is distinguishable 

from NO3
-
 and water. But there is no indication of adsorbed OH

–
 despite available free adsorption 

sites for interaction with water, for instance in the case of the [4:1]NO3- and [2:1]NO3- . I thus conclude 

(and will later corroborate) that water does not dissociate on the TiO2 NP surface but rather adsorbs 

molecularly; yet, a small but negligible amount of dissociated water may exist at the NP surface. This 

is opposite to α-Fe2O3 NPs, where water dissociates when the NPs are stabilized by NO3
–
.197 (See 

Figure 5-5) Note that also adsorbed water, similar to NO3
–
, has a O 1s BE strongly overlapping with 

bulk water (0.5 eV lower BE than bulk water93) which makes the detection of this contribution 

impossible in a liquid-jet experiment. 

 

 

Figure 6- 2 

Oxygen 1s photoelectron spectra of the different anatase TiO2 NP aqueous solutions, measured 

at 1200 eV photon energy. As in Figure 6-1, [x:y]ion indicates the stabilizer ion that has been 

used, and inside the bracket the ratio of free NP surface sites to surface sites covered by the 

stabilizer ion is shown. NP size is given in the experimental section. (A) Acidic NP solutions: 

[1:1]Cl
-
 (pH 1.2), [1:2]Cl

-
 (pH 0.7),  [1:1]NO3

-
 (pH 1.2),  [2:1]NO3

-
 (pH 0.9) and,  [4:1]NO3

-
 

(pH 0.7). Also shown is the spectrum from 0.05 M NaCl. (B) Basic solution: [1:1]NH4
+ (pH 7.8). 

Also shown are the O 1s spectra from 0.05 M NaCl and 0.5 M NH4OH aqueous solutions. 
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I now turn to the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution (Figure 6-2(B)) where I observe a weak signal at 536.0 

eV BE which identifies adsorbed OH
–
 species. This energy is in agreement with the previously 

reported value for adsorbed hydroxyl on a TiO2 surface under near ambient pressure conditions.29, 93, 

213. Comparing with reference O 1s PE spectra from 0.5 M NH4OH aqueous solution (pH 11.7) and 

0.05 M NaCl aqueous solution, containing no NPs, the OH
–
 signal is seen to vanish. This implies that 

it is not produced by the NH4
+ interaction with bulk water. Note that the higher-concentration solution, 

0.5M NH4OH (compared to 0.3 M NH4OH), does not even show the slightest evidence of OH
–
 signal. 

Hence, the 536.0-eV BE signal must result from water interaction with the TiO2 free surface sites. 

Since the pH of the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution is 7.8, i.e., the concentration of free OH
–
 in the solution is 

roughly 10-7 mol/L, the detected OH
–
 species must be immobilized within the TiO2 NP – solution 

interface rather than being free in the solution. One also infers from Figure 6-2 that dissociation of 

water on the TiO2 NP surface depends on solution pH, a hypothesis I will verify with the help of 

oxygen K-edge PEY-XA spectra. In the present case of approximately 650 eV O 1s photoelectrons 

the top-most layers of the NPs, including their adsorbed molecular layer, are probed. The relatively 

large OH
–
 signal intensity compared to the lattice oxide signal in Figure 6-2(B) is attributed to the 

exponentially decreasing electron signal contribution as a function of distance from the (covered) NP 

surface – aqueous solution interface. 

 

6.3.3 O K-edge Photoemission and PEY-XA Spectra 

Analogous to the Ti L-edge PEY-XA measurements, I also study the valence photoemission 

signal (detected in the 510-525 eV kinetic energy range), sweeping the photon energy across the O 1s 

resonance. Figure 6-3(A) presents the O 1s PEY-XA spectra from five selected NP solutions, [1:1]Cl-, 

[1:2]Cl-, [4:1]NO3-, [2:1]NH4+, and [1:1.5]NH4+. In Figure 6-3(B) I show the respective spectra from four 

relevant reference salt aqueous solutions, 0.5 M HNO3 (pH -0.2), 0.5 M NH4OH (pH 11.7), 0.5 M 

NaOH (pH 13.7), and 0.05 M NaCl (pH 7). Figure 6-3(C) shows the TEY-XA spectrum from the dry 

TiO2 NPs which was however recorded by measuring the resulting electric current through the sample. 

In Figures 6-3(A) and 6-3(B), the large peak at 535 eV photon energy is due to the liquid water 

absorption pre-peak (O 1s → 4a1 transition 150) which is used here for energy calibration and intensity 

normalization. The shoulder at 534.5 eV photon energy is the respective H2O gas-phase absorption. 

This contribution is seen to vary among different solutions, which is due to a combination of changing 

vapor pressure upon pH variation and perhaps slight misalignment of the liquid jet when switching 

solutions. In addition to the water absorption bands several smaller peaks, a (near 531.2 eV), b 

(532.3eV), c (532.8), and d (533.8), can be seen in both Figures 6-3(A) and 6-3(B). More specifically, 

and starting with the TEY-XA spectrum from dry NPs (Figure 6-3(C)), the two main bands, a (531.2 
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eV) and d (533.8 eV), are the absorptions O 1s → O 2p–Ti 3d (t2g and eg); these metal orbitals are 

hybridized with lattice O 2p. 162, 225, 232-234 I next consider the solutions [1:1]Cl- and [1:2]Cl- for which 

no free adsorption sites on the NP surfaces are available.  

 

 

Figure 6- 3 

(A) O 1s PEY-XA spectra from different anatase TiO2 NP aqueous solutions; compare caption of 

Figure 6-2 for the solution labels. Intensities are normalized at the water pre-peak band at 535.0 

eV. (B) O 1s PEY-XA spectra from reference solutions, as labeled. (C) TEY-XA spectra from dry 

anatase TiO2 NPs. Assignment of absorption bands: a and d (TiO2 lattice oxide), b (NO3
–
), c (OH

–
). 
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The respective spectra thus serve as reference, representative of an O 1s XA spectrum in the absence 

of interfacial oxygen-containing species, and they are also useful to quantify the stabilizer ion and 

concentration effects on the detected signal intensities. Not surprisingly, these spectra exhibit just 

absorption a, corresponding to the TiO2 NP bulk, and band d stays undetected, hidden under the water 

pre-edge peak. Small energy shift of band a with respect to the dry NPs is likely caused by the Cl
–
 

decoration. Turning now to the [4:1]NO3- NP solution – I expect molecular water adsorption (as 

concluded from Figure 6-2(A)) – an additional band b (at 532.3 eV photon energy) is observed. The 

same band occurs in the XA spectrum from 0.5M HNO3 aqueous solution (Figure 6-3(B)), and I can 

unequivocally assign band b to interfacial NO3
-
 species. For the [2:1]NH4+ and [1:1.5]NH4+ NP solutions 

I find an intense band c (at 532.8 eV photon energy), i.e., at slightly larger absorption than b, and the 

intensity of band a is  now very small. Comparing with the XA spectrum from 0.5M NaOH aqueous 

solution (pH ~13.7) in Figure 6-3(B), where I also find an absorption band (although small) at position 

c, shows that this band is due to free OH
–
 (also in agreement with references 153-154). The comparison 

with NaOH solution was necessary here because the OH
–
 signal from 0.5M NH4OH solution (our 

reference discussed along with Figure 6-2) is below our detection limit. Note that NaOH is a stronger 

base than NH4OH. As a further remark, I point out that the intensities of interfacial OH
–
 in the NP (aq) 

solutions is so much larger than the signal of the free OH
–
 in the reference solutions (particularly 0.5 

M NaOH). This result would seem non-intuitive given the NP solution pH of 7.8. I attribute the large 

OH signal to immobilized dissociated H2O at or near the TiO2 surface; alternatively, this effect might 

be a consequence of the NPs position relative to the solution – vacuum interface to be detailed below. 

Complementary resonant X-ray scattering (RIXS) studies are presented in Section 7. 3.3 to clarify the 

origin of this large signal from TiO2 NPs in aqueous solution, at basic pH. 

In order to explore the water–NP interaction mechanism, I performed O 1s RPE spectroscopy 

measurements at three selected excitation energies, the t2g lattice oxide (absorption a), the interfacial 

NO3
–
 (b) and OH

–
 (c). My initial focus is to identify the spectral contributions from the lattice oxide 

as this will guide me in singling out contributions from interfacial species. In Figure 6-4, I present the 

RPE spectra from all our NP solutions measured at a (531.2 eV), and in addition I show the off-

resonance spectrum from [2:1]NH4+ NP solution. All spectra are displayed with a Shirley background 

subtracted. The off-resonance spectrum reproduces the water valence spectrum (in blue), 32 and solute 

signal is below our detection limit. The most relevant feature in this comparison is the electron signal 

near 22.5 eV (grey-shaded) which results from Auger electron emission. It is specifically the spectator 

Auger decay, O–2 1s-1t2g-1t2g, occurring at 508.7 eV kinetic energy (equivalent to 22.5 eV BE), and 

has been assigned with the help of the TiO6
-8 molecular orbital diagram from reference235. The other 
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spectral features at approximately 18.0 and 24.5 eV BE are also due to spectator Auger decay but are 

not further considered here as their intensities are too small for a quantitative analysis of the interfacial 

species. 

 

 

Figure 6- 4 

Valence resonant photoelectron (RPE) spectra from different anatase TiO2 NP aqueous solutions 

measured at the O2
– resonance, a (531.2 eV photon energy; compare Figure 6-3). Also presented 

is the off resonance spectrum from [2:1]NH4
+ NP solution, measured at 530.0  eV photon energy. 

Solutions are labeled as explained in the caption of Figure 6-1. Here, we have added the NP 

diameters. The grey-shaded area highlights the contributions from the spectator Auger electrons 

originating from the TiO2 lattice oxide. 

 

The next observation from Figure 6-4 is the considerable intensity variation of the lattice oxide 

absorption band among the different solutions. At the applied 531.2-eV photon energy (resonance a 

in Figure 6-3) the electron inelastic mean free path can be assumed to be less than 3 nm,35 implying 

that the NPs are located within this range from the solution – vacuum interface. Arguably, there are 

several parameters that have direct influence on the exact position of a nanoparticle in the measured 

solutions, including particle size, stabilizer ion and concentration. The current experiment was not 

designed to systematically study such effects since the different solutions in this work usually differ 

by more than one parameter. However, the lattice signal contributions tend to be larger for the smaller 
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NPs, which might be an indication of smaller NPs having a larger affinity for the solution interface. 

On the other hand, the comparison between the 10 nm [1:1]Cl- and the 6 nm [1:1]NO3- NP solutions 

would suggest the opposite, indicating that the distance of the NPs from the solution surface depends 

on the complex interplay between size, charge, and adsorbate, and specifically on the respective nature 

of the so-called diffusive layer.236 It is reminded that electronic-structure size effects (see Methods and 

Materials Section 6.2) in the NP size range considered here can be expected to be negligible. 

Having analyzed the oxygen signal from the NPs, based on the O 1s RPE spectra at the lattice 

oxide resonance, a, I now turn to explore the contribution from oxygen-containing molecular species 

at the NP / water interface. I start with the acidic solution. Figure 6-5 shows RPE spectra measured at 

the NO3
-
 resonance, b, for the [1:1]NO3-, [2:1]NO3-, and [4:1]NO3- NP aqueous solutions. For comparison 

I also include a spectrum from the 0.5 M HNO3 aqueous solution. All spectra are displayed with a 

Shirley background subtracted. As in Figure 6-4 the signal near 30 eV (2a1) and 11 eV (1b1) is due to 

water, 237 and the latter was used for signal intensity normalization. The interesting features are the 

broad electron emissions in the 13-24 eV BE range due to NO3
–
. As in the previous work on hematite 

NPs 197 (see Figure 5-4) the same four main photoemission bands are observed, at approximately 16.0, 

18.0, 22.5, and 24.5 eV BE (all within the red-shaded area), assigned to various Auger-electron decays 

upon O 1s → valence excitation at 532.2 eV photon energy.197 The 24.5-eV peak strongly overlaps 

with the lattice oxide peak (black-shaded area); compare Figure 6-4. This peak can be most clearly 

observed for the [4:1]NO3- NP solution, in which case NO3
–
 contribution is the lowest; see experimental 

section. On the other hand, the NO3
–
 signal increasingly dominates when going from [4:1]NO3- to 

[1:1]NO3- solutions. In fact, relative intensities (red-shaded area) almost quantitatively track our 

estimated NP surface sites-to-stabilizer ratios. Most important for the present study are however the 

[2:1]NO3- and [4:1]NO3- solutions which provide free surface sites for water to interact with the TiO2 

surface. If this interaction were dissociative, Auger signal from adsorbed OH
–
 should appear in the 

25-32 eV binding energy finger-print region (blue-shaded area) analogue to the hematite NPs (aq) 

study;197 this is because of the considerable spectral overlap between resonances b and c (of adsorbed 

NO3
–
 and OH

–
, respectively), seen in Figure 6-3(A). Obviously no signal of adsorbed OH

–
 is observed 

here, corroborating our above finding (from the O1s non-resonant spectra, Figure 6-2(A), and O K-

edge XAS, Figure 6-3) that water adsorbs molecularly on the surface of the TiO2 in acidic 

environment. In the next paragraph I discuss the interaction in basic solution. 
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Figure 6- 5 

Valence resonant photoelectron (RPE) spectra from different anatase TiO2 NP aqueous solutions 

measured at the NO3
–
 resonance, b (523.2 eV photon energy; compare Figure 6-3). Also 

presented is the spectrum from 0.5 M HNO3 aqueous solution. Different shades indicate the 

regions of Auger-electron emission from different species: NO3
–
 (red-shaded), lattice oxide 

(grey-shaded), OH
– (blue-shaded). 

 

Figure 6-6 shows the respective O 1s RPE spectra from the basic [2:1]NH4+ and [1:1.5]NH4+ NP 

solutions. Measurements were performed right at the OH
–
 resonance (peak c, 532.8 eV photon 

energy), rather than at resonance b, which increases the spectral sensitivity to adsorbed OH
-
. The 

figure also includes an off-resonance spectrum from the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution  measured at 530 eV 

photon energy as well as a reference spectrum from 0.5 M NaOH aqueous solution. All the spectra are 

Shirley-background subtracted. Again, the off-resonance spectrum (in dark blue) reproduces the water 

valence peaks.32 The NaOH spectrum (light blue) exhibits the resonantly enhanced OH
–
 signal, 

dominated by Auger-electron emission, in the 15-25 eV BE range (corresponding to 505-514 eV 

kinetic energy range).153 This signal contribution is found to be much larger in the spectra from the 

NP solutions, with an intensity being an order of magnitude larger than the signal from the water 

valence band. I note though that near the 25-eV BE position (grey-shaded area) the OH
–
 signal 

considerably overlaps with the electron emission from lattice oxide (see also Figure 6-4 and 6-5). The 
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remarkably large OH
–
 signal for the NP solutions, with pH 7.8 ([2:1]NH4+) and 9.7 ([1:1.5]NH4+), is a 

clear indication that this signal cannot be due to free OH
–
 in aqueous solution, and rather arises from 

OH
–
 bound to the aqueous-phase NP surface. It is useful to recall our observation from Figure 6-1 that 

in the case of the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution 10Dq is larger than for all other NP solutions. Together with 

our findings in Figure 6-6 this corroborates that the split can be associated with the different specific 

interactions between a H2O molecule and a Ti site at the anatase surface. Our final observation from 

Figure 6-6 is the slight increase of the OH
–
 signal when increasing the NH4

+ concentration from 0.3 

M ([2:1]NH4+) to 0.8 M ([1:1.5]NH4+), which is paralleled by an increase of the OH
-
 XA-band intensity 

as was shown in Figure 6-3(A). This effect will be discussed next.  

 

 

Figure 6- 6 

Valence resonant photoelectron (RPE) spectra from different anatase TiO2 NP aqueous solutions 

measured at the OH
–
 resonance, c (532.8 eV photon energy; compare Figure 6-3). Also 

presented is the spectrum from 0.5 M NaOH aqueous solution, and in addition the off-resonance 

spectrum measured at 530 eV photon energy from the [2:1]NH4
+ NP is shown. Different shades 

indicate the regions of Auger-electron emission from different species: lattice oxide (grey-

shaded), OH
–
 (blue-shaded). 
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My observations, from Figures (6-1) to (6-6), lead me to propose the following pH-dependent 

adsorption mechanisms for water on the anatase NP surface, illustrated in Figure 6-7. Here I depict 

the interaction in the acidic environment in the top tier, and in basic solution in the bottom tier. My 

starting point is the hypothetical (prepared) adsorption of a water molecule for both cases. This is 

followed by the dissociation of H2O at the defect-free anatase surface, forming a hydroxyl / H+ pair 

similar to the processes discussed in references, 192 and explained in the introduction. Above, I have 

inferred from the changes of 10Dq that water dissociates at the Ti surface sites of the TiO2 NP. One 

crucial difference between acidic and basic environments is then the probability to stabilize the 

(paired) proton in the vicinity of OH
-
 at the surface. In fact, aforementioned simulation of the 

dissociative/ associative water adsorption on rutile TiO2 using DFT calculations222 concludes that the 

stability of hydroxylated configuration is largely dependent on the locations of the H+ species, and the 

recombination of water molecules from hydroxyls is observed in the fully hydroxylated condition. I 

argue that this is what our data show. Under acidic conditions the free proton is locally rather confined 

due to hydronium molecules, and recombination to form water is likely. This is illustrated in the acidic-

environment model (top tier of the second step), in Figure 6-7. Possibly, also the surrounding 

hydronium in water may transfer a proton to a surface OH
–
 molecule (center tier of the second step). 

In any case, our experiments suggest that the lifetime of hydroxyl is very short, and this species can 

thus not be detected here. In contrast, such recombination is less likely in basic solution where H+ 

quickly diffuses away from the surface, and the OH
–
 lifetime is sufficiently large. This situation is 

illustrated at the right side of the bottom tier of Figure 6-7. My model mechanism would also account 

for the increase of OH
–
 signal suggested by the spectrum of the [1:1.5]NH4+ NP solution in Figure 6-6. 

Here, due to larger pH the proton delocalization is even larger, which leads to the stabilization of more 

hydroxyl groups at the TiO2 surface. 
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Figure 6- 7 

Illustration of the proposed TiO2 – water interaction in acidic (top tier) and basic (bottom tier) 

aqueous solutions. TiO2 NPs are represented by the large white spheres. Water and hydronium 

oxygens are shown in red, bonded hydrogen atoms in white, and a single free hydrogen (proton) 

in solution is shown in light-grey. The hydroxyl stability on the NP surface depends on its 

probability to form a water molecule by capture a free H+ or via proton transfer from a 

surrounding hydronium. This probability is largest in acidic environment, either by 

recombination of the dissociated H+ and OH
–
 pairs (top panel in the acidic model second step) 

or by proton transfer from the surrounding hydronium (bottom tier in the acidic model second 

step). Such recombination and proton transfer processes do not occur in a basic or above neutral 

chemical environment; the basic-pH interaction model is illustrated in the bottom-most tier of the 

Figure. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

I have examined the solid–liquid interface of titania NPs in aqueous solutions of different pH. 

By measuring the Ti L-edge XA spectra I confirmed that in all solutions studied here the NPs exhibit 

an anatase TiO2 phase. Molecularly adsorbed H2O molecules were found on the NP surface in the 

acidic solution.  However, dissociative water interaction, leading to OH
–
 species at the TiO2 surface, 

is observed for the near-neutral solutions. This behavior is inferred from the oxygen 1s core level non-

resonant PE spectra, and corroborated by the O K edge XA as well as the resonant PE spectra. 

Specifically, the RPE spectra are a sensitive probe of the NP lattice oxide, and of the existence or 

absence of NO3
–
 and OH

–
 interfacial species. The detailed spectral analysis of the 10Dq value suggests 

that water interacts with the Ti sites of the NPs surface. My results lead to propose that at acidic pH 

the protonation of adsorbed OH
–
 at the Ti-site of the defect-free anatase NP surface is fast, leading to 

molecularly adsorbed water as dominant species. This is either by recombination of the proton, which 

stays rather localized at the site where it was born, with surface OH
–
, or by proton transfer from 

hydronium to a surface OH
–
. On the other hand, at basic pH, the proton can easily diffuse away from 

the surface which makes the reformation of adsorbed H2O unlikely. An interesting aspect of these 

findings is that the pH variation provides a means to control the molecular versus dissociative water 

interaction with anatase surfaces. This finding is in agreement with previous theoretical studies on the 

stability of hydroxylated configurations222, and on the proton transfer between the TiO2 surface and 

hydronium in solution.224 

I also like to stress that the liquid-jet PE technique is truly complementary to ambient-pressure 

PE spectroscopy, with the latter ideally suited for investigation of crystalline surfaces covered by 

several water or aqueous solution monolayers at neutral pH. As shown here, investigation of the 

respective nanoparticles (TiO2) fully dispersed in an aqueous solution enables unique access to study 

the TiO2 – water interface as a function of pH. Moreover, the application of the multiple aspects of 

photoemission (beyond the mere measurement of photoelectron spectra) in ambient-pressure studies 

remains challenging. And yet, future investigations of catalytically-relevant NPs (aq), including also 

hybrid system like core-shell nanoparticles238, or tailored nanoparticle properties in material research 

would benefit from measurements in the tender or even hard X-ray regime in order to better 

characterize the distribution of NPs at the aqueous solution – vacuum interface. 
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6.5 Appendix 

6.5.1 Valence Band Photoelectron Spectra Measured On-resonant and Off-resonant at 

the Ti L-edge for the [2:1]NH4+ NP(aq) Solution 

 

 

Figure A-6- 1 

Valence band photoelectron spectra measured at off-resonance and on-resonance (A, B, C and D 

in Figure 6-1) photon energies for the [2:1]NH4+ sample. The off-resonance spectrum was 

measured at 457 eV photon energy, while the on-resonance spectra were recorded at marked 

peaks in Figure 6-1: A (L3t2g), B (L3eg at two positions due to the sub-splitting), C (L2t2g) and D 

(L2eg). All spectra are almost identical, exhibiting no signal from Ti3+. 
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6.5.2 The 10Dq Energy Splitting of the Ti 3d Orbital Detected from TiO2 NP Aqueous 

Solutions  

 

 

Figure A-6- 2 

Ti L-edge PEY-XA spectrum in black from anatase TiO2 NPs [2:1]NH4+ sample in comparison 

with an average  spectrum of the TiO2 NPs [4:1]NO3-, [1:1]Cl- and [1:1]NO3- solutions shown in 

Figure 6-1. The 10Dq splitting is indicated by dashed lines. 
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Chapter 7 

X-ray Spectroscopic Characterization of the Electric Double 

Layer (EDL) around TiO2 Nanoparticles Stabilized in NH4OH 

Aqueous Solution 

 

This part of the thesis is taken from the following publication: 

In-Situ X-ray Spectroscopy of the Electric Double Layer around TiO2 Nanoparticles 

Dispersed in Aqueous Solution: Implications for H2 Generation 

Hebatallah Ali, Ronny Golnak, Robert Seidel, Bernd Winter and Jie Xiao 

ACS Applied Nano Materials 2020, 3 (1), 264-273, DOI: 10.1021/acsanm.9b01939 

This article is published under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) License. 

 

Composition of the EDL around TiO2 nanoparticles dispersed in NH4OH aqueous 

solution. 

  

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsanm.9b01939
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/acsanm.9b01939
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7.1 Introduction 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a promising material to catalyze water dissociation for the production 

of H2 fuel as a clean and renewable energy source.177, 185, 189, 239-240 Among the three TiO2 phases, 

brooktile, rutile and anatase, the latter phase exhibits the highest photocatalytic activity241-242 and 

chemical stability in various aqueous environments.243 Many efforts have been made to improve the 

TiO2-catalyzed energy conversion efficiency in water-splitting reactions.177, 180-186 However, the fast 

back-reaction of proton (H+) and hydroxide (OH
–
) recombination into water molecules reduces the 

efficiency significantly.189 Spatial separation of proton from hydroxide is therefore very critical for the 

enhancement of the water dissociation efficiency and device performance. This separation of the 

dissociation products, H+ and OH
–
 ions, in the vicinity of the TiO2 – water interface requires a true 

aqueous environment (rather than a few monolayers of water coverage) that enables ions to diffuse 

away from the interface. In fact, the electric double layer (EDL) that forms at the TiO2 – water interface 

will strongly influence ion distributions and mobilities. Several models have been proposed to describe 

the EDL, including the Helmholtz model,244 the Gouy-Chapman model,245-246 and the Gouy-Chapman-

Stern model247. In the Helmholtz model, the EDL is treated analogously to a static electric capacitor248-

249 where all counter-ions are postulated to be confined to the TiO2 surface, and all co-ions are repelled. 

Ion mobility in solution is completely ignored in this model.248-249 It is, however, taken into account in 

the Gouy-Chapman model that postulates a diffuse layer located at the interface where the ion 

concentration away from the interface follows the Boltzmann distribution.249 This model assumes that 

ions are point charges, occupying no space, and this can lead to an overestimation of surface charge.249 

The Gouy-Chapman-Stern model,247 based on the two previous models, which is also the model we 

adopt in this study to discuss the acquired spectra, introduces an additional layer, the Stern layer, where 

some or all counter-ions are confined at the TiO2 surface. The remaining counter-ions or co-ions, 

depending on the electrolyte concentration, are mobile and form the diffuse layer.250 As in the Gouy-

Chapman model, ions are Boltzmann-distributed across the layer. The thickness of the EDL in the 

Gouy-Chapman-Stern model is defined as the Debye length, which is strongly dependent on the 

electrolyte concentration.248 

Although the charge parity of the EDL at the TiO2 – water interface in dilute aqueous solution 

has been extensively investigated by various methods,251-254 we still lack a quantitative molecular-level 

experimental insight into the detailed EDL structure, including the Debye length (electrostatic 

screening length). Soft X-ray spectroscopy studies that can directly reveal element-specific electronic 

structure of interfacial species are still scarce for solid surfaces in contact with real (bulk) aqueous 

solution. In recent years, the development of ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-

PES) has allowed for instance probing of the EDL for a thin electrolyte film on top of a polycrystalline 

gold electrode created by the so-called “dip-and-pull method” by using tender X-ray radiation for 

ionization.255 In the aforementioned study, the Debye length, measured as a function of the KOH 
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electrolyte concentration, has been reported to decrease monotonically from 30.4 nm at 0.1 mM to 

approximately 1.9 nm near 80 mM concentration.255 Despite extensive experimental efforts, PES 

studies seeking to reveal the EDL dimension have remained limited to nanometer-thick water 

coverage, in which case ion mobility and ion adsorption/desorption at the TiO2 surface will be different 

than in bulk solution.256 In-situ probing of the TiO2 surface fully contained in liquid water is therefore 

of great importance, but experimentally challenging. 

In this study, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and partial electron/fluorescence yield 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (PEY/PFY-XAS) measurements are conducted on anatase-phase TiO2 

nanoparticles (NPs) dispersed in NH4OH aqueous solution. Our system represents a TiO2 surface fully 

immersed in aqueous solution at slightly basic pH (~7.8), for which we recently demonstrated 

dissociative water adsorption at the NP – solution interface.257 Here, we report complementary 

electron-yield and photon-yield detections to quantify the amount of water dissociation at the TiO2 – 

water interface, and estimate the Debye length. The NP solution has a concentration of 20 wt% 

corresponding to an average separation distance between the dispersed NPs of approximately 80 μm 

resulting from van der Waals (vdW) interaction between the NPs. In this case of high NP 

concentration, the Stern layer is composed of stabilizer NH4
+ ions (discussed later along with Figure 

7-2), and NP aggregation and the lack of it can be well described by the Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey 

and Overbeek (DLVO) theory.248-249 Accordingly, at high electrolyte concentration, the NP interaction 

potential barrier is lowered and a minimum (secondary energy barrier with oppositely charged ions) 

in the potential curve can lead to a slow NP aggregation.249 For electrolyte concentrations above the 

so-called critical coagulation value, the energy barrier reduces to below zero and triggers NPs to 

aggregate rapidly.249 The TiO2 NP colloidal solution in the present study falls into the category of 

relatively high concentration, but still being below the critical value. We briefly review the expected 

nature of the EDL, and how it depends on electrolyte concentration. As illustrated in the cartoon of 

Figure 7-1(A), at low electrolyte concentration positive charge (these are the NH4
+ cations) 

accommodates at the NP surface to establish charge neutrality of the NP + EDL entity. In a simplified 

picture, Figure 7-1(B), of high electrolyte concentrations negative charge from the electrolyte (OH
–
 

in our case) will approach the NPs more closely, and stay associated with the NPs within the EDL. 

The primary goal of the present study is to use PES together with the more bulk-sensitive PFY-XA 

spectroscopy to identify the molecular nature of the EDL, including composition of oppositely charged 

ions, and to even estimate the thickness of the EDL and infer hydration structure details. 
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Figure 7-1 

Potential curves of the EDL surrounding the nanoparticle: (A) low electrolyte concentration, and 

(B) high electrolyte concentration (adsorbing counter-ions) leading to charge reversal. The figure 

is partially adapted from reference 250. 

 

7.2 Methods and Materials 

Both the PES and PEY-XAS measurements were conducted with the SOL3PES setup,62 and 

PFY-XAS studies were performed with the LiXedrom setup,258 at the synchrotron-radiation facility 

BESSY II, Berlin. For all measurements we used the soft X-ray beamline U49/2-PGM1. A 20 wt% 

colloidal solution of 20 nm diameter anatase-phase TiO2 NPs dispersed in 0.3 M NH4OH aqueous 

solution was acquired from NYACOL, USA, and introduced into the experimental vacuum chambers 

by applying liquid microjet technique.86 I also investigated 0.5 and 2 M NH4OH, and 5 M NaOH 

aqueous solutions, as well as a 20 wt% colloidal solution of 10 nm diameter anatase-phase TiO2 NPs 

dispersed in 0.5 M HCl aqueous solution purchased from MK Nano, Canada, which all served as 

references for spectral comparisons. Note that the NP surface in 0.5 M HCl aqueous solution is fully 

covered by adsorbed Cl
–
 ions, and water cannot interact with the TiO2 NP. This provides a useful 

spectroscopic reference, and has been applied in several previous liquid microjet PES studies.62, 138-139, 

197-198, 259 According to the concentrations of  the TiO2 NP (20 wt%) and NH4OH (0.3 M) aqueous 

solutions, the NP diameter (20 nm), and with the reported adsorption density of approximately 5.2 
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molecule/nm2 on the TiO2 surface,93, 192 I estimate that approximately half of the total NP surface is 

covered by NH4
+ stabilizer ions. This leaves the other half of TiO2 surface sites available for interaction 

with water. In the following, the term [X:Y]st is used to indicate the ratio between the available TiO2 

surface sites X and adsorbed stabilizer ions Y, and st denotes the stabilizer ion. [2:1]NH4+ and [1:1]Cl- 

thus denote the NP solutions where half of the NP surface is covered by NH4
+ and fully covered by 

Cl
–
 ions, respectively. 

 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

7.3.1 N 1s Off-resonant Photoemission and PEY-XA Spectra 

In an ammonia aqueous solution, hydrated ammonia undergoes a chemical equilibrium reaction 

with liquid water, NH3(aq) + H2O ↔ NH4
+(aq) + OH

–
, (Equation (7-1)), making the solution basic. 

This reaction is dependent on temperature and pH, and an equilibrium between NH3 and NH4
+ species 

is established at approximately pH 9 (pKa ~ 9) at 24°C.260-261 A 0.3 M NH4OH aqueous solution 

(containing no TiO2 NPs) has pH 11.3. When TiO2 NPs are dispersed into the solution, NH4
+ stabilizer 

ions adsorb at the NP surface248 (see Figure 7-1). As a result, there is no free NH4
+ in the solution. 

NH4
+ adsorption thus perturbs the ammonium – ammonia chemical equilibrium (Equation 7-1) which 

leads to the production of more OH
–
. However, the measured pH of the [2:1]NH4+ NP colloidal solution 

is 7.8, just slightly above neutral pH. This surprising observation implies the presence of additional 

reactions, other than the ammonium – ammonia equilibrium, that occur in the solution and affect the 

number of OH
–
 ions. In order to determine these additional reactions, I first investigate NH4

+ ions in 

the presence of TiO2 NPs and subsequently compare with NH4OH aqueous solution (without TiO2 

NPs added) by measuring the PEY-XA at the N K-edge and PE spectra of N 1s orbital. I then explore 

the OH
–
 species by recording the O 1s PE spectra from the 5 M NaOH, 0.5 M NH4OH, [2:1]NH4+ NP 

aqueous solutions, and [2:1]NH4+ NP aqueous solution with 0.5 M NaOH added. Finally, I derive the 

hydroxide hydration configuration for the [2:1]NH4+ NP aqueous solution based on its O K-edge PFY-

XA spectrum in comparison with the spectra of [1:1]Cl- NP and 1.5 M NaOH aqueous solutions.
 

Figure 7-2(A) shows the N K-edge PEY-XA spectra of the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution and 2 M 

NH4OH aqueous solution (pH ~12), respectively. These two spectra are generated by integrating the 

signal intensity of the valence-band photoelectron spectra (not shown here) as a function of photon 

energy; see, e.g., ref 167 for a more detailed explanation. Observed spectral differences reveal the 

existence of different nitrogen-containing species in the two solutions. The spectrum of the 2 M 

NH4OH solution (Figure 7-2(A), bottom) primarily exhibits spectral features characteristic of neutral 

gas-phase ammonia (NH3).262 This can be explained by the ammonium – ammonia equilibrium 

reaction (Equation 7-1). At high pH ~12, the equilibrium reaction moves towards the NH3(aq) side, 
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and due to ammonia’s high volatility260-261 and the rather short probing depth of soft X-ray PES, the 

spectrum is then dominated by NH3(g) signal. Note that Henry’s constant for the hydrated NH3 is 

relatively high, 59 mol/atm at 25°C.263 Under the experimental condition, NH3(aq) is below the 

detection limit whose main feature would be expected to appear between the first two peaks of gas 

phase followed by an intense absorption step edge262, which is not the case for the bottom spectrum of 

Figure 7-2(A). Our observation is in agreement with the previous N 1s Auger-electron/autoionization 

PE study from a 2.6 M NH3 aqueous solution.264 Turning now to the N K-edge PEY-XA spectrum of 

the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution (Figure 7-2(A), top), I find reasonable resemblance to the reported spectrum 

of NH4
+ aqueous solution,43 but better agreement is obtained when comparing to the dry NH4

+ salts.265-

266 Considering the nearly neutral pH of this solution, it suggests that NH4
+ ions are adsorbed at the 

TiO2 NP surfaces acting as a stabilizer.  

 

 

Figure 7-2 

(A) Nitrogen K-edge PEY-XA spectra from [2:1]NH4+ NP (black, top) and 2 M NH4OH (red, 

bottom) aqueous solutions, and the respective N 1s photoelectron spectra measured at 800 eV 

(B) and 1200 eV (C) photon energies. Spectral contributions of NH3(g), NH3(aq), and NH4
+ are 

labeled. 
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 Our conclusion on the nature of the nitrogen-containing species is corroborated by the N 1s PE 

spectra from the same two solutions which are also presented in Figure 7-2. Measurements were 

performed at two photon energies, 800 eV (Figure 7-2(B)) and 1200 eV (Figure 7-2(C)). The latter 

energy probes deeper into the solutions due to the larger kinetic energies of the photoelectrons 

resulting in a larger electron inelastic mean free path (IMFP).35 Beginning with the 800-eV spectrum 

taken from the 2 M NH4OH solution (Figure 7-2(B), bottom), one observes a large peak at 405.9 eV 

binding energy (BE) which arises from N 1s ionization of gas-phase ammonia, NH3(g). Signal from 

NH3(aq) is weak, giving rise to a small shoulder at 404.8 eV BE. In contrast, the 800-eV PE spectrum 

of the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution (Figure 7-2(B), top) exhibits a single peak at larger BE of 407.0 eV which 

originates from N 1s ionization of adsorbed ammonium stabilizer, NH4
+. This is exactly what one 

would expect based on Figure 7-2(A), top. Note also that in both cases the energies of the detected 

electrons are rather similar. That is, the kinetic energy (KE) of the N 1s photoelectrons (excited by 

800 eV photon energy) and of the N 1s Auger electrons (from which the PEY-XA spectrum in Figure 

7-2(A), bottom, has been obtained) are approximately 400 eV. At this energy the electron probing 

depth is thus too small to detect a noticeable signal from NH3(aq). Increasing the photon energy from 

800 to 1200 eV has a minor effect on the PE spectrum of [2:1]NH4+ solution (Figure 7-2(C), top), but 

one observes a drastic change of the spectrum from the 2 M NH4OH solution (Figure 7-2(C), bottom). 

Due to the increased probing depth, the spectrum of the 2 M NH4OH solution now exhibits, in addition 

to the NH3(g) signal at 405.9 eV, a second peak at 404.8 eV of similar intensity arising from NH3(aq). 

This implies that the majority of NH4
+ in the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution cannot be assigned to species 

solvated in bulk solution. If this were the case, a significant amount of NH3(g) (and some NH3(aq) at 

1200 eV excitation energy) signal would be detected due to the ammonia – ammonium equilibrium 

(Equation 7-1). Therefore, Figure 7-2 reveals that almost all NH4
+ ions in the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution 

are adsorbed on the TiO2 NP surface, covering about half of the available surface area, as mentioned 

above. The adsorbed NH4
+ ions constitute a positively charged Stern layer of the EDL. The thickness 

of this Stern layer is on the order of the diameter of the NH4
+ ion which is approximately 0.35 nm, 

assuming a 0.175 nm NH4
+ ionic radius.267 

 

7.3.2 O1s Off-resonant Photoemission Spectra 

I next focus on the nature of the oxygen-containing species, and I am particularly interested in 

identifying dissociated water and estimating the amount of OH
–
 anions, from which an approximate 

length of the diffuse layer can be inferred. For that I have measured the oxygen 1s PE (Figure 7-3) and 

oxygen K-edge PFY-XA (Figure 7-4) spectra from the same [2:1]NH4+ NP solution. In addition, I 

present the respective spectra from two reference aqueous solutions, 5 M NaOH and 0.5 M NH4OH. 

5 M NaOH solution is used to establish the OH
–
 PES peak position, and to identify the effect of OH

–
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on the water structure through changes of the water O 1s PE peak. Note that 0.5 M concentration is 

reasonably close to the 0.3 M NH4OH concentration which is used to stabilize the aqueous-phase TiO2 

NPs. All PE spectra were measured at 1200 eV photon energy, i.e., at the same energy which we have 

applied to increase the probing depth into the solution in the case of the N 1s PE measurements (Figure 

7-2(C)). Spectra are displayed to yield the same heights of the strongest peak. Figure 7-3(A) shows 

the O 1s PE spectrum from the 5 M NaOH aqueous solution. Three major oxygen features can be 

observed, the dominating liquid-water peak at 538.1 eV BE,86 the water-vapor contribution at 539.9 

eV,164, 268 and hydrated OH
–
 giving rise to a shoulder at 535.8 eV.269 These contributions are 

highlighted by the respective Gaussian fits shown in different colors; see figure caption for details. 

The O 1s PE spectrum from the other reference solution, 0.5 M NH4OH, shown in Figure 7-3(B) 

exhibits no OH
–
 signal at this low OH

–
 concentration; this is also true for a NaOH aqueous solution 

of the same concentration.269 Another important difference between the spectra of lower (0.5 M) and 

higher (5 M) OH
–
 concentrations is the change of the water O 1s peak width. The full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the low-concentration spectrum is approximately 1.6 eV (which is almost the 

same as for neat liquid water164), and increases by 12.5 % (0.2 eV wider) for the higher concentration. 

Qualitatively, such a broadening is in accord with a theoretical finding that hydration of hydroxide 

affects the electronic structure of water,270 and it also agrees with previous experimental and 

computational PFY-XA study of hydroxide aqueous solution154 which will be detailed below along 

with the discussion of Figure 7-4. 

The O 1s PE spectrum of the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution, shown in Figure 7-3(C), is rather similar to 

the spectrum of the 5 M NaOH aqueous solution. However, there is an additional small peak from the 

TiO2 lattice oxygen at 534.8 eV BE, and furthermore the following subtle but important spectral 

differences can be observed. (1) The OH
–
 signal intensity from the NP solution amounts to almost 

70% of that from the 5 M NaOH solution. According to the spectrum of 0.5 M NH4OH (Figure 7-

3(B)), which corresponds to an even higher OH
– concentration than the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution, one 

would expect to observe no OH
–
 signal, let alone to exhibit an intensity comparable to the 5 M NaOH 

aqueous solution. (2) The FWHM of the water O 1s PE peak is very similar to the one from neat water, 

and the peak is not broadened unlike in the case of the 5 M NaOH aqueous solution. (3) The OH
–
 peak 

position is at slightly smaller (by 0.5 eV) BE compared to the PE spectrum from 5 M NaOH aqueous 

solution (Figure 7-3(A)). All relevant BEs, FWHMs, and peak areas are provided in Table A-7-1 of 

the Appendix Section 7.5.  
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Figure 7-3 

O 1s PE spectra of 5 M NaOH (A), 0.5 M NH4OH (taken from ref. 257) (B), [2:1]NH4+ NP (taken 

from ref. 257) (C), and [2:1]NH4+ NP + 0.5 M NaOH (D) aqueous solutions measured at 1200 eV 

photon energy. Note that solution in (D) has pH of only 9.8 whereas the pure 0.5 M NaOH 

solution has pH 13.7. All spectra are fitted with multiple Gaussian functions that each represent 

the different oxygen species: liquid water (H2O(l)), gas-phase water (H2O(g)), OH
–
, TiO2. Spectra 

are presented on the binding energy scale, and intensities of the different spectra are displayed to 

yield the same peak height of the liquid-water peak. Dots are the measured data, and the solid red 

lines are the total fits. The detailed fitting parameters are presented in Table A-1 in the Appendix 

(Section 7.5). 

 

Observation (1) indicates that in the NP solution the number of OH
–
 significantly exceeds the 

number that would be provided from 0.3 M concentration, and yet the pH of the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution 

is only 7.8. Observations (2) and (3) imply that OH
–
 species in the NP solution are accommodated in 

a different chemical environment than the hydrated OH
–
 in water at basic pH. In the previous work, 
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on the same [2:1]NH4+ NP aqueous solution,257 I have reported that water dissociates at the TiO2 NP 

surface (Chapter 6) which can qualitatively explain the increase of OH
– signals (observation (1)) in 

the spectrum. Note though that observation (1) is at odds with the fact that the pH of the [2:1]NH4+ NP 

solution is only 7.8. It thus implies that most of the OH
–
 molecules in the NP solution must be trapped 

around the TiO2 NPs by the positive Stern layer, forming the diffuse layer of the EDL; these confined 

OH
–
 species make no contribution to the pH measurement. Analogous to my previous photoemission 

study of aqueous-phase TiO2 NPs,257 I have also measured the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution with 0.5 M NaOH 

added (Figure 7-3(D)) to show that the intensity of the OH
–
 peak at 536.3 eV continues to increase, 

becoming as large as for the 5 M NaOH solution. However, the pH is ~ 9.8 and the added amount of 

hydroxide could not produce such signal enhancement. This further corroborates our conclusion that 

a large amount of OH
–
 is indeed produced by additional water dissociation at the TiO2 surface. The 

implications of observations (2) and (3) together with the findings of Figure 7-3(D) will be detailed in 

the following paragraphs, where I acquire additional support from PFY-XA measurements. The latter 

is indispensable here as it is a bulk-sensitive method, enabling a realistic estimate of the amount of 

OH
–
 present in the NP solution. 

 

7.3.3 O K-edge PFY-XA Spectra 

The O K-edge PFY-XA spectrum of the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution, with the assistance of the 

reference PFY-XA spectra of [1:1]Cl- NP solution, neat water, and 1.5 M NaOH aqueous solution, 

allow for a quantitative estimation of the OH
–
 amount in the NP solution. All PFY-XA spectra, shown 

in Figure 7-4, were generated by integrating the X-ray emission intensities resulting from valence band 

to core transitions (O 2p → 1s) following resonant excitation at the O K-edge. Note that the PFY-XA 

spectrum of 1.5 M NaOH aqueous solution, shown in Figures 7-4(B) and 7-4(D) has been adapted 

from ref.271. This spectrum helps to quantify the amount of OH
–
 in the NP solutions, which will be 

explained later. Figure 7-4(A) shows the spectra from the [2:1]NH4+ NP solution and the [1:1]Cl– NP 

solution. Since the latter solution corresponds to the fully Cl
–
-covered NP surface, water cannot 

interact with TiO2. Hence, the difference spectrum (dotted curve), [2:1]NH4+ NP minus [1:1]Cl- NP, 

reveals the signal solely due to OH
–
. I label this signal contribution OH

–
(i*). Then in Figure 7-4(B), I 

compare OH
–
(i*) with the OH

–
 signal obtained from the neat 1.5 M NaOH aqueous solution (no NPs 

contained). For that I subtract the PFY-XA spectrum of neat water (shown in blue) from the one of 

the NaOH solution (in brown). This difference spectrum is presented at the bottom of Figure 7-4(B). 

Unlike in Figure 7-4(A), one now observes two contributions, centered at 532.8 and 534.1 eV photon 

energy, labeled OH
–
(i) and OH

–
(ii), respectively. These two OH

–
 contributions have been previously 
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reported for 4 and 6 M KOH aqueous solutions, and were attributed, based on computations, to the 

hydroxide hydration complexes in tri-coordinated (tetrahedral-coordinated) OH
–
(H2O)3 and in planar 

4-fold coordinated (hyper-coordinated) OH
–
(H2O)4 configurations, respectively.154 The tetrahedral 

configuration produces a single pre-edge peak at 532.5 eV photon energy (matching the OH
–
(i) peak 

position in Figure 7-4(B)), whereas the hyper-coordinated configuration gives rise to a pre-edge peak 

at 534.5 eV (coinciding with OH
–
(ii) in Figure 7-4(B)), as well as to OH

–
(i).154 The good agreement 

between the computed energies for OH
–
(i) with the experimental energy of OH

–
(i*) strongly suggests 

that not only is the OH
–
 hydration configuration near the NP surface different than in bulk water, but 

the tri-coordinated structure dominates. Note that the occurrence of different OH
– configurations 

would be qualitatively consistent with the different O1s BEs found in the NP solution compared to the 

5 M NaOH solution (Figure 7-3(A) and 7-3(C)). Our suggested hydroxide hydration configuration 

within the EDL is corroborated by a Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) simulation, finding 

that the fraction of 3- and 4-coordinated structures depends strongly on the OH
–
 concentration. At low 

concentration, OH
–
 ions are surrounded by abundant water molecules and the OH

–
(H2O)4 hyper-

coordinated configuration is preferred; the tetrahedral complex OH
–
(H2O)3 quickly (within 2-3 ps) 

interconverts to OH
–
(H2O)4.272-273 At high concentration, fewer water molecules are available to 

coordinate OH
–
, making the OH

–
(H2O)3 configuration more favorable.274 I argue that the OH

–
 

concentration in the diffuse layer is high, although I have yet to quantify the concentration, and the 3-

coordinated structure thus dominates. This interpretation is supported by a nuclear magnetic resonance 

study of the water molecule distribution around TiO2 NPs, showing strong confinement of water 

molecules with low mobility and reactivity within the first few layers above the TiO2 surface.275 

Having characterized the OH
–
 hydration configurations and their contributions to the PFY-XA 

spectra, I now quantify the amount of OH
–
 within the EDL. The O K-edge PFY-XA spectra of 

[2:1]NH4+ NP (Figure 7-4(A)) and 1.5 M NaOH solutions (Figure 7-4(B)) solutions are then fitted with 

Gaussians, each representing the respective oxygen component, as shown in Figure 7-4(C) and (D). 

In both cases, the well-known water pre-edge peak at 535.0 eV87 is presented in blue (no filling) and 

is used for intensity normalization; the relative intensity of this signal will be used to estimate the OH
–
 

concentration. In Figure 7-4(C) the two TiO2 oxygen features at 531.1 and 533.3 eV (green Gaussians), 

resulting from O 2p orbital hybridization with Ti t2g and eg orbitals,162, 225, 232-234 are fitted under the 

constraints of the same peak positions, widths, and intensity ratio that are obtained from the fitting 

parameters of the reference PFY-XA spectrum of the [1:1]Cl- NP solution (no OH
–
 signal) shown in 

Figure A-7-1 and Table A-7-2 in the Appendix Section 7.5. 
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Figure 7-4 

O K-edge PFY-XA spectra from [2:1]NH4+ NP and [1:1]Cl- NP aqueous solutions, along with the 

respective spectral difference (A), and from 1.5 M NaOH aqueous solution (taken from ref. 271) 

and neat liquid water, as well as their spectral difference (B). In (B) intensities are normalized at 

the water pre-edge. The Gaussian fits of the [2:1]NH4+ NP and 1.5 M NaOH spectra are 

presented in (C) and (D), respectively. Different filling colors refer to different oxygen species: 

liquid-water oxygen (no filling), gas-phase water (grey), OH
–
 (blue and purple), TiO2 lattice 

oxygen (eg and t2g, green). The two spectral backgrounds in C and D are fitted with a cubic 

function, indicated by grey curves (see also Figure A-7-1 in the Appendix (Section 7.5)). The 

detailed fit parameters are presented in Table A-7-2 in the Appendix (Section 7.5). 
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It is clear that the fitted Gaussian at 532.6 eV (light blue; Figure 7-4(C)), which accounts for 

OH
–
 signal, is needed to yield a good total fit (red line) of the overall spectrum. The 532.6-eV peak 

position perfectly matches the position of the computed tetrahedral species OH
–
(H2O)3 (feature OH

–

(i) at 532.5 eV photon energy),154 in agreement with our above, more qualitative analysis. I notice that 

in my previous O 1s PE spectroscopy study of TiO2 NP aqueous solution,257 the obtained PEY-XA 

spectra exhibit somewhat smaller OH
–
 signal with respect to the water pre-edge intensity. Also, the 

TiO2 signal is considerably smaller in the electron-yield measurements. It is this signal-intensity 

discrimination intrinsic to the (rather surface-sensitive) PES study that did not allow for a quantitative 

estimate of the relative concentration of the (oxygen) species of interest. In contrast, the signals 

obtained with bulk-sensitive PFY are argued to quantitatively reflect the total TiO2 lattice and OH
–
 

concentrations in solutions. 

In Figure 7-4(D) I present the individual contributions of OH
–
(i) and OH

–
(ii) to the PFY-XA 

spectrum from 1.5 M NaOH aqueous solution (of Figure 7-4(B)), where I am guided by the analysis 

of ref 154. I first fit the water pre-edge peak (see Figure A-7-1 and its caption), and then include two 

Gaussian peaks, representing OH
–
(i) and OH

–
(ii). The obtained peak positions (532.8 and 534.1 eV 

photon energy) are in very good agreement with the energies computed for the hyper-coordinated 

hydroxide.154 For estimating the OH
–
 amount in the NP solution, I then compare the Gaussian peak 

area of tetrahedral (light blue peak in Figure 7-4(C)) with the area of hyper-coordinated (light violet 

peaks in Figure 7-4(D)) OH
–
 species, from which an approximately 0.6 M OH

–
 concentration for the 

[2:1]NH4+ NP aqueous solution is derived. Here, I have used the OH
–
-to-H2O (pre-peak) intensity ratio 

of Figure 7-4(D) as a calibration point; see the fitting parameters in Table A-7-2 and related calculation 

details in the Appendix Section 7.5. 

 

I recall that the 0.3 M NH4OH aqueous solution has the pH 11.3, whereas the pH of [2:1]NH4+ 

NP solution (prepared in 0.3 M NH4OH aqueous solution) is only 7.8. Despite this near-neutral pH, 

the OH
–
 concentration in the NP solution estimated to be 0.6 M, and almost all these anions are 

confined within the EDL. Given that at 0.3 M NH4
+ concentration about half the TiO2 NP surface sites 

are covered (estimated from 5.2 ions adsorbed/nm2),93, 192 0.6 M OH
–
(H2O)3 would be enough to 

exceed one monolayer coverage, forming the diffuse layer. This raises several questions: (1) How 

thick is the diffuse layer, (2) what is the origin of the 0.6 M OH
–
 concentration, and (3) what role does 

the produced H+ (from water dissociation) play in this interfacial system? To answer these questions I 

propose two scenarios, as schematically presented in Figure 7-5.  
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Scenario A (Figure 7-5(A)) proposes that 0.3 M NH4OH solution contributes maximum 0.3 M 

OH
–
 concentration to the diffuse layer (bulk OH

–
 drawn toward the NPs by Coulombic attraction of 

the Stern layer), and the other 0.3 M OH
–
 is provided by water dissociation at the TiO2 NP surface. 

Indeed, our previous liquid microjet PES study of the same [2:1]NH4+ TiO2 NP colloidal solution has 

already shown that OH
–
 can be produced in basic solution from water dissociation,257 and subsequent 

OH
– liberation (into the diffuse layer) allows for further dissociation. The amount of OH

– that can be 

accommodated in the diffuse layer depends on the effective charge of the Stern layer, and one crucial 

question is whether H+ (from water dissociation) is part of the Stern layer. As discussed in the 

Introduction Section 7.1, fast H+ – OH
–
 recombination is one of the major obstacles limiting the 

efficiency of water dissociation reactions. In the present case, this problem is by-passed, when we 

assume that H+ is bound at the TiO2 surface. This confinement of H+ increases the Stern layer charge 

and keeps the extra negative OH
–
 species stay close, within the diffuse layer. Such a mechanism would 

be consistent with a previous scanning tunneling microscopy study finding that H+ bonds to the oxygen 

sites of TiO2 surfaces.211 

In Scenario B (Figure 7-5(B)), the 0.6 M OH
–
 concentration is assumed to be fully produced by 

water dissociation at the TiO2 NP surfaces. Due to the limited number of anchoring oxygen sites for 

water on the TiO2 surface, the excess amount of OH
–
 can be rationalized when assuming that some 

fraction of H+ ions produced at the interface migrates through the diffuse layer, and recombines to 

form water in the bulk solution. This latter neutralization would explain the observed relatively low 

pH 9.8 when adding NaOH to the NP solution (see Figure 7-3(D), and respective figure caption). Note 

that some fraction of H+ will inevitably recombine with OH
–
 in the diffuse layer, and the resulting loss 

of OH
–
 molecules can be replenished because H+ release from the TiO2 surface vacates adsorption 

sites for further water dissociation reaction, which in turn generates additional OH
–
 in the diffuse 

layer. Even if we do not understand the detailed mechanism of such efficient diffusion through the 

diffuse layer (although very thin; discussed below), OH
–
 in the bulk solution, as well as in the diffuse 

layer, must play an important role in initiating the release of H+ from the TiO2 surface. This dynamical 

cycle of continuous freeing surface sites for water adsorption, and the subsequent release of H+, 

followed by recombination, will reach an equilibrium once the bulk solution is nearly neutralized. 

Similar observations have been made from a photoelectrochemical cell (PEC) study under external 

electric potential.5, 276-277 Water dissociation was found to occur at the TiO2 working electrode, 

followed by H+ diffusion through an electrolyte solution to the counter electrode; the nature of the 

EDL at the working electrode – electrolyte interface has not been addressed.  
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Figure 7-5 

Schematic representation of the charge (NH4
+, OH

–
) distribution in the EDL around a TiO2 NP. 

(A)  In Scenario A, 0.3 M H2O have dissociated at the TiO2 surface producing H+ ions that 

become part of the Stern layer as well as producing 0.3 M OH
–
 in the diffuse layer. All other 

OH
–
, also residing within the diffuse layer, originate from the bulk solution (from the 0.3 M 

NH4OH stabilizer). (B) Scenario B assumes that 0.6 M H2O are dissociated and form 0.6 M OH
–
 

ions in the diffuse layer. The corresponding 0.6 M H+ are divided into 0.3 M H+ that are bound 

to the oxygen sites on the TiO2 surface, and the other 0.3 M H+ quickly diffuse into the bulk 

solution and neutralize the solution. 

 

 

Finally, the thickness of the diffuse layer is estimated based on the 0.22 nm O–O bond length 

reported for the OH
–
(H2O)n complex.154 The 0.6 M tetrahedral OH

–
(H2O)3 complex derived from the 

quantitative analysis of the PFY-XA spectra in Figure 7-4 can then form an at least 0.44-nm-thick 

diffuse layer, corresponding to one complete densely-packed monolayer (with 0.3 M NH4
+ covering 

half of the TiO2 NP surface). The actual thickness of the diffuse layer is, however, likely to extend 

beyond 0.44 nm due to the mobility of OH
–
(H2O)3 ions. Hence, the Debye length should be > 0.8 nm; 

this comprises the > 0.44 nm diffuse layer and ~ 0.35 nm Stern layer. Previous electrochemical studies 

have investigated the interaction force between two electrodes immersed in ionic liquid and in NaCl 

aqueous solution, and obtained a semi-parabolic relationship between the interaction force, from 

which the Debye length can be inferred as a function of electrolyte concentration. The results of ref. 

278 show that the Debye length reaches an undetectably small value at 0.1 M electrolyte concentration, 
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and then goes up to approximately 1.5 nm  for ~2.0 M concentration in the case of NaCl aqueous 

solution, and to approximately 6 nm for ~2.0 M concentration ionic liquid solution in propylene, 

respectively.278 Our > 0.8 nm Debye length estimated for the [2:1]NH4+ colloidal solution agrees with 

this reported Debye length vs. concentration relation,278 although we cannot precisely determine the 

overall electrolyte concentration. 

 

7.4 Conclusion  

I have applied in-situ X-ray spectroscopy to characterize the electric double layer (EDL) around 

20-nm TiO2 NPs dispersed and stabilized in NH4OH aqueous solution. My studies thus capture the 

interaction of bulk electrolyte solution with a TiO2 surface. By combining PES, PEY-XAS and PFY-

XAS, I find that at low concentration of NH4
+ stabilizer ions – but still assuring that NPs do not 

aggregate – there remains sufficient NP surface area to interact with water. My PES and PEY-XAS 

measurements at the N 1s and O 1s core levels, along with the measured pH, identify the Stern layer 

to consist of NH4
+ stabilizer ions, and the diffuse layer being composed of OH

–
. Moreover, the PFY 

measurements at the O K-edge reveal an unexpected large amount of OH
–
 in the NP aqueous solution 

(despite near-neutral pH) that can only be explained by water dissociation. These OH
–
 species are 

proposed to form an approximately > 0.44-nm-thick diffuse layer, charge-balanced by a ~ 0.35-nm 

Stern layer of NH4
+. The PFY measurements furthermore strongly suggest a prevailing 3-coordinated 

OH
–
 hydration structure, OH

–
(H2O)3, within the diffuse layer which is not the case for OH

–
 hydration 

in bulk-solution where the 4-coordinated structure, OH
–
(H2O)4, is more probable. I conclude by 

proposing two models in which the dissociation product H+ is either anchored at the TiO2 – solution 

interface (Scenario A), or it quickly escapes into the bulk solution (Scenario B), both consequently 

preventing the unwanted H+ – OH
–
 recombination. Scenario B is probably a more realistic description 

of the dynamics of dissociative water adsorption / H+ release and recombination cycle, although 

elements of both models are likely relevant. In addition, the present work marks an important advance 

in the spectroscopic characterization of the EDL, including the molecular interactions of aqueous 

solution with solid surfaces that are relevant for energy-material research. My method can be readily 

applied to surfaces other than studied here. 
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7.5 Appendix 

7.5.1 Fitting Parameter of O1s PE Spectra in Figure 7-3 

 

 0.5 M NH4OH 5 M NaOH 

 Position FWHM Area Position FWHM Area 

H2O(l) 538.1 1.6 100 538.1 1.8 100 

H2O(g) 539.9 1.0 4.9 539.9 1.0 7.0 

TiO2 - - - - - - 

OH
-
 - - - 535.8 1.8 11.8 

 TiO2 [2:1]NH4+ TiO2 [2:1]NH4+ + NaOH 

 Position FWHM Area Position FWHM Area 

H2O(l) 538.1 1.6 100 538.1 1.6 100 

H2O(g) 539.9 1.0 6.7 539.9 1.0 8.5 

TiO2 534.8 1.4 1.0 534.8 1.4 0.9 

OH
-
 536.3 1.4 8.0 536.3 1.4 12.3 

 

Table A-7-1 

Fitting parameters of PE spectra in Figure 3. All fitted areas are normalized according to the 

fitted area of H2O(l) peak at 538.1 eV which is set to 100. 
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7.5.2 PFY-XA Spectra of Neat Water and TiO2 NPs [1:1]Cl- Aqueous Solutions 

 

 

Figure A-7-1 

PFY-XA spectra of neat water (A) and [1:1]Cl- aqueous solution (B), identical to the blue and 

green spectra presented in Figure 7-3(B) and 7-3(A), respectively. Gaussian fittings are 

conducted for both spectra, in which the water pre-peak at 535.0 eV (blue components) and TiO2 

lattice O at 531.1 and 533.3 eV (green components) are indicated. The background curves are 

fitted with a cubic function, marked in grey color. The fitting parameters of the water pre-peak 

and background function in A are applied to the PFY-XA spectrum fitting in B, as well as those 

in Figure 7-3(C) and 7-3(D). The detailed fitting results are listed in Table A-7-2. 
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7.5.3 Fitting Parameter of O K-edge PFY-XA Spectra in Figure 7-4 and  

Figure A-7-1 

 

 Water TiO2 [1:1]Cl- 

 Position FWHM Area Position FWHM Area 

H2O(l) 535.0 1.1 100 535.0 1.1 100 

O 2p-Ti 3d t2g - - - 531.1 1.6 90.2 

O 2p-Ti 3d eg - - - 533.3 1.6 71.0 

 TiO2 [2:1]NH4+ 1.5 M NaOH 

 Position FWHM Area Position FWHM Area 

H2O(l) 535.0 1.1 100 535.0 1.1 100 

O 2p-Ti 3d t2g 531.1 1.6 104.7 - - - 

O 2p-Ti 3d eg 533.3 1.6 74.4 - - - 

OH
-
(H2O)3 532.6 1.1 65.1 - - - 

OH
-
(H2O)4 - - - 532.8 1.1 57.0 

OH
-
(H2O)4 - - - 534.1 1.1 86.4 

 

Table A-7-2 

Fitting parameters of PFY-XA spectra in Figure 7-4 and A-7-1. All fitted areas are normalized 

according to the fitted area of H2O(l) peak at 535.0 eV which is set to 100. 
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7.5.4 Calculation Details of the OH- Molarity in the TiO2 NPs [2:1]NH4+ Aqueous 

Solution:  

According to the fitting results presented in Table A-7-2, the total area of the two fitted OH
-

(H2O)4 components from the 1.5 M NaOH aqueous solution 57.0 + 86.4 = 143.4 is compared to the 

corresponding OH
-
(H2O)3 area of the [2:1]NH4+ solution 65.1. As the water peaks in both solutions are 

used as a common reference, a correction factor that considers the different water weights in each 

solution is applied. Given that the mass density of the [2:1]NH4+ solution is 1100 g/l and weight 

percentage of NP is 20wt%, the water weight in a given volume, say 1 liter, is calculated to be 1100 g 

× 80% = 880 g (the weight of 0.3 M NH4OH is negligible). The water weight in one liter of 1.5 M 

NaOH aqueous solution is 1000 g. Therefore, the molarity x of OH
-
(H2O)3 in the [2:1]NH4+ solution 

can be estimated by x/1.5 M = (65.1 × 880 g)/(143.4 × 1000 g), which gives x = 0.6 M. 
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Chapter 8 

Summary and Outlook 

 

During the course of my PhD studies, I focused on characterizing the electronic structure of the 

transition metal oxide – aqueous interface for hematite iron oxide (α-Fe2O3) and anatase titanium 

dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles. A key aspect was the nature of water adsorption at these interfaces. In 

this chapter, I summarize the findings based on the measurements shown in chapters 5, 6 and 7, and I 

propose a harvesting methodology of the H2 fuel from the dissociative TiO2 — water interaction. Then, 

I briefly highlight the results from some other projects that I have been involved in. These projects are 

not the main focus of this study, but the findings are of general relevance for liquid-jet PES. Then in 

the outlook Section, I describe the current efforts to investigate other NP systems e.g., magnetite iron 

oxide and cerium dioxide nanoparticle aqueous solutions, building on the experience accumulated 

with α-Fe2O3 and TiO2 NPs. Also, the future perspectives for further characterization of the systems 

studied in this thesis are presented.    

  

8.1 Summary of the Results 

The electronic structure of the interfacial layer between the (6 nm diameter) hematite iron oxide 

nanoparticles and aqueous solution was reported in Chapter 5 using the liquid microjet technique 

coupled to soft X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. This method is sufficiently sensitive to detect the 

adsorbed hydroxide species, resulting from the water dissociation at the nanoparticle surface in 

aqueous solution (in acidic condition). The photoelectron signals of adsorbed OH
-
 were obtained at 

the O 1s resonant, non-resonant and from partial electron yield X-ray absorption. In addition, the Fe 

2p3/2 resonant excitation was explored. This L3-edge detection is sensitive to the surrounding chemical 

environment of the Fe3+ ions at the nanoparticle—aqueous interface which is manifested in the 10Dq 

value, a measure of the ligand-field strength. By recording the L3 edge PEY-XA spectra from different 

iron Auger-decay channels, the t2g (3d electrons) peak intensity variation was assigned to different 

extents of electron delocalization. From the experimental fraction of local versus non-local 

autoionization signals, the charge transfer time from the interfacial Fe3+ into the environment is found 

to be approximately 1 fs.    

Analogous to the hematite system, the nature of water interaction with the anatase TiO2 

nanoparticles surfaces was reported in Chapter 6. The electronic structure of the nanoparticles of 

different size (3, 6, 10 and 20 nm diameter), dispersed in different aqueous solutions (different pH) 

was investigated in order to identify the molecular species adsorbed at the NP— aqueous solution 
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interface. From the Ti 2p resonant photoemission (PEY-XA) an anatase-phase transformation or the 

occurrence of Ti3+ sites due to surface oxygen defects could be ruled out. The O 1s non-resonant and 

on-resonant photoelectron spectra allow to distinguish the molecular and dissociative water adsorption 

on the TiO2 NP (aq) surface. The latter measurements demonstrate that water is adsorbed molecularly 

at low pH, and is interacting dissociatevely at the TiO2 NP (aq) surface for slightly basic solution. 

Based on these findings, I propose an anatase TiO2—water interaction mechanism that explicitly takes 

the local solution chemical environment into account.   

Using in-situ X-ray spectroscopy, the electric double layer around 20-nm TiO2 NPs dispersed 

and stabilized in NH4OH aqueous solution was characterized in Chapter 7. From a combination of PE 

and PEY-XA spectra at the N 1s core level, the Stern layer was identified to consist of NH4
+ stabilizer 

ions. The concentration of NH4
+ ions is low enough to cover only half of the TiO2 surface sites, which 

allows water interaction with the NPs. This less than one monolayer thick Stern layer is approximately 

~ 0.35-nm thick. Also, the combination of PE and PFY-XA measurements at the O K-edge revealed 

an unexpected large OH
-
 amount in the NP aqueous solution which is not consistent with the pH of 

7.8. This large OH
-
 concentration is attributed to the dissociative water interaction with the TiO2 

surface in such a chemical environment (based on Chapter 6 findings). From the measured PFY-XA 

spectra, I quantify the hydroxide amount in the NP aqueous solution ~ 0.6 M trapped in > 0.44-nm-

thick diffuse layer around the Stern layer. Also, I show that these hydroxide groups are forming a 

tetrahedral hydrated configuration structure OH
–
(H2O)3 which is different from the hyper-coordinated 

hydroxyl hydrated complexes OH
–
(H2O)4 forming in bulk hydroxide solutions. Lastly, I proposed two 

structural models of the EDL around the TiO2 NPs, where the dissociated produced H+ is anchored at 

the NP surface or diffuses into the bulk solution, respectively. Both models prevent H+ and OH
-
 from 

recombination. The second proposed mechanism is probably more favorable as it potentially provides 

a means to produce more dissociation by adding an electric bias to the bulk solution. I have shown 

that adding NH4OH or NaOH to the NPs (aq) solution (see Figure 6-7 and Figure 7-3) provides a 

means to extract the H+ away from the NP surface in aqueous solution (Figure 7-5 (B)).279 The next 

step is to provide an external negative potential equivalent to the OH
-
, attracting generated H+ to leave 

the NP surface in order to free the catalytic sites for further water dissociation.               

 

8.2 Other Projects 

In parallel to the transition metal oxide NP—water interaction studies, I participated in other 

projects, some of which have been published. Here, I briefly mention only those that are somewhat 

related to my main topic. 
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• Advances in Liquid Phase Soft-X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy: A New 

Experimental Setup at BESSY II. 

This work is describing the SOL3 PES experimental station, its technical features, and 

reports some proof-of-concept measurements. I here cite the abstract of the article62, and 

then briefly highlight the important role of this experimental setup for conducting my 

NP(aq) studies ”A state-of-the-art experimental setup for soft X-ray photo- and Auger-

electron spectroscopy from liquid phase has been built for operation at the synchrotron-

light facility BESSY II, Berlin. The experimental station is named SOL3, which is derived 

from solid, solution, and solar, and refers to the aim of studying solid–liquid interfaces, 

optionally irradiated by photons in the solar spectrum. SOL3 is equipped with a high-

transmission hemispherical electron analyzer for detecting electrons emitted from small 

molecular aggregates, nanoparticles, or biochemical molecules and their components in 

(aqueous) solutions, either in vacuum or in an ambient pressure environment. In addition 

to conventional energy-resolved electron detection, SOL3 enables detection of electron 

angular distributions by the combination of a ±11° acceptance angle of the electron 

analyzer and a rotation of the analyzer in the polarization plane of the incoming 

synchrotron-light beam. The present manuscript describes the technical features of SOL3, 

and we also report the very first measurements of soft-X-ray photoemission spectra from 

a liquid microjet of neat liquid water and of TiO2-nanoparticle aqueous solution obtained 

with this new setup, highlighting the necessity for state-of-the-art electron detection.”  

The presented resonant photoelectron spectra (in Chapters 5 and 6) are the pioneer in 

solid-liquid interface studies. This aspect is crucial for probing the electronic structure of 

the adsorbed molecular species on the NP(aq) surfaces as a function of pH, which has not 

been attempted before.  

 

• Do water's electrons care about electrolytes? 

This project investigated if the electrolyte ions have an effect on the electronic 

structure of the surrounding water molecules and whether the photoelectron spectrum of 

neat liquid water can be used as an energy reference to calibrate other aqueous solution 

photoelectron spectra. I already mentioned this study briefly in Chapter 4. The main goal 

of that work, as summarized in the abstract of ref.80, is: ”Ions have a profound effect on the 

geometrical structure of liquid water and an aqueous environment is known to change the 

electronic structure of ions. Here we combine photoelectron spectroscopy measurements from 

liquid microjets with molecular dynamical and quantum chemical calculations to address the 
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reverse question, to what extent do ions affect the electronic structure of liquid water? We 

study aqueous solutions of sodium iodide (NaI) over a wide concentration range, from nearly 

pure water to 8 M solutions, recording spectra in the 5 to 60 eV binding energy range to 

include all water valence and the solute Na+ 2p, I− 4d, and I− 5p orbital ionization peaks. We 

observe that the electron binding energies of the solute ions change only slightly as a function 

of electrolyte concentration, less than 150 ± 60 meV over an ∼8 M range. Furthermore, the 

photoelectron spectrum of liquid water is surprisingly mildly affected as we transform the 

sample from a dilute aqueous salt solution to a viscous, crystalline-like phase. The most 

noticeable spectral changes are a negative binding energy shift of the water 1b2 ionizing 

transition (up to −370 ± 60 meV) and a narrowing of the flat-top shape water 3a1 ionization 

feature (up to 450 ± 90 meV). A novel computationally efficient technique is introduced to 

calculate liquid-state photoemission spectra using small clusters from molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations embedded in dielectric continuum. This theoretical treatment captured the 

characteristic positions and structures of the aqueous photoemission peaks, reproducing the 

experimentally observed narrowing of the water 3a1 feature and weak sensitivity of the water 

binding energies to electrolyte concentration. The calculations allowed us to attribute the 

small binding energy shifts to ion-induced disruptions of intermolecular electronic 

interactions. Furthermore, they demonstrate the importance of considering concentration-

dependent screening lengths for a correct description of the electronic structure of solvated 

systems. Accounting for electronic screening, the calculations highlight the minimal effect of 

electrolyte concentration on the 1b1 binding energy reference, in accord with the experiments. 

This leads us to a key finding that the isolated, lowest-binding-energy, 1b1, photoemission 

feature of liquid water is a robust energetic reference for aqueous liquid microjet 

photoemission studies.”      

With the water 1b1 binding energy being a confirmed robust energy reference, I was 

able to accurately determine the binding energies of the NPs as well as of the adsorbed 

interfacial molecular species.    

 

8.3 Outlook 

In this section, I present several perspectives and my thoughts of current and future experiments 

and applications. First, I report on two ongoing studies of two other metal-oxide nanoparticle aqueous 

systems. I conclude by elaborating on the advantage of applying tender X-rays, for the study of 

aqueous-phase NPs.  

With the hematite iron oxide and the titanium dioxide – aqueous interface studies I have 

demonstrated that the liquid microjet technique combined with the soft X-ray photoelectron 
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spectroscopy is a powerful analytical technique to characterize the interfacial layer between 

nanoparticles and aqueous solution. I have applied the same techniques to the Fe3O4 NPs and CeO2 

NPs to probe their solid surface interaction with solvent and solute ions. The findings are summarized 

below:  

• Magnetite Iron Oxide Nanoparticle—Aqueous Solution Interface 

  Magnetite iron oxide (Fe3O4) exhibits strong magnetic properties (magnetic moment 

of 4 μB  per formula cell126) which makes it a promising electrode material for energy 

storage application, such as supercapacitors280-281. Also, its nanoparticle structures are 

being intensively exploited as ferrofluids in magnetic refrigeration282, and used in 

magnetic resonance imaging283 and cancer therapy284-285. Iron (II, III) oxide (Fe3O4) has 

an inverse spinel structure where the Fe2+ is octahedrally coordinated while the Fe3+ 

cations are divided between octahedral and tetrahedral coordination (accurate ratio of 

every coordination is addressed in the following text). The total ratio of Fe2+/Fe3+ is 1:2. 

When this value decreases, the Fe3O4 partially loses its magnetic properties. According 

to Néel’s theory of ferrimagnetism, the magnetic moment of Fe3O4 uniquely arises from 

the Fe2+ ions; The Fe3+ cation moments cancel each other on each sublattice (tetrahedral 

and octahedral sublattice).126, 286 The Fe2+ cations are known to be easily oxidized to Fe3+, 

by exposure to air, humidity, or in acidic aqueous solution. Therefore, magnetite 

nanoparticles are not sustainable in aqueous solution, and they start losing their magnetic 

properties. In fact, magnetite would transform into maghemite (γ-Fe2O3), where the 

Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio drops to zero (magnetic moment of 2.5 μB per formula unit), then adapt to 

the most stable form of iron oxide, hematite (α-Fe2O3).126 Such a transformation affects 

almost all the magnetite iron oxide applications, especially the ones performed in aqueous 

solution. This oxidation behavior of Fe2+, resulting in iron oxide phase transformation, 

has been the motivation for several works 287-289 as well as for my NP study. Specifically, 

I aim to quantify and compare the Fe2+/Fe3+ ratios for magnetite NPs under different Fe2+ 

oxidization conditions:  

(i) NPs extensively exposed to Fe2+ oxidization condition: Magnetite NPs 

dispersed in an acidic aqueous solution. Two Fe2+/Fe3+ ratios were obtained: (1) 

At the NPs—aqueous interface (by preforming liquid jet PES measurements) as 

well as (2) from the NP interior (by fully digestion of the NPs). 

(ii) NPs shortly exposed to Fe2+ oxidization condition: Dried Fe3O4 NPs(aq) from 

the aqueous solution in (i), and the dried NPs (aq) after distilled water washing.  

(iii) NPs never exposed to Fe2+ oxidization condition: Dry NPs (this ratio is 

reported in the literature290 by our collaborator Kevin M. Rosso (Pacific 

Northwest National Laboratory, USA)).  
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 First, characteristic measurements were performed for conditions (i) and (ii) to ensure 

the same particle shape and size after chemical treatment, washing and drying. 

Measurements included (1) X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) from the dried Fe3O4 NPs(aq) after being dissolved in acidic aqueous solution 

(NPs shortly exposed to Fe2+ oxidization condition (ii)), and (2) dynamic light 

scattering (DLS)) for Fe3O4 NPs dispersed in HNO3 aqueous solution (NPs extensively 

exposed to Fe2+ oxidization condition(i)). DLS measurements were performed twice for 

the latter sample, since part of the experiment was done at BESSY II, Berlin, while 

additional studies were done at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, USA, which 

made a re-examination of the sample stability mandatory. 

    

  In the following, I present liquid jet photoemission spectra from magnetite NP 

aqueous solution, aiming at determining the Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio. Figure 8-1 presents the Fe 

L3-edge PEY-XA spectrum obtained by integrating the photoemission signals over the 

2p-3p3p Auger decay channel (compare Figure 5-6) for 10 wt% (20 nm) Fe3O4 

nanoparticles stabilized in HNO3 aqueous solution (black curve). In an attempt to 

interpret the spectrum we consider the previously reported ab-initio based multireference 

configuration interaction (MRCI) calculations for the Fe(II)O6 ,Fe(III)O6 and Fe(III)O4 

clusters on the Fe L-edge290 (shown in green, blue and orange, respectively). We thus 

compare the measured PEY-XA spectrum with the total fit of the three characteristic 

individual spectra which represent the spectral contribution of the octahedral 

configurated Fe2+, octahedral configurated Fe3+ and tetrahedral configurated Fe3+. The 

fitting residual (linear combination fitting of theoretical component spectra) is presented 

in red color. The fit yields a contribution of 25.9%, 37.0% and 37.1% of Fe(II)O6 

,Fe(III)O6 and Fe(III)O4 respectively (for NPs highly exposed to Fe2+ oxidization 

condition at the NPs—aqueous interface (i)). This can be compared with 37.21%, 

29.37% and 33.42% reported for the dry magnetite NPs measured by bulk-sensitive 

technique, total electron yield X-ray absorption290 (NPs never exposed to Fe2+ 

oxidization condition (iii)). Given the surface sensitivity of the liquid-jet PE 

measurements, the large change of the Fe2+ contribution in the PEY-XA spectrum 

suggests that these cations are slowly oxidized at the magnetite nanoparticles surface.   
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Figure 8 - 1 

Black: Measured Fe L3 edge PEY-XA spectrum from 10 wt% (20 nm) Fe3O4 NPs in 

HNO3 aqueous solution, covering the 2p-3p3p Auger-electron emissions after Fe 

2p3/2 → t2g and 2p3/2 → eg excitation. Spectra were recorded for photon energies 

between 704-716 eV. Green, blue, and orange: singular contribution from the 

octahedral configurated Fe2+, octahedral configurated Fe3+and tetrahedral 

configurated Fe3+, respectively. Red: linear combination of the theoretical 

component spectra (fitting residual). More detailed in the text.      

        

 

In addition, the Rosso group has performed X-ray absorption near-edge structure 

(XANES) measurements as well as X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) studies 

at the Fe L-edge from the dried Fe3O4 NPs(aq) and from the one dried sample after 

distilled water washing (NPs shortly exposed to Fe2+ oxidization condition (ii)). The 

obtained Fe2+/Fe3+ ratios are compared with the one reported from the dried NPs and from 

NPs(aq). Furthermore, a full digestion of the nanoparticles (for NPs highly exposed to 

Fe2+ oxidization condition (i)) based on Ferrozine method291 revealed the Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio 

from the NPs’ interior. This ratio was found to be much less than the interfacial Fe2+/Fe3+ 

ratio, suggesting a diffusion of the Fe2+ cations from the NP interior to the surface. Such 

a behavior was previously observed for magnetite microspheres after the growth of metal-

organic framework, around the Fe3O4 
292. A manuscript on our findings is in preparation. 
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• Cerium Dioxide Nanoparticle—Aqueous Solution Interface  

 The electronic and optical properties of cerium dioxide (CeO2) make this material 

interesting for many applications, such as thermal barrier coating, ionic conductors, and 

again for H2 fuel production293 and solar cells.294-295 Especially with regard to the latter, 

the 3.2 eV band gap renders this materials of considerable interest for the thermochemical 

splitting of liquid water.296 It is thus crucial to explore the electronic structure of the 

CeO2—water interface. Many experimental and theoretical studies were indeed dedicated 

to characterize the nature of water adsorption on the CeO2 surfaces.297-302 Yet, it remains 

unclear whether water is molecularly, dissociatively, or mixed adsorbed at the surface.297 

A better characterization of this CeO2—aqueous interface was the main motivation of 

exploring aqueous-phase ceria NPs by liquid-jet photoelectron spectroscopy. Figure 8-2 

presents the valence photoelectron spectra measured on- and off resonant (in red and blue 

curves), respectively at the Ce4+ 3d5/2 transition to the valence orbital from a 20 wt% 3nm 

CeO2 nanoparticle stabilized in HNO3 aqueous solution. The spectra are energy calibrated 

with reference to the 1b1 peak of liquid water (11.16 eV binding energy32), and they are 

presented after a Shirley background subtraction. The intensities are displayed to yield 

the same heights of the 2a1 water peak as it represents an isolated peak which is not 

affected at resonance. A similar procedure was adopted in the α-Fe2O3 NPs(aq) study (see 

Section 5.3.1).  

 

 The most noticeable peak at the low binding energy side, at approximately 9 eV, is 

attributed to two components, the Ce 5d – O 2p and Ce 4f- O 2p hybridizations, based on 

the reported valence band spectra of cerium dioxide single crystal303. The broad electron 

emission near 25 eV binding energy can be attributed to the contribution from Ce 5p, O 

2s and Ce 5s, respectively303. This implies that liquid-jet PES is capable to detect 

electrons emitted from the CeO2 NP (aq). Moreover, we have succeeded to detect signals 

from interfacial oxygen species resulting from the adsorption of water. Analogous to the 

α-Fe2O3 NPs (aq) O 1s RPE and PE measurements shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5, CeO2 

NPs (aq) solutions with reduced amount of NO3
-
 stabilizer ions relative to the available 

NPs surface sites were recently measured to investigate the nature of water adsorption on 

the NPs surface. The data analysis is in process and manuscript on this work is in 

preparation.            
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Figure 8 - 2 

Valence photoelectron spectra from a 20 wt% 3nm CeO2 NP aqueous solution 

obtained at the cerium 3d5/3 resonance photon energy 884 eV photon energy (in red 

color) and at the off-resonance photon energy 870 eV (blue). A Shirley background 

has been subtracted from the spectra. The water valence photoelectron 

contributions are labelled. 

 

It will be very useful to preform analogous studies using tender X-rays (1.5-12 KeV). This 

allows probing deeper into solution to quantify the density profile of the NPs at the liquid—vapor 

interface, and to increase the absolute signal intensity from the interfacial species. For that, I am 

planning NP liquid jet experiments at the Galaxies beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron facility (Paris, 

France). That beamline delivers up to 12 keV photon energy304 corresponding to approximately IMFP 

of 11-12 nm305 which is a factor of 2-4 larger than for the present X-ray studies.    

Future perspectives may extend to explore hybrid core-shell nanoparticle aqueous solutions (for 

example: ZnO/Fe2O3 and Fe2O3/TiO2). This would be a mimicking systems of the core-shell 

photoelectrodes recently examined in PEC. Such heterojunction structure formed between the core 

and shell materials has shown to significantly improve the separation of the charge carrier and the 

OER306-307 (see Figure 1-1). Studying these tailored NP—water interactions would benefit advance the 

developments of photoelectrochemical cells.     
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